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Research at Eastern Virginia Medical School is made possible by many Individuals. 
Faculty, Students, Staff, Community members, and many others. Of special note, we 
would like to recognize the following contributions: 

Dr. David Johnson MD, Co-Founder and Director of the EVMS Community Faculty 
Designated Student/Resident Research Award Fund, Professor of Medicine, and Chief of 
Gastroenterology. Through this fund and through the direction of Dr. Johnson, over 40 students 
and residents have been able to present their research at national conferences in a wide variety of 
specialties and areas of research. 

Louis and Prudence Ryan, Norfolk community leaders and philanthropists, who 
recognize the vital importance of innovation and creativity in science and medicine. As such, they 
created the Ryan Translational Research Fund in 2019 with a generous gift to EVMS. The Ryans 
strongly believe in the mission and people of EVMS and are thrilled to be able to provide new, 
previously unavailable opportunities to researchers, physicians and scientists.  

Our many other Donors and contributors, without whom we would be unable to provide all we do 
for our learners. 

Thank You 



31st Annual EVMS Research Day 
Friday, October 11, 2019 

12:00 p.m. – 12:15 p.m. OPENING REMARKS,  Lester Hall, Lecture Hall, Rm. 135  

David Mu, PhD 
Chair, Dean’s Standing Research Advisory Committee 
Professor of Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology  
Leroy T. Canoles  Jr. Cancer Research Center  

William J. Wasilenko, PhD 
Vice Dean for Research 

12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. PLATFORM PRESENTATIONS, Lester Hall, Lecture Hall, Rm. 135  

Madison Hoke, Medical student 
Evaluation of CareForward Curriculum: Patterns of Inclusion of Social 
Determinants of Health in Patients Care Notes 

Austin Mullaly, Medical Master student 
Increased Gut Permeability in septic Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) Role of Na 
Butyrate (NaB) 

Juhi Ramchandani, Medical student 
Is it worth it? Distal Vascularization and Interval Ligation for management of 
Dialysis Access Steal Syndrome 

Arjun Saini, Resident/Fellow 
Predictors of satisfaction among patients with psoriatic disease: An analysis and 
visualization of the 2016 and 2017 National Psoriasis Foundation Survey 

Brook Sweeten, Biomedical Science Grad student 
Role of Group II Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors in Mediating Individual 
Differences in Sleep Responses to Stress and Fear Memory 

1:30 – 3:30 p.m.  POSTER PRESENTATIONS AND RECEPTION  
Lester Hall, Rms. 104, 107, Lobby  

3:30 – 3:45 p.m.  POSTER PRESENTATION AWARDS 
Lester Hall, Rm. 104  



POSTER PARTICIPANTS 

Abdous, Yasmina 1 Chambers, Charlotte 29 
Adkins, Austin 2 Choi, Jihae 152 
Agrawal, Neha 7 Clawson, Candler 153 
Ahmed, Ahmed 8 Connelly, Daniel 31 
Aidukaitis, Bryce 5 Corbin, Michael 15 
Akhavan, Shadain 148 Cross, Amanda 33 
Ali, Ayan 6 Cundra, Lindsey 35 
Angel, Zachary 11 Dao, Cassandra 38 
Arora, Ipsa 12 Ding, Yi 36 
Arora, Ipsa 13 Ding, Yi 37 
Assi, Sami 3 Donald, Cerelia 39 
Assi, Sami 4 du Plessis, Wihan 40 
Azad, Manan 24 Dyson, Taylor 42 
Bannister, Joseph 10 Enos, Clinton 43 
Baraki, Dana 14 Enos, Clinton 44 
Beavers, Nicholas 58 Enos, Clinton 45 
Bender, Hannah 17 Fairfax, Anna 51 
Bhutta, Maimoona 18 Fariscal, Abigail 41 
Bloch, Randall 19 Feng, Nicole 32 
Bohannon, Diana 21 Fink, Stephen 9 
Borda, Luis 28 Fisher, Ravin 47 
Breeding, Emily 22 Foote, Craig 46 
Breeding, Emily 23 Freedman, Matthew 48 
Brown III, Stafford 16 Gajulapalli, Pooja 49 
Buccheri, Sebastiano 30 Gampa, Himabindu 64 
Burket, Jessica 25 Gauronskas, Phillip 52 
Campbell, Genevieve 26 Golliher, Megan 60 
Carlton, Samantha 27 Grant, Maxwell 50 
Carmon, Jazmin 147 Grapperhaus, Steven 62 
Carroll, Lauren 20 Hammond, Perry 53 



POSTER PARTICIPANTS 

Hasan, Shaheer 55 Marcuard, Maurice 88 
Hawkes, Katharine 59 Marcuard, Maurice 89 
He, Jody 56 Mathiesen, Alli 73 
He, Jody 57 McCauley, Robert 91 
He, Linda 141 McCauley, Robert 92 
Hoerle, Reece 54 McNally, Alexander 93 
Hoke, Madison 61 ** McRae, Fiora 94 
Hopkins, Katharine 68 Moriarty, Alina 87 
Hughes, Jacob 65 Mullaly, Austin 95  ** 
Huntley, Joseph 63 Nagappan, Raj 97 
Iannarelli, Kayla 34 Nangunuri, Bhavana 98 
Im, Alex 66 Newton, Emily 99 
Kaur, Sameena 67 O’Connell, Katie 96 
Kearney, Timothy 69 Ogbozor, Ifeoma 90 
Keenan, Lauren 70 Oplinger, Matthew 86 
Keeter, w. Coles 71 Owusu-Ansah, Frank 101 
Kinsman, Dona 72 Pajhal, Monika 100 
Ko, Allen 81 Pang, Anthony 102 
Koch, Broderick 75 Parkerson, Jamie 103 
Le, David 78 Patel, Parth 105 
Lester, Henry 74 Pender, Thomas 106 
Lillard, Jonee 110 Pender, Thomas 107 
Long, Ashleigh 76 Pepper, Ian 109 
Long, Ashleigh 77 Pham, Jason 111 
Lwin, Hninn 79 Pham, Phillip 104 
Ma, Shelby 80 Platt, Lucy 108 
Mackay, Stephen 82 Proksch, Daisy 112 
Malone, Ashlee 83 Prott, Mikayla 114 
Manning, Sara 84 Ramchandani, Juhi 113  ** 
Mao, Jodi 85 Reinhart, Colin 115 



POSTER PARTICIPANTS 

Requina, Dorothy 
Rey, Soquel 
Sahni, Tamanna 
Saini, Arjun 
Schmitt, Mark 

116 
117 
119 
150  ** 
151 

Toy, Jason 
Toy, Kevin 
Trainor, Margaret 
Tran, Minh 
Turner, Sharon 

127 
128 
132 
139 
130 

Severn, Amanda 
Sherani, Muhammad 

149 
123 

Umozurike, Godgive 
Van de Graaf, Matthew 

143 
144 

Shergill, Jaspreet 
Smith, Jennifer 
Snow, Aaron 
Southern, Mary-Gray 
Straub, Evan 

120 
121 
122 
124     
118 

Vann, Hailey 
Wang, Shawn 
Wang, Sophia 
Williams, Camile 
Williams, Le’Nisha 

134 
136 
133 
146 
137 

Sweeten, Brook 
Talbot, Erica 

125 ** 
131 

Wintringham, Jennifer 
Woolard, Colin 

138 
140 

Timothee, Patricia 129 Yi, Zixuan 142 
Todd, Jeremy 
Tosi, Amanda 

135 
126 

Zahid, Sarina 145 

CORE SERVICES 

EVMS-Sentara Healthcare Analytics and Delivery Science Institute C1 
EVMS George L. Wright Jr. Center for Biomedical Proteomics C2 
Seahorse XFe24 Analyzer Platform: Your Window into Cellular C3 
Metabolism 
Imaging and Microscopy Facility C4 
EVMS Biorepository C5 

** Oral Presentation C – Core Posters 



 
 
 

 

 
   

 
  

 
  

 
   

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

POSTER 1  
Abstract Title: Quality Review of Trans-Urethral Removal of Bladder Tumors in Dakar, Senegal 
Investigator(s): Yasmina Abdous, B.A, Henry Lester, B.A, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH, 

Kurt McCammon, MD, Serigne Gueye, MD, Ayun Cassell, MD, Mohammed Jalloh, MD 
Department(s): Division of Global Health, EVMS; Department of Urology, Hospital General de Grand Yoff, Dakar, Senegal 

INTRODUCTION: The increasing burden of urologic disease in low to middle-income West African countries has led to a collaborative 
international response through training/educational programs; however, surgical outcomes and complications are under-documented in 
these settings. Transurethral resection of the bladder tumor (TURBT) is the standard surgical procedure for the removal of malignant and 
benign bladder. This study aims to assess TURBT surgical outcomes at one of the largest urological training centers in Western Africa-
Hopital General De Grand Yoff (HOGGY) in Dakar, Senegal. 

METHODS: Assessment of pre and post-operative variables were assessed to determine the efficacy of the TURBT procedures and 
explore areas for improvement. Qualitative data was collected through observation of surgeries and quantitative data through a 
retrospective chart review of patient charts from 2010 to 2019  

RESULTS: 111 patients and 113 surgeries were reviewed. The average age of TURBT patients was 55 years. 43% of patients were from 
Dakar and 57% were from other cities in Senegal. 10% of patients had post-operative bleeding requiring transfusions. 11% of patients had 
a documented infection treated with antibiotics within 1 month of the TURBT operation. The average time interval between time of 
presentation to HOGGY and time of surgery was 4 months. 31% of the patients presented with an initial symptom of hematuria. 38% of 
patients were found to have a cancerous bladder tumor while 30% of patient’s histology reports revealed granulocystitis/pseudotumor. 
10% of patients underwent repeat TURBT procedures. 

CONCLUSIONS: The major limiting factor of the quantitative research involved difficulties in obtaining and translating paper medical 
records. Areas for future improvement include documentation of post-operative courses and availability of histology reports; 46% of 
patients did not have documented histology post-operatively. While improvement of patient surgical outcomes over the past decade are 
encouraging, there is the opportunity for quality improvement initiatives related to post-operative patient follow-up and documentation. 

POSTER 2 
Abstract Title: Stressor Controllability and the Regulation of Fear Memory, Neuroimmune Signaling, and Sleep 
Investigator(s): Austin M. Adkins1, Brook L.W. Sweeten1, Philip J. Gauronskas2, Richard P. Ciavarra2, Laurie L. Wellman1, 

Larry D. Sanford1 

Department(s): Sleep Research Laboratory, Department of Pathology and Anatomy1; Department of Molecular and Cell  
Biology2 

Introduction: Stress can induce neuroinflammation, which along with disrupted sleep, is implicated in a number of psychiatric disorders. 
Our previous studies have demonstrated differential effects of controllable and uncontrollable stress on sleep and on regional markers of  
inflammation using a yoked control paradigm based on escapable (ES) and inescapable (IS) footshock. It is unknown how fear memories, 
which can be a component of stress-related psychopathology, impact the neuroinflammatory response and its relationship to sleep. It is 
also unknown how stressor controllability impacts fear memory. This presentation will provide the rationale and methods for determining  
how controllability influences the effects of fear memory on neuroinflammation and sleep. 
 
Methods: C57BL/6 mice were trained in our ES and IS paradigm (20 footshocks, 0.5 mA, 5.0 s max. duration, 1 min intervals) over two 
days.  The ES mouse could behaviorally terminate  the footshock; the IS mouse could not. A mock trained (MT) control group was exposed 
to the shuttlebox, but not footshocked. One set of mice were implanted with telemetry for recording sleep after  ES  and IS. The  other set 
of mice, following exposure to ES and IS, were perfused with PBS either immediately or after two hours, their brains extracted, and regions 
of interest (medial prefrontal cortex [mPFC] and hippocampus [HPC])  dissected and stored in RNAlater at -80°C. RNA was then isolated 
from these regions and expression levels of fractalkine (CX3CL1), its receptor (CX3CR1), and CXCL5  were quantified via qPCR analysis. 
Fold changes in transcript levels were de termined relative to  basal levels detected in home cage  (HC) control mice that were never removed  
from their cage or exposed to the shuttlebox.  
 
Results: ES produced increases in rapid eye movement sleep (REM) and IS produced decreases in REM.  Hippocampal CX3CL1 transcript 
levels were  elevated in mice  exposed to ES but not IS and down-regulated across all conditions in mPFC. CX3CR1 did not significantly 
vary across conditions in HPC but showed significant upregulation in mPFC across all conditions. CXCL5 was not significantly altered 
across conditions in either HPC or mPFC. 
 
Conclusions: These previous findings demonstrate that  controllable (modeled by ES) and uncontrollable (modeled by IS) stress 
differentially alters sleep and regional gene expression within the fear circuit. In our planned studies, we will train mice with ES and IS, 
record sleep via telemetry, and assess the relationship between  neuroinflammation and post-stress sleep. Our goal is to begin to assess how  
stressor controllability can influence the effects of fear memories on neuroinflammation and sleep, and whether differences may play a role  
in the development of stress-related psychiatric disorders.  



 
 
 

 

 
 

 
   

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

   

 
 

 

 

 

  

POSTER 3  
Abstract Title: Low volume flows after balloon-assisted maturation correlate with high maturation failures of arteriovenous fistulas 
Investigator(s): Sami Assi, BS, Animesh Rathore, MD, Fanny S. Alie-Cusson, MD, David J. Dexter, MD, Jean M. Panneton, MD 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Division of Vascular Surgery, Norfolk, VA 

INTRODUCTION: Arteriovenous fistula (AVF) is the ideal conduit for hemodialysis access. Nearly a third of created AVFs do not 
mature for hemodialysis cannulation. Non-maturing AVFs may require balloon-assisted maturation (BAM) to promote development for 
hemodialysis use. This study evaluates and identifies predictive factors of failed maturation after BAM. 

METHODS: Patients undergoing BAM for AVF maturation between January 2015 and May 2017 were retrospectively studied. The 
primary endpoints were time to maturation and number of subsequent adjunct procedures (AP) needed to achieve maturation. Secondary 
endpoints were patency rates after successful cannulation.  

RESULTS: Out of 289 dialysis access creations performed during the study period, 39 AVFs in 37 patients (21 female, median age of 58 
years) underwent balloon-assisted maturation. They required a total of 66 AP (1.69 per AVF) with a 59% (23/39) maturation rate with a 
mean time to successful cannulation of 65 days after the initial AP. There were no significant differences in conduit vein diameter before 
AVF creation between successful maturation and failure groups (3.30 vs 3.26 mm, p=0.96). AVF diameter and volume flows on Duplex 
ultrasound following AVF creation were significantly associated with maturation failure (5.63 mm vs 4.71 mm, p=0.034; 834 vs 556 
mL/min, p=0.048). No cut-off value could be established using ROC curve analysis. Following BAM, mean time to repeat Duplex 
ultrasound was 90 days from initial creation and 33 days from BAM. AVF diameter was not significantly associated with maturation failure 
on post-BAM Duplex (5.88 vs 5.02 mm, p=0.13). However, AVF volume flow less than 500 mL/min on Duplex ultrasound after BAM 
was significantly associated with failure of additional AP and unsuccessful maturation (AUROC=0.778, p=0.01). As shown in Figures 1 
and 2, primary patency at 6 and 12 months was 61% and 52%, respectively. Primary-assisted patency was 87% and 61%, respectively. 
Secondary patency was 96% and 70%, respectively with 1.47 reinterventions per access-year. 

CONCLUSION: AVFs requiring BAM as an initial adjunct procedure can successfully achieve maturation in a majority of cases, but 
volume flows less than 500 mL/min following BAM are associated with high failure rates despite additional AP. 

POSTER 4  
Abstract Title: Adjunct procedures for non-maturing arteriovenous fistulas: how well do they work? 
Investigator(s): Sami Assi, BS, Animesh Rathore, MD, Limael E. Rodriguez, MD, David J. Dexter, MD, Jean M. Panneton, MD 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Division of Vascular Surgery, Norfolk, VA 

INTRODUCTION: Arteriovenous fistulas (AVF) for dialysis access are often associated with failure of maturation for cannulation in up  
to 23-41% patients. Adjunct procedures commonly performed to achieve AVF maturation  have not been assessed in the recent literature. 
The aim of this study is to evaluate these adjuncts and the predictors of success in access maturation. 
 
METHODS: Patients undergoing adjunct procedures for AVF maturation between January 2015 and May 2017 were retrospectively 
studied. Demographics, comorbidities, procedural details, graft duplex ultrasound findings, and patency data were collected. The primary 
endpoints were time to maturation, number of adjuncts performed, and reinterventions needed after the adjunct procedure. Secondary 
endpoints were reintervention rates, and primary and secondary patency. 
 
RESULTS: 73 AVFs in 69 patients (M:F 45%, median age of 59 years) needed adjunct procedures to promote maturation. A total of 157 
adjunct procedures (2.2 per AVF) were needed, including 40 arterial, 23 venous, and 11 central vein angioplasties, 38 side branch ligations, 
20 superficializations, 8 thrombectomies, 7 steal syndrome procedures, and 5 other procedures. 53/73 (72%) AVFs matured and were 
successfully  cannulated for hemodialysis in a mean time of 71  days  after the adjunct procedure.  History of prior access thrombosis (45% vs 
21%, p=0.038), findings of arteriovenous anastomotic stenosis on graft duplex ultrasound  within 30 days of fistula creation (42% vs 14%, 
p=0.015), and symptomatic central stenosis within 30 days of fistula creation (26% vs 6%, p=0.017) were significantly associated with 
failure of adjunct procedures in remaining patients (20/73, 28%). The 53 AVFs that matured required 84 additional procedures (1.6 per 
fistula, 1.22 per access-year) to maintain vascular access patency.  These reinterventions included 25 venous,  17 arterial, and 16 central vein 
angioplasties, 12 thrombectomies, 9 stenting and 3 other procedures. Mean follow-up was 437 days. Primary patency at 3, 6, 12, and 24 
months were 68%, 47%, 38%, and 13%, respectively, and secondary patency, 77%, 68%, 54%, and 21%, respectively. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: Adjunct procedures can successfully achieve maturation in majority of non-maturing AVFs. Prior access thrombosis, 
early arterial anastomotic stenosis and early symptomatic central venous stenosis are significant predictors for failure of these adjunct 
procedures. 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 
 

POSTER 5  
Abstract Title: Effects of stressor controllability and the basolateral amygdala on the murine neuroimmune response 
Investigator(s): Bryce N Aidukaitis, Taylor C Brown, Brook LW Sweeten, Austin M Adkins, Larry D Sanford, Laurie L Wellman, Richard 
P Ciavarra 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology; Pathology and Anatomy 

INTRODUCTION 
Stress-induced dysregulation of the immune  system is implicated in a variety of neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric disorders. Stressor 
controllability has recently been shown to influence the neuroimmune response within the stress and fear circuit. In this study, we focused 
on gene  expression in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) with or without optogenetic inhibition of the basolateral amygdala (BLA), a 
potential regulator of the neuroimmune response to stress. 
 
METHODS 
C57/BL6 mice were subjected to a yoked fear  conditioning paradigm in which they received either escapable footshock (ES, to model 
controllable stress), inescapable footshock (IS, to model uncontrollable stress), or no footshock (mock-trained, MT as control). A separate  
cohort of mice were microinjected with a viral inhibitory optogenetic construct and implanted with an optrode. These groups received 
identical shock training, but were subjected to  optogenetic  BLA inhibition (ESO, ISO). Following training, animals were  euthanized, and 
mPFC was dissected and RNA isolated. Gene  expression in the mPFC was analyzed using NanoString neuroinflammation panels and the  
resulting data uploaded to Ingenuity  Pathway Analysis (IPA).  
 
RESULTS  
IS mice were found to express significantly more vesicular glutamate transporter (Slc17a6) and liprin-alpha-4 (Ppfia4)  compared to ES and 
MT mice. ES and MT mice showed no differential expression (DE). IS mice also displayed an upregulation of angiotensinogen (Agt) and 
Th1 cytokine protein osteopontin (Spp1) compared to MT mice. When comparing ES and IS DE, IPA predicted nuclear factor of 
activated T cells (NFATC2) and forkhead box protein O1 (FOXO1) to be potential upstream regulators. IPA predicted neuroinflammation 
signaling, TNFR1 signaling, P2Y purigenic receptor signaling, HMGB1 signaling, NF-κB signaling, and PPARα/RXRα activation as 
enriched  canonical pathways associated with ES vs IS DE. There was no significant differential expression between ESO  and ISO  groups. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
These expression analyses, upstream regulators, and enriched functional groups add to growing evidence that neuroimmune pathways are 
differentially activated by  stressor controllability and that the BLA is a significant regulator  of the neuroimmune response to stress. 

POSTER 6  
Abstract Title: Investigating and Implementing Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer in a Clinical Setting 
Investigator(s): Alejandra Hurtado-de-Mendoza, Ayan Ali, Sara Gomez 
Department(s): Georgetown Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center 

INTRODUCTION 
Despite having the highest rate of BRCA1  mutations second to Ashkenazi Jews, Latinas have the lowest genetic counseling rates 
(compared to non-Hispanic whites). As part  of a study to increase genetic counseling among Latinas, staff interviews will be held at six 
community-based organizations (CBOs) and community clinics that care for underserved populations. We will conduct evidence-based 
quality improvement at each site, identifying barriers and facilitators for HBOC screening and referrals. Based on the interviews, the 
appropriate screening will be implemented at each clinic or CBO. This presentation focuses on the development of staff interviews and the 
investigation process to best implement a HBOC screening.  
 
METHODS 
Staff interviews will be conducted at the Capital Breast Care Center, Nueva Vida, Hackensack Meridian Health, Virginia Commonwealth 
University, North Hudson Community Action Corporation Health Center, and CrossOver Healthcare Ministry. The development of 
interview questions was based upon the process of Implementation Mapping. Each site and their respective documenting system was also 
investigated by  finding what features are present within each  electronic medical record (EMR)/electronic health record  (EHR) system.  
 
RESULTS 
Five screening  models, all evaluated by the United States Preventative Task Force,  were  chosen while developing this study (The Ontario 
Family History Assessment Tool, Manchester Scoring System, Referral Screening Tool, Pedigree Assessment Tool, and Family History 
Screen 7). Each of these screenings was considered when creating a 27-question interview guide.  
The participating sites use a total of five different EMR/EHR  systems: Epic, Cerner, eClinicalWorks,  Efforts to Outcomes, and Ripple. 
Each system was researched  for potential screening features and findings were outlined, along with a brief d escription of ea ch  system. 
Screening features outside of these systems that could be implemented at CBOs and clinics were also discovered.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Staff interviews and information about EMR/EHR systems will be used when developing screenings for each participating clinic or CBO.  
Once  the screenings are in use,  a “culturally targeted video to enhance GCRA [genetic  cancer risk assessment] uptake in at-risk Latinas”  
will be shown to patients. This could increase genetic counseling rates and ultimately decrease the disparity in HBOC detection and 
mortality in minority women.  



  

  

 

POSTER 7  
Abstract Title: Retrograde endo-bypass from external iliac artery to internal iliac artery after previous aorto-bi-femoral bypass. 
Investigator(s): Neha Agrawal, Justin M. Milligan MD, Thekla Bacharach MBBS, Animesh Rathore MD, Rasesh M. Shah MD, Jean M. 
Panneton MD 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Division of Vascular Surgery, Norfolk, VA 

Introduction: 
Isolated iliac artery aneurysms (IAA) account for less than 2% of all aneurysm cases1. Among abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA), m ore  
than 20% are associated with IAAs. Isolated IAAs are difficult  to diagnose clinically, and are often detected through advanced imaging 
techniques2. Given their location deep within the pelvis, IAAs can be challenging to treat through open repair, and thus, endovascular  
aneurysm  repair is becoming the preferred treatment modality. However, repair of IAAs can be technically challenging as well, often  
entailing complex anatomical constraints and management of hypogastric artery perfusion via endograft coverage of the artery or coil 
embolization. Interruption of the hypogastric  arteries can lead to claudication, sexual dysfunction, ischemic  colitis, and various other 
complications3-4. The following case demonstrates an endovascular approach to repair of  common iliac aneurysms (CIA) that had 
undergone  continued aneurysmal degeneration since an aorto-bi-femoral bypass 10 years prior. The technique was performed with Viabahn  
stent grafts from external iliac artery (EIA) to  internal iliac artery (IIA). 
 
Clinical Findings:  
A 75-year-old male, status post aorto-bi-femoral bypass for abdominal aortic  and iliac artery aneurysms 10 years ago at an outside facility, 
was referred to  our practice with a right CIA aneurysm (CIAA) at a maximal diameter of 6.4 cm as diagnosed by abdominal ultrasound. 
The patient denied any back, groin, or abdominal pain and had an unremarkable physical exam. Further evaluation with CTA 
abdomen/pelvis confirmed the presence of a 6 cm right CIAA and also revealed a 4.3 cm left proximal IIA aneurysm (IIAA). It was  
concluded that  following the patient’s aorto-bi-femoral bypass, bilateral retrograde flow from  the common femoral artery (CFA) to the iliac 
artery system likely contributed to the continued aneurysmal degeneration of the iliac arteries. 
 
The larger, right CIAA was repaired first via percutaneous access of the right superficial femoral artery (SFA) and subsequent EIA-to-IIA  
stent graft exclusion of the aneurysm using a  Viabahn stent deployed in the proximal hypogastric artery  (prior to the first branch point) and 
extending to the distal EIA. A  14x40mm SMART stent was placed from the EIA Viabahn stent through the apex of the iliac bifurcation 
into the hypogastric artery to assist with the sharp angulation of the graft to avoid kinking.  Completion angiogram revealed successful 
exclusion of the aneurysm and brisk flow into the internal iliac artery. The patient was discharged post-operative day 1. The patient 
returned for follow-up at 1 month with no symptoms and a CTA revealed  an excluded right CIAA with no flow and a left  IIAA that  had 
expanded in size over  the interval.  
 
The patient then returned and underwent repair of his left IIAA via percutaneous access of the left SFA and subsequent coil embolization 
of the anterior  branch of the IIA. This was followed by  deployment of Viabahn stents from the posterior branch of the IIA, over the iliac 
bifurcation, and into the left EIA. No endoleaks were present upon completion angiogram. Again, the patient did well postoperatively and 
was discharged the following day.  
 
Conclusion:  
This case demonstrates how the development of retrograde flow from the CFA to the iliac arteries following aorto-bi-femoral bypass can  
contribute to aneurysmal degeneration. Furthermore, the case offers an approach to treating complex iliac aneurysms through hypogastric  
artery preservation via EIA to hypogastric artery, Viabahn stent-based exclusion of the aneurysms.  
 



   

  
  

  

 
 

 

POSTER 8  
Abstract Title: A case of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma: a rapidly progressive thyroid neoplasm with a dismal prognosis 
Investigator(s): Ahmed S. Ahmed, MD medicine resident, Sami Tahhan, MD, FACP 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School 

Anaplastic Thyroid Carcinoma (ATC) is an uncommon, typically lethal malignancy of the thyroid gland with a median life expectancy of (4-
5) months and disease-specific mortality approaching 100 percent. We report an interesting, yet a devastating case of a rapidly growing 
ATC. 
  
A 70 - year old Caucasian female with a medical history significant for hypertension, hypothyroidism,  and remote stroke  presented to  our  
hospital with complaints of acute onset, rapidly enlarging neck mass. She reported  several days of worsening hoarseness, dysphagia, 
odynophagia, and subjective shortness of breath on laying down. Neck exam showed a large, painless, fixed hard neck mass with a positive 
Pemberton sign. 
  
Initial imaging with neck CT and U/S revealed a (6x6) cm right thyroid gland mass with few dense calcifications and areas of apparent  
necrosis suggestive of thyroid neoplasm along with multiple enhancing necrotic lymph nodes and a small upper lobe lung nodule 
concerning for metastasis. FNAB smear revealed polymorphic neoplastic cells embedded in a dirty necrotic background with 
multinucleated giant cells highly suggestive of poorly differentiated ATC. 
 
During the hospital course, and over an approximate one-week period, her thyroid mass steadily increased in size, worsening her symptoms 
despite multi-disciplinary team approach including recurring cycles of radiotherapy. Given the lack of clinical response, ultimately our goals 
were directed to secure her airway and ensure adequate access for nutritional support. Unfortunately, the patient declined further aggressive  
interventions and requested to proceed with comfort care  measures. 
  
ATC is an aggressive tumor with high mortality and an annual incidence of 1 to 2 cases per million persons. It affects older adults with a 
mean age of 65 years, has a higher prevalence in women and it is more common in patients with a history of differentiated  thyroid cancer  
and/or prior goiter. It metastasizes early, locally to involve the surrounding structures and also distally with the lungs being the most 
common destination site. Nearly all patients with anaplastic cancer present with a rapidly enlarging fixed and hard neck mass, often with 
local invasion and associated vocal cord paralysis and dysphagia. The diagnosis  of ATC is usually established by cytological examination of 
thyroid tissue. Imaging is critical for defining disease extent, planning therapy and monitoring response to  treatment. Molecular testing  and 
next generation gene sequencing (mainly BRAF mutation) is essential for all newly diagnosed ATCs as recent (FDA approved) mutation-
directed systemic therapies are currently available.  
Rapid diagnosis is paramount as early ATC without metastases has a much  better prognosis. Given their aggressive behavior, All ATCs are 
classified as T4 and Stage IV tumors with T4a tumors being intrathyroidal surgically resectable  and T4b tumors as extrathyroidal- surgically 
unresectable. Therapy options  include a multimodal approach of surgery, external beam radiation therapy, and chemotherapy.  End-of-life 
issues and plans for comfort care measures are an integral part of initial disease management planning.  
The differential diagnosis of a rapidly enlarging thyroid mass includes thyroid cysts, lymphoma, sarcoma, ATC and other poorly 
differentiated thyroid neoplasms. Careful attention to morphology and immunohistochemical studies is required to  distinguish ATC from  
poorly differentiated thyroid cancer and other malignancies.  

POSTER 9  
Abstract Title: Effects of Therapeutic Hypothermia on Social Novelty in a rat model of Neonatal Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy 
Investigator(s): Stephen Fink, Cortney Kaszowski, Haree Krishna Pallera, Tushar Shah 
Department(s): Molecular Biology and Pediatrics 

Introduction:   
Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE; birth asphyxia) is a serious birth complication due to impaired blood flow and oxygen delivery to  
the brain, affecting 3 in 1000 live full term births in the developed world. Long-term effects of HIE include cerebral palsy, seizures, hearing 
and visual impairments, language, motor and behavioral problems. Therapeutic hypothermia (HT) is the current standard of care, which 
significantly improves neurological outcomes  in HIE. However, the long-term neuropsychiatric outcomes after treatment have not been 
studied. We hypothesized that treatment with HT would improve long-term motor and social outcomes, as measured by sociability and 
social memory  (social novelty), after HIE.  
Methods: 
Term equivalent rat pups at P10 were subjected to unilateral carotid ligation followed by hypoxia (8% O2) for 45 minutes to simulate HIE 
(Vannucci model). A subset of  animals was subjected to therapeutic hypothermia (31-32oC for 6 hours). Motor coordination was tested at 8 
weeks using a Rotarod, and tests for social novelty were conducted at 10 weeks after injury. After behavioral testing the brains were 
humanely harvested, and prepared for histological processing and staining.  
Results:   
There was no significant difference in the performance on the Rotarod. For sociability testing, spending more time with a novel/stranger 
rat is considered ‘normal’ behavior. Rats treated with HT showed no significant preferential difference between the familiar and stranger  
rats (n=8, p= 0.6, ANOVA) whereas the untreated animals demonstrated a significant preference for the familiar rat (n= 5,  
p=.024, ANOVA).    
Conclusions:   
HT does not improve motor outcomes after HIE. HT improves social outcomes when compared to disease controls.     



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

POSTER 10  
Abstract Title: The Molecular and Clinical Pathogenesis, Epidemiology, and Potential Treatments for Alzheimer’s Disease: An Update 
Investigator(s): Bannister J, Vo A, Hammond P, Lemos C 
Department(s): Anatomy, Molecular Biology 

INTRODUCTION: Despite a clear lack of understanding of Alzheimer’s Dementia, the histopathological hallmarks ar e the progressive 
accumulation of  β-amyloids (Aβ) and hyperphosphorylated neurofibrillary tau tangles. Epidemiological trends and advances in diagnostics 
and  therapeutics have been  equally vexing.  Our study considers new insights in AD pathophysiology, epidemiology, and pharmacology. 
 
METHODS:  We conducted  a review of literature in the aforementioned fields, including the following cohort studies:  the Rotterdam 
Study, the Framingham Study, the Chicago Health and Aging  Project (CHAP), and the Aging Demographics and Memory Study 
(ADAMS).  
 
RESULTS: We found that Aβ   plaques inhibit the PI3K pathway, leading to neurotoxicity and hyperphosphorylation of tau in addition to  
the necrotic  effects of cellular aggregations. Marked volume reduction in the frontal and temporal lobes, hippocampus, and the substantia 
innominata of the basal forebrain was shown  to be diagnostic using Voxel-based morphometry (VBM). Alzheimer’s Dementia risk factors  
include cognitive achievement, cardiovascular health, and lifestyle and these may or may not be associated  with a decline in the incidence 
and prevalence  of the disease over  the past several decades. In addition, TREM2 plays a demonstrated role in neuronal apoptosis and the 
phagocytosis of Aβ. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: As more and more people will likely be affected according to current predictions of AD, TREM2 stands as a reputable 
potential therapeutic alongside systemic socioeconomic and health policy change to target risk factors besides aging. 
 

POSTER 11  
Abstract Title: Building a Differential for Focally Increased Bony Uptake on 99mTc-MDP Bone Scintigraphy: Beyond Metastasis 
Investigator(s): Zachary Angel, Katherine Johnson, Courtney Dey, MD, Lester Johnson, MD, Sarah Shaves, MD 
Department(s): EVMS Radiology 

INTRODUCTIONS 
Bone scintigraphy is a common and important study for the  detection of osteoblastic metastases. The technetium-99m-methylene  
diphosphonate (99mTc-MDP) tracer avidly attaches to the hydroxyapatite crystals on the surface of bone by a process known as 
chemisorption,  and so serves as a marker of osteoblastic activity. As a result, bone scintigraphy is very sensitive for osteoblastic metastases 
and is useful as a staging exam.  When numerous scattered sites of abnormal uptake are evident, the pattern can be quite specific for  
osseous metastatic disease.  However, its relatively poor specificity for individual lesions leads to many false positives when one or a few  
abnormal sites are seen, which may be attributed to a variety of other conditions. As there are numerous benign conditions that may focally 
increase osteoblastic activity and thus 99mTc-MDP uptake, it is important to recognize the characteristic findings associated  with these 
conditions in order to build a thorough differential, limit unnecessary  additional diagnostic studies while appropriately recommending 
imaging exams for the indeterminate/nonspecific activity, and identify the correct course of  treatment for patients. 
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
Osteoblastic metastatic disease most often produces an area of  focal uptake on bone scintigraphy  due to stimulation of osteoblasts by local 
tumor growth. In this case series, we present several cases of benign processes which may demonstrate increased uptake on 99mTc-MDP 
bone scintigraphy, and which should be recognized by the interpreting physician as such given their characteristic appearances. These 
include metabolic disorders such as hyperparathyroidism, fibrous dysplasia, sacral insufficiency fracture, Paget disease and traumatic injury. 
Hyperparathyroidism is a common disorder that typically leads to diffusely increased uptake, known as a “superscan.”  Fibrous dysplasia, a 
localized defect in osteoblast differentiation, and may be mono- or polyostotic, with each lesion presenting  with focally increased uptake on 
bone scintigraphy. Sacral insufficiency fractures may have  a characteristic H or “Honda sign” appearance and should not be confused for  
metastasis to the sacrum. Finally, Paget disease typically leads to focal areas of increased uptake in the active phase of the disease.  
 
CONCLUSION  
Bone scintigraphy with 99mTc-MDP is a very sensitive study for detection of altered osteoblast activity  and is especially useful for early 
detection of osteoblastic metastatic  disease. In such cases, tracer uptake is most often focally increased corresponding to osseous reaction 
to tumor presence. However,  a variety of benign conditions,  including the ones presented above, may mimic metastatic disease. By 
becoming familiar with characteristic patterns on bone scintigraphy, one may better differentiate the causes of focally increased radiotracer  
uptake, thereby increasing exam accuracy and improving outcomes for patients undergoing  bone scan staging of metastatic  disease. 
 
 
  



 

   
                                                                                                                                 

 
 
 
  

 
    

 
 

POSTER 12  
Abstract Title: Thoracic Aortic Erosion into the Esophagus with Aortoesophageal Fistula 
Investigator(s): Ipsa Arora, MD; Edward C. Oldfield, IV, MD; Alexander Levitov, MD, FCCM, FACP; Parth J. Parekh, MD, FACP 
Department(s): Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTIONS 
Aortoesophageal fistula is a rare but well described life-threatening cause of upper gastrointestinal bleeding. Primary aortoesophageal fistula 
is predominately caused by  descending thoracic aortic aneurysms (52.4%), followed by foreign body ingestion and esophageal carcinoma. 
Secondary aortoesophageal fistula is an increasingly recognized complication of thoracic  endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR), occurring in 
1.7-1.9% of cases. 
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
A 76-year-old female with a past medical history of known 6cm thoracic  aortic aneurysm was transferred to  our facility for one day of 
hematemesis and hematochezia to undergo upper endoscopy. On arrival the patient had an  emergent esophagogastroduodenoscopy which 
revealed a visible thoracic a orta through a large transmural  defect adjacent to  an aortoesophageal fistula in the middle esophagus. (Figure 1)  
After the procedure, the patient underwent emergent CTA  of the aorta, which revealed corresponding images to the endoscopic findings  
with an aortoesophageal fistula directly superior to an area of thoracic aorta protruding into the esophagus. (Figure 2). The patient then  had  
an emergent endovascular repair of the aortoesophageal fistula and thoracic aortic aneurysm with fluoroscopic images demonstrating 
successful graft deployment and fistula closure. (Figure 3) 
 
CONCLUSION  
Aortoesophageal fistula is a life-threatening condition that must be on a gastroenterologist’s differential for upper GI bleeding, in particular 
in patients with a known aortic aneurysm. Proper and rapid identification of the diagnosis is essential to allow for emergent vascular  
intervention and hemostatic  control. Additionally, literature review highlights a paucity of evidence on the options for endoscopic 
intervention with esophageal stents. In this particular case, there was fortunately no active gastrointestinal bleeding at time of endoscopy 
and the patient had successful endovascular grafting; however, there are a number of case reports suggesting  that esophageal stenting may 
be another therapeutic option if there is active esophageal hemorrhage, albeit  more of a temporizing measure and one associated with a 
number of complications. 
 
Figure 1 (Middle esophagus): (A) Thoracic aorta visible through transmural esophageal erosion (B) Nonbleeding aortoesophageal fistula 
Figure 2A (CTA chest axial view): Arrow pointing to aortoesophageal fistula Figure 2B (CTA chest sagittal  view): Arrow pointing  to area of 
thoracic aorta protrusion into esophagus Figure 2C (CTA 3D reconstruction of aorta): Arrow pointing to aortoesophageal fistula 
Figure 3A (Preintervention): Arrow pointing to extravasation at aortoesophageal fistula Figure 3B  (Postintervention): Successful 
endovascular grafting with no extravasation at  fistula site 

Figure 1 Figure 2   Figure 3 



 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

POSTER 13  
Abstract Title: Intracardiac Thrombus and Massive Pulmonary Embolism in Anti-Phospholipid Antibody Positive Patient 
Investigator(s): Ipsa Arora, MD Resident; Sami G. Tahhan MD, FACP 
Department(s): Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTIONS 
Pulmonary embolism is a life-threatening medical emergency. Its association with intra-cardiac thrombus in patients with  positive anti-
phospholipid antibodies not only significantly increases the mortality risk but also leads to a challenging treatment course due to limited 
data availability. 
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
A 66-year-old  African American female with 2 prior episodes of  pulmonary embolism (P E) presented  to the emergency room with 
complaints of progressively worsening shortness of breath and palpitations. On presentation, she was hypertensive with blood pressure of  
200/110 and hypoxic, maintaining saturation of 98% on 2-liter oxygen. She reported being non-compliant with her medications including  
rivaroxaban. Her initial workup showed a D-dimer of 19.11 followed by a CT angiography of chest suggesting bilateral main pulmonary 
artery embolism. Transthoracic echocardiogram was significant for a right ventricle (RV) non-mobile thrombus measuring 2.2 x 1.4 cm at 
the apex and absent RV strain. Venous duplex  examination of the legs was negative for deep  vein thrombosis. Vascular surgery and 
cardiology were consulted and  recommended against procedural intervention due to absent RV strain and the patient being 
hemodynamically stable. Since this was her third episode of PE, hypercoagulability workup was performed which was positive for lupus 
anticoagulant antibody.  The patient was started on a heparin drip  for  the treatment of RV thrombus which was later transitioned to 
warfarin with a  target INR of 2-3. Repeat transthoracic echocardiogram 12 days after initial presentation showed resolution of RV 
thrombus and the patient was discharged on warfarin with the plan to perform repeat anti-phospholipid antibody testing 3 months later to 
confirm its presence and aid in  the diagnosis of Anti-phospholipid antibody Syndrome.  
 
CONCLUSION  
This case illustrates the management course of  a rare case of pulmonary embolism probably secondary to right ventricular thrombus. Anti-
Phospholipid Antibody Syndrome is associated with several cardiac manifestations of which valvular heart disease (35-50%), pulmonary 
hypertension (4-14%) and coronary artery disease (5%)  are most commonly reported. Intra-cardiac thrombi have a prevalence of 1.8% [1]. 
The exact reason for such thrombi formation is unknown. However,  it has been hypothesized to be secondary to abnormal  intracardiac 
blood flow pattern,  diffuse ventricular dysfunction and pro-thrombotic  endocardial surface [2] [3] [4].  
This scenario also complicates  management as it remains unknown whether prolonged heparin administration, thrombolysis, high intensity 
anticoagulation with warfarin or surgical excision is the best therapeutic approach.  Vitamin K antagonists are the  only recommended 
therapy for intra-cardiac thrombi, which is not an ideal long-term anti-coagulant, especially  with a history of medication non-compliance 
[5]. There are few studies demonstrating successful treatment of such thrombi with Dabigatran and some direct factor Xa inhibitors, but 
the data is limited [6] [7]. We decided to manage our patient with warfarin rather than putting her back on a direct oral anti-coagulant due 
to this data.  

POSTER 14  
Abstract Title: Postmortem Diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease 
Investigator(s): Dana Baraki, John Dudley, Parth Patel, Aaron Snow 
Department(s): Department of Pathology and Anatomy 

INTRODUCTION: The aging population has caused an epidemiological shift in the incidence of dementia. An increase of these clinical 
syndromes is appropriately referred to as a “rising tide.” Of these syndromes, Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is especially  debilitating to the 
patient. A relative scarcity of  laboratory tests has forced caregivers to rely on a collection of symptoms to make a clinical diagnosis of PD. 
Appropriate therapy requires differentiating PD from other types of Parkinsonism, a process complicated by overlapping symptoms and 
similar histories. Definitive  diagnosis relies on neuropathological examination involving the detection of Lewy bodies and gross appearance 
of the substantia nigra. This study sought to make a definitive post-mortem diagnosis of PD in a patient with a corresponding clinical 
diagnosis using the aforementioned techniques.  
 
METHODS: A transverse slice was made in the brain stem of our donor to study the gross appearance of the substantia nigra and photos 
of the slice taken. Furthermore, a nickel-sized biopsy of the midbrain was taken and subjected to a hematoxylin and eosin stain. Both  the 
images of the gross brain and the histology section were reviewed to determine if  there were brain changes characteristic of Parkinson's 
disease in our donor. 
 
RESULTS: In  our examination of gross anatomy, we found that sectioning of the midbrain  revealed marked pallor in the substantia nigra 
bilaterally, consistent with loss  of pigmented dopaminergic neurons. On histological analysis, the substantia nigra was identified by the 
presence of pigmented neurons in white matter immediately deep to the cerebral crus. The presence of pigmented neurons in this section  
was sparse which suggested a  degenerative process had begun to occur.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that our donor did indeed have Parkinson’s disease.  The most conclusive  evidence we have to this effect  
is the relative absence of pigmented dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra of the midbrain. This can be appreciated on gross  
anatomy as visually apparent  depigmentation of the SN and as decreased density of pigmented neuronal cell bodies on histological 
examination. Furthermore, our donor’s clinical records indicate that he was diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease pre-mortem. 



 
 

   
   

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

POSTER 15  
Abstract Title: The expanding role of TCAR in patients with carotid occlusive disease and high-risk anatomical features 
Investigator(s): Michael A. Corbin BSc, Fanny S. Alie-Cusson MD, Limael E. Rodriguez MD, Rafael D. Malgor MD, David J. Dexter 
MD, Animesh Rathore MD, Rasesh M. Shah MD, Jean M. Panneton MD 
Department(s): Vascular Surgery  

INTRODUCTION. Transcarotid arterial  revascularization (TCAR) has emerged as an alternative to carotid endarterectomy (CEA) by  
combining an open transcervical approach with cerebral flow reversal to facilitate  carotid artery stenting. The aim of this study was to 
compare short-term outcomes of TCAR versus CEA in current practice. 
 
METHODS. Patients undergoing TCAR and CEA between January 2014 and December 2017 were retrospectively evaluated. 
Concomitant carotid-coronary revascularization and non-occlusive indications were excluded. High-risk anatomical features including (i.e. 
prior radiation/radical neck surgery, high lesion (≥C2 level), and/or prior ipsilateral CEA) were studied between  the treatment groups.  
Primary endpoints were 30-day stroke  rate, myocardial infarction (MI) and mortality.  
 
RESULTS. Overall, 87 patients underwent TCAR and 468 patients underwent CEA. Patients that underwent TCAR were older (74 vs 70 
years old, p=0.001) and predominantly male (72% vs 53%, p=0.001). There was no difference between groups for patients treated for  
symptomatic stenosis (47% vs 52%, p=0.42). The TCAR group had a significantly higher prevalence of congestive heart failure (40% vs 
26%, p=0.007), chronic anticoagulation (20% vs 9%, p=0.004) and tobacco exposure (86% vs 79%, p=0.007). TCAR patients had a higher  
prevalence at least one high-risk anatomical feature (31% vs 6%, p<0.001) including prior radiation (7% vs 2%, p=0.004), radical neck 
surgery (13% vs 3%, p<0.001), prior ipsilateral CEA (14% vs 1%, p<0.001) and high lesion (9% vs 1 %, p<0.001). Patients undergoing 
TCAR were more likely to have contralateral occlusions (14% vs 5%, p=0.002) and contralateral carotid stenosis greater than 80% (13% vs 
6%, p=0.04). TCARs were more commonly performed under local anesthesia (34% vs 19%, p=0.001). There was a trend towards 
decreased cranial nerve injuries in TCAR compared to CEA (1% vs 6%, p=0.057). The incidence of postoperative MI (1% vs 1%, p=0.8), 
stroke (1% vs 1%, p=0.8), combined stroke-MI (5% vs 4%, p=0.8) and 30-day mortality (0  vs 3/453 (0.67%), p=0.4) were similar between 
TCAR and CEA.  
 
CONCLUSIONS. In a large multicenter vascular surgery practice, TCAR is associated with similar 30-day stroke, myocardial infarction, 
combined MI-stroke and mortality rates when compared to CEA despite a higher incidence of high-risk anatomic criteria in patients 
undergoing TCAR.  

POSTER 16  
Abstract Title: Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza: Disease Prevalence among patients of the Student-Run Free Clinic for Uninsured, 
Spanish-Speaking Residents of Hampton Roads, VA 
Investigator(s): Stafford Brown III, MS2, Emilia Wilkins, Amanda Tosi, MS2, Margaret Trainor, MS2, Lydia Cleveland, MPH, Alexandra 
Leader, MD, MPH 
Department(s): EVMS Global Health 

Background 
The growth of Virginia’s Hispanic population by 26.2% since 20101 has led to a need for more health resources for uninsured and 
undocumented residents.  In 2016, Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS) responded to this need by  establishing La Clínica Comunitaria 
Esperanza (CCE) as a student-run free clinic  to provide healthcare for uninsured and often undocumented Hispanic residents of Hampton 
Roads.  Data from 20172 suggests that the rate of obesity among Latino residents in Virginia is 29.9%;  the rates of diabetes and  
hypertension for all Virginia residents are 10.5% and 32.4%,  respectively.  CCE  recognized  a need to assess the prevalence  of disease 
among clinic patients to improve the health of the Hispanic population of Hampton Roads.  Adult Primary care and specialty clinic 
sessions are held twice-monthly by Spanish-speaking student-physician teams  
 
Methods  
A chart review of 304 Spanish-speaking patients seen by CCE since August 11, 2016 was conducted to gather and analyze patient 
demographics, services provided, diagnoses, and treatments administered.  174 patients fit the criteria of being seen in the  CCE from  
8/11/16 to 6/20/19 and were included  in the analysis.   
 
Results  
Patients range from 19-92 years old.  Most  of those reporting residences live in Norfolk (61.9%).  Common  diagnoses are Hypertension 
(20.2%) and Diabetes (11.6%).  49.3% of patients are obese (BMI 30-40) or  morbidly obese (BMI >40) while 30.6% are overweight (BMI  
25-30).  Overall 79.8% of patients are have a BMI that is above normal (BMI 20-25).  Additionally, 82.3%  of patients with Diabetes 
overweight or  obese and 71.4% of patients with Hypertension are overweight or obese.   
 
Conclusions  
Over three years, CCE has provided  care for 173 uninsured Spanish-speaking patients in Hampton Roads,  VA.  High prevalence of  
Obesity,  Hypertension, and Diabetes in the clinic reveal the potential impact of nutritional counseling and exercise programming on patient 
health.  Further evaluation is needed  to understand why the rate of obesity in CCE is higher than the state average.     
 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
   

 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 

 
 

  
 

  

 

POSTER 17  
Abstract Title: Thrombospondin 1 (THBS1) Promotes Ovulation, Follicular Angiogenesis, and Luteinization in Primates 
Investigator(s): Hannah R. Bender, Genevieve E. Campbell, Allison A. Mathiesen, Priyanka Aytoda, Diane M. Duffy 
Department(s): Physiological Sciences 

INTRODUCTION 
Angiogenesis is essential to both ovulation and corpus luteum formation (luteinization).  The thrombospondin (THBS) family of 
glycoproteins has both pro- and anti-angiogenic actions.  The role of thrombospondin family members in ovulation and luteinization 
remain to be elucidated. 
METHODS 
Cynomolgus macaques were used as a model for human ovulation.  Ovarian stimulation provided follicular aspirates, monkey ovarian 
microvascular endothelial cells (mOMECs), and granulosa cells; whole ovaries were used for immunostaining.  Thrombospondin mRNA 
and protein levels were quantified by qPCR and western blot, respectively.  To determine the effects of thrombospondins on angiogenesis-
related processes, mOMECs were cultured for use in proliferation, migration, and sprouting assays.  A model of controlled ovulation and 
intrafollicular injection of antibodies was used to obtain whole ovaries for histological assessment of THBS1’s role in ovulation, 
angiogenesis, and luteinization. 
RESULTS 
Three members of the thrombospondin family (THBS1, THBS2, and THBS4) were expressed by follicular granulosa cells.  Only THBS1 
mRNA and protein increased after the ovulatory gonadotropin surge, so ovulatory actions of THBS1 were pursued.  THBS1 treatment of 
mOMECs in vitro strongly stimulated cell migration and capillary sprout formation, with only a modest increase in proliferation.  These 
findings are consistent with pro-angiogenic activity of THBS1 to initiate new capillary growth.  Injection of an anti-THBS1 antibody into 
monkey ovulatory follicles reduced rates of follicle rupture and oocyte release by 50% when compared with control IgG-injected follicles.  
Interestingly, 67% of oocytes from anti-THBS1 antibody injected follicles were germinal vesicle intact, indicating that meiosis failed to 
resume and oocytes were not competent for fertilization.  Granulosa cell layer expansion was reduced in THBS1 antibody-injected follicles 
when compared with control IgG-injected follicles.  Immunodetection of VWF+ cells and 3D modeling demonstrated that blockade of 
THBS1 action reduced new capillary formation and penetration into the granulosa cell layer, a hallmark of luteinization. 
CONCLUSIONS 
THBS1 promotes follicular angiogenesis, which is required for ovulation and corpus luteum formation.  In addition, THBS1 is a key 
growth factor for oocyte release and oocyte maturation.  A more complete understanding of THBS1 actions may ultimately enhance 
treatments for infertility and point to new targets for contraceptive development. 

POSTER 18  
Abstract Title: “Topical administration of Ginkgolic Acid, a novel viral fusion inhibitor, in Hydroxyethyl Cellulose gel does not induce 
dermal irritation in 129S6 mice” 
Investigator(s): Maimoona Bhutta and Ronen Borenstein. 
Department(s): Department of Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION 
Herpes simplex virus (HSV) is a prevalent human pathogen, causing lesions on face, mouth, and the genitalia. In some cases, HSV may 
cause life-threatening encephalitis. The emergence of drug-resistant viral strains creates a need for development of novel anti-HSV agents. 
Recently, our lab discovered that Ginkgolic acid (GAs), alkylphenol constituent of leaves of Ginkgo biloba, has potent in-vitro antiviral 
activity against enveloped viruses (HSV, HCMV and ZIKV) with no toxicity in the active range. Our in-vivo pilot studies demonstrate 
complete protection from establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in GA (50mg/kg)-treated in 129S6 mice. Our experiments indicated that 
GA inhibits viral entry by blocking initial fusion event. Due to the nature of HSV infections, it is important to assess application of a 
proposed antiviral drug on topically active HSV lesions. In this project, we will assess GA's ability to inhibit HSV-1 infection in-vitro and in-
vivo cutaneous mouse model. 
METHODS 
In-vitro study: Vero cells were cultured in DMEM media with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Pen/Strap (P/S). Viral GFP-HSV-1 
17+ strain stock was prepared in Vero cells at from 0.01 MOI infection. To determine GA efficiency in inhibiting GFP-HSV-1 infection, 
Vero cells (65-70% confluency) were incubated in 199V (1%FBS and 1% P/S) with 10uM GA with and/or without HydroxyEthyl 
Cellulose (HEC) gel (dilution of 40%, 20%, 10%, 0%), 1hr prior to infection (1 MOI). Plaque assays were performed to determine viral 
titer. In-vivo study in male 129S6 WT mice (3-4 mice/group, N=18): Dermal irritation test was completed according to previously published 
protocol. 1 to 10mM GA was formulated in 2.5% HEC gel. HEC-GA solution was applied to shaved back (1cm x 2cm) using sterile cotton 
swab. Skin reactions were graded using OECD/OCDE rating system for 10 days. 
RESULTS 
Our in-vitro results demonstrate a substantial reduction in viral titer (PFU/ml) in cells treated with 10uM GA in the presence and absence of 
HEC gel, relative to Vero cells infected with GFP-HSV-1 alone with or without HEC gel. Our in-vivo results indicated no irritation (OECD 
grade= 0) observed for the tested concentration of GA in HEC gel over a period of 10 days. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We postulate that GA blocks viral fusion and cell-to-cell spread of viral infection in-vitro. To further investigate whether GA shortens 
cutaneous episodes and work during late stage of infection, we will conduct cutaneous GFP-HSV-1 17+ infection experiments using 
epidermal scarification-zosteriform model.  



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

POSTER 19  
Abstract Title: Correlations between aeroallergen sensitivities in allergic rhinitis and chronic rhinosinusitis with and without nasal 
polyposis  
Investigator(s): Randall Bloch, Joseph Han, Kent Lam 
Department(s): Otolaryngology  

Introduction:   
Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) and allergic rhinitis (AR) are common sinonasal inflammatory conditions that affect more than 30 million 
people in the United States annually. While CRS and AR often exist in patients and share similar inflammatory pathways, the association 
between specific inhalant allergen sensitivities and conventional CRS phenotypes based on the presence or absence of nasal  polyposis is 
less established. The purpose of this study is to determine if the atopic status of patients with CRS with nasal polyposis (CRSsNP) and CRS 
without nasal polyposis (CRwNP) distinguishes the two CRS phenotypes. 

 
Methods: 
CRS patients at a single otolaryngologic practice were retrospectively identified through billing records over a 10-year period and 
subsequently confirmed through chart review. CRS patients who further underwent a sinus computed tomography and demonstrated  
comorbid AR through objective inhalant allergy testing were included for data analysis. Nasal polyposis status was used to  distinguish the 
patients into two discrete groups. The primary outcome measurement included the frequency of specific aeroallergen sensitivities between 
the CRSwNP and CRSsNP groups. 

 
Results:  
A total of 159 CRS patients with corresponding CT sinus imaging and allergic skin-prick testing were identified for data evaluation. Food  
(p=0.0289), shellfish (p=0.0092), cat (p=0.0227), molds (p=0.0174), house dust mites (p=0.0163), and soybean  (p=0.0047) allergies were  
all more significantly correlated with CRSwNP than CRSsNP. Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that no single allergen was  
more predictive of CRSwNP than CRSsNP. 

 
Conclusion: 
Atopic sensitivities to food, shellfish, cat, molds, and house dust mites were more significantly associated with CRS patients  with nasal 
polyposis than those without nasal polyposis. These highlighted allergens may generally be classified as perennial allergens and differ fro m  
seasonal pollens that  cause season disease. It is unclear whether this association is due to the  continuous nature of the exposure or the 
allergen itself. 

POSTER 20 
Abstract Title: Evaluation of Infant Sleep Practices and SIDS/SUID Factors in the Dominican Republic 
Investigator(s):Lauren Carroll, BA, Robert Propst, MS2, Katharine Hopkins, MS2, Reece Hoerle, MS2, Tony Mathew, MS3, Davina 
Lazala, MD, Wanny Roa, MD, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH 
Department(s): EVMS Global Health and EVMS/CHKD Summer Scholars Program 

INTRODUCTION 
While Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)/Sudden Unexplained Infant Death (SUID) is classified as a leading cause of infant mortality 
worldwide, there is very little published data regarding infant sleep practices and SIDS/SUID in low-income countries. The Dominican  
Republic (DR) has 22.7 deaths per 1,000 live births despite widespread utilization of healthcare. Infant sleep practices and public awareness 
of SIDS/SUID risk factors are not reported elsewhere. 
  
METHODS 
In-depth interviews were conducted in Spanish in 2018 with primary caregivers in the northern DR regarding infant sleep practices and 
SIDS/SUID risk factors. Interview responses informed the design of a survey that was piloted and subsequently implemented in public  
clinics and hospitals in the DR in 2019. 
  
RESULTS 
203 participants surveyed met inclusion criteria. 92.6% of caregivers indicated frequently placing their infant to sleep in a non-supine 
position. 86.7% of caregivers indicated that the biological mother received prenatal care and 78.3% indicated that infants received postnatal 
care. Among respondents who reported that the mother and/or infant received any perinatal care, 38.4% indicated that a healthcare  
provider discussed infant sleep  practices with them. 41.9% reported  that a healthcare provider recommended putting their baby to sleep on  
their side or stomach. 38.4% reported infant/adult co-sleeping.  
  
CONCLUSIONS  
Caregivers of infants report a high rate of perinatal care utilization, consistent with previous findings. Survey data demonstrates significant 
rates of non-supine infant sleep positioning and high rates of parent-infant co-sleeping, both of which are known risk factors for 
SIDS/SUID according to research in high-income countries. The current survey supports an opportunity for more comprehensive 
perinatal health education regarding safe infant sleep practices in addition to further investigation regarding the association of presumed 
SIDS/SUID risk factors with infant mortality in this setting. 
  



 

 
    

  

 

 
  

 
 

 

POSTER 21  
Abstract Title: Perivascular macrophages in the neonatal macaque brain undergo massive necroptosis after simian immunodeficiency virus 
infection 
Investigator(s): Diana G. Bohannon, Yueying Wang, Colin H. Reinhart, Jiangtao Luo, Woong-Ki Kim 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular and Cell Biology; HADSI 

Introduction 
Children with perinatally acquired HIV infection can manifest HIV encephalopathy defined by neurodevelopmental delay, impaired brain 
growth or a decline in motor and cognitive function, but these clinical symptoms rarely have clearly defined neuropathological correlates. 
Previously, we  showed that rhesus macaques neonatally infected  with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), do not develop encephalitis 
and maintain low brain viral loads despite having similar plasma viral loads compared to  SIV-infected  adults. As PVMs are the primary cell 
type responsible for the development of HIV/SIV neuropathologies in adults, we hypothesize that differences in response to SIV infection 
between infant and adult PVMs contribute to  the presence of clinical encephalopathy and the lack of encephalitic lesions in SIV-infected 
infants.  
 
Methods  
Thirty-two macaques were stratified by age and infection status into infected and uninfected infants and adults (n=8/ea). 
Immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy on the frontal cerebral cortices was used to identify PVMs using macrophage markers CD206 and 
CD163 and apoptosis using cleaved caspase 3 (cCasp3) or necroptosis using receptor interacting protein 3 (RIP3) in double and triple IF 
stains. IF sections were visualized on the Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 fluorescent microscope  and quantified using ImageJ. Statistical analysis 
was performed on GraphPad Prism7.  
 
Results  
Infants have a unique CD206+/CD163- PVM population not found in adults. More than 60% of CD206+/CD163- cells show evidence 
of cCasp3 mediated apoptosis after infection and nearly 100% showed evidence of necroptosis via RIP3 activation. Interestingly, no 
evidence of apoptosis or necroptosis was found in CD206+/CD163+ or CD206-/CD163+ cells thus, no programed cell death was 
observed in adults which lack  a CD206+/CD163- PVM population.  
 
Conclusions 
HIV encephalopathy in perinatally infected infants is often progressive and severe, but this clinical data is in sharp contrast  to the lack of 
pathological evidence. Our recent finding of  massive necroptosis of a unique subset of PVMs in infants after SIV infection provides a 
possible mechanism by which HIV/SIV infection causes these clinical manifestations. Programed cell death of infected PVMs would  
prevent classical pathologies seen in adults, but the excess neuroinflammation that may result from wide-spread necroptosis is one 
explanation for the clinical encephalopathy which persists in their absence.  

POSTER 22  
Abstract Title: Detecting Early Tumor Relapse in High-Risk Breast Cancer 
Investigator(s):  Emily Breeding, MS2; Lauren L. Siewertsz van Reseema, M.D., Rick J. Jansen, Ph.D., Robert E. Van Sciver, Ph.D., Janet 
S. Winston, M.D., Carolyn F. O’Connor, M.D., Richard A. Hoefer, M.D., FACS, and Amy H. Tang, PhD. 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

Introduction: Although breast cancer survival rates have improved  dramatically for early-stage breast cancer, current standard of care 
(SOC) treatment modalities have not been able to control and eradicate a subset of chemo-resistant,  relapsed, late-stage  and metastatic  
mammary tumors. ER/PR/HER2 status  remains the accepted method to guide treatment  and predict patient outcomes. While this is 
beneficial for many low-risk and early-stage patients, invasive and metastatic breast  cancer  displays a wide variety of intra- and inter-tumor 
heterogeneity that evolves over the course of tumor progression and treatment. Additionally, tumor responses to SOC therapies vary 
substantially amongst patients with similar clinical presentation. Genomic studies have indicated that the  EGFR/HER2/K-RAS ‘pathway’ 
is activated in many invasive and metastatic breast cancers. In this study, we aim to validate and verify the prognostic value of K-
RAS/SIAH/EGFR pathway biomarkers.  
 
Methods: This study examined matched pairs of tumor specimens from 182 patients who received neoadjuvant systemic therapies (NST). 
Statistical analyses were performed to determine whether SIAH/EGFR biomarkers could be used, alone  or in combination with the AJCC 
clinicopathological features to predict tumor relapse,  chemo-resistance and 10-year survival.  
 
Results:  Low SIAH expression was found to be significantly associated with  increased patient survival at 10 years, whereas ER and HER2 
were not. Amongst all patients, a dramatic  reduction in SIAH expression induced by  NST was associated with increased survival.  For 
incomplete responders to NST, high levels of SIAH in residual tumors post-NST correlated with decreased survival. Patients with lymph  
node positive breast cancer showed  decreased survival with high SIAH expression post-NST.  
 
Conclusion: These results suggest that SIAH can be used  as a prognostic biomarker to stratify patients and predict clinical outcomes pre- 
and post-NST. As an ON/OFF binary code at a single cell resolution, SIAH could be used to evaluate patients’ response to first line 
therapy and in turn, tailor and augment second line treatment  regimens. Heightened SIAH expression amongst lymph node positive 
patients indicates that SIAH can be used  as a  biomarker for identifying chemo-refractory breast cancer in real time. Identification of new  
prognostic biomarkers, such as SIAH, is invaluable in quantifying effective anticancer therapies and maximizing patient survival.   
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POSTER 23  
Abstract Title: Case Report: Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma 
Investigators: Emily Breeding, Shaheer Hasan, Brianna Kelly, Max McHugh 
Department: EVMS Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION  
Donor 11 was a 63 year old African American male with a history of a traumatic brain injury and head and neck cancer. On physical exam 
no obvious tumor or oral lesions were present. With this information, our  primary learning objective was to determine the specific type  of 
head and neck cancer of Donor 11. Additionally, we aimed to understand the tumorigenesis, epidemiology and methods to make a clinical 
diagnosis of the   identified cancer type.   
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) was previously identified as the unknown malignant tumor in Donor 11. How to make  
a clinical diagnosis, tumorigenesis and epidemiological information were researched to better understand this type of cancer. Several 
techniques were utilized to diagnose the malignant head and neck tumor of  Donor 11. The location of the tumor was initially used as  
guidance for differential diagnoses.  Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is recognized as the most common type of head and neck cancer and 
this diagnosis was confirmed using H&E histological staining. Staining identified key features of squamous cell carcinoma.  Keratinization 
was seen signifying differentiation of tumor cells. An irregularity in nucleus size and shape was also observed indicating malignancy. 
Additionally, the tumor lacked a well-defined capsule suggesting metastasis into local tissues.  While biopsy of the tumor with  H&E staining  
is confirmatory for HNSCC, a physical  exam is the initial method of diagnosis. Factors such as symptoms of a bacterial infection, duration 
and size of tumor, and lifestyle factors all contribute to the diagnosis of HNSCC. The tumorigenesis of HNSCC was then researched.  
HNSCC transforms by inactivating tumor suppressor genes, including p16 and p53. Lastly, the prevalence and risk factors  for HNSCC  
were investigated. HNSCC makes up 3% of cancers worldwide and has a five-year survival rate of less than 50%, with as little as 34% in 
African American males. Risk factors of HNSCC include HPV and tobacco and alcohol use. 
 
CONCLUSION  
Dissection of the head and neck region of our anatomical donor guided our group in the identification of a malignancy. Upon further  
evaluation with histological slides, we were able to confirm our original findings through identifying key features of malignancy including  
anaplasia and invasion. The aforementioned histological features are characteristics that are indicative of squamous cell carcinoma. After 
meeting with an Otolaryngologist, it was suggested we further research guidelines for making a clinical diagnosis of HNSCC. Clinically, it is  
important  to first rule out infection of the region prior to considering a malignancy. It is then standard to perform imaging studies to better  
understand the extent of the mass and be able  to decide if surgical excision is an option. Our research into our donor’s head and neck 
cancer was limited by our inability to obtain images of the malignant region. Supplementary investigation into the epidemiology of 
HNSCC, showed that there is  an increased risk of developing the malignancy in HPV positive individuals and as well as those with lifestyle  
factors such as tobacco and alcohol dependency. There is also an increased prevalence of HNSCC  among African Americans with an 
increased mortality rate specifically among African American males. While we are limited by our lack of knowledge about our donor’s 
lifestyle habits, we were provided with a medical history which identified our donor as being HPV negative. Factors supporting the 
diagnosis of HNSCC included the location of the malignancy, histological staining indicating keratinization and cellular irregularities, and 
race.  
 

POSTER 24  
Title: Development of Endogenous Gene Tagging Approaches for Interactome Analysis 
Investigators: Manan Azad, Hampus A. Engstroem, Vanessa L. Correll, Xin (Cindy) Guo and O. J. Semmes 
Department: Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

Adult T-cell leukemia (ATL) is an aggressive and fatal human  malignancy linked to human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1) that 
infects 10-20 million worldwide. The initial infection with HTLV-1 remains asymptomatic for decades and 3-5% of infected people  
develop ATL. How infected T-lymphocytes transform into malignant cells and driving ATL is poorly understood. It is believed that 
genomic instability drives ATL development which is a characteristic feature of ATL cells marked by  extensive chromosomal abnormalities 
and gene mutations. Our lab recently reported that the viral protein ‘Tax’ stimulates Ring Finger Protein 8 (RNF8) in  the presence of 
UBC13/Uev1a/Uev2 to drive IKK/NF-κB activation through polyubiquitination of lysine  63 [K63(Ub)n]. This leads to cell senescence. 
RNF8 is also involved in early DNA damage response (DDR). Therefore, we are investigating the impact of constitutive activation of 
RNF8 and exploring a potential role in Tax-mediated DNA damage response by identifying RNF8 interacting proteins. To facilitate  
isolation of highly purified native RNF8 complex, RNF8  gene was tagged with 3xFLAG in tandem with 2xSTREP because these tags can 
be eluted under gentle conditions. The plasmid DNA purified from  transformed bacterial cells was introduced into the human HEK-293T 
cells using calcium-phosphate method. We will demonstrate the effectiveness of TAP purification using the 3xFLAG-2xSTREP tagged  
RNF8 protein using western blot. Future experiments will focus on integration of this tag into the RNF8 gene in vivo using CRISPR/Cas9  
method and investigating protein-protein interactions. In conclusion, this efficient system will improve our understanding of RNF8-
mediated DNA damage response (DDR) in response to  viral oncoprotein Tax. 
  



 

  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Neurotensin (NTS) is a naturally-occurring, 13-amino acid peptide.  NTS was previously reported to stimulate the  acrosome  reaction in  
mouse and bull sperm.  This study determined the impact of NTS on the function of human and non-human primate sperm. 
 
METHODS  
Human semen samples (CONRAD, Norfolk, VA) were filtered to obtain  motile sperm.  Acrosome status was assessed by fluorescent 
staining which binds the outer acrosome membrane and permits microscopic visualization of the sperm acrosome  (intact or reacted).  
Eosin-negrosin staining determined sperm viability.  Computer assisted semen analysis (CASA) assessed sperm motility, progression, and 
velocity.  For in vitro fertilization (IVF) studies, monkey oocytes were obtained after ovarian stimulation and follicle aspiration. Monkey 
sperm samples were obtained from the Oregon National Primate Research Center. Fertilization was determined by the presence of a  
second polar body and 2 pronuclei.   
 
RESULTS 
NTS stimulated the acrosome reaction in human sperm in both a dose-dependent (0.1-10 µM) and time-dependent (5-30 min) manner in 
vitro.  After a 30 min incubation, intact acrosomes decreased from 81 ± 5% in untreated sperm to 46 ± 5% in sperm treated with 10 µM  
NTS.  NTS treatment (0.1-10 µM for 30 min) did not alter sperm motility or progression (n=4); however, NTS did slightly increase the  
proportion of viable sperm.  Both a general NTS receptor antagonist (SR142948) and a NTSR1 selective antagonist (SR48692) reduced the  
ability of NTS to stimulate the acrosome reaction.  To determine if NTS treatment compromises the ability of sperm to fertilize an oocyte, 
monkey sperm were treated with NTS (10 µM for 30 min). Percentage of fertilization with untreated monkey sperm and monkey oocytes 
was 72%.  Sperm pre-treated with NTS and then used for IVF yielded a significantly lower fertilization rate of 18%.   
 
CONCLUSIONS  
NTS effectively stimulates the  acrosome reaction in human and monkey sperm.  Pre-treatment of sperm with NTS significantly reduces 
fertilization.  Therefore, the NTS pathway has potential for contraceptive development.  Identification of NTSR1 as the mediator of NTS 
action provides a specific target for future study.  This work was supported by EVMS and NICHD (HD071875 to DMD).  Merck and Co. 
(Kenilworth, NJ) provided gonadotropins and Ganirelix. 

 
 

 

POSTER 25  
Abstract Title: Modulatory effects of a prosocial NMDAR intervention on gene expression involved in the remodeling and function of 
perineuronal nets 
Investigators:  Jessica A. Burket, Ph.D. and Stephen I. Deutsch, M.D., Ph.D. 
Departments:  Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences 

INTRODUCTION:  Cortical fast-spiking, parvalbumin-expressing (FSPV+) GABAergic interneurons regulate synchronous oscillatory  
output of assemblies of pyramidal  neurons and have been implicated in the pathogenesis of neuropsychiatric  disorders, including  
schizophrenia and ASD.  Perineuronal Nets (PNNs), part of the extracellular matrix (ECM) within the mature brain, are comprised of 
proteoglycans and polysaccharides that primarily enwrap the subpopulation of FSPV+ GABAergic interneurons.  PNNs may be involved in  
the pathogenesis of ASD, accounting, in part, for failure to  develop, abnormal expression, and regression of social functions. PNNs also 
regulate the opening/closing of critical periods (CP) of heightened plasticity  and provide a window of opportunity to increase susceptibility  
to prosocial interventions.  Increased  expression of the NMDA receptor (NMDAR) GluN2A subunit during early development coincides 
with maturation of PV+ interneurons and PNN formation.  
 
METHODS: Sociability was assessed twenty minutes after 4-week old male, SW and Balb/c test mice (N ≥ 21/condition) were injected 
intraperitoneally (0.01 ml/g body weight) with  VU0410120 (VU120), a novel  glycine  type  1 transporter (GlyT1) inhibitor or vehicle.  Cortical  
and hippocampal RNA from vehicle-treated Balb/c and SW mice (n  = 4/group) was extracted (QIAGEN) and quality was analyzed (RIN  > 
8; Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer). Transcriptome profiling was performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Gene 2.1 ST array. Differential 
gene expression was determined by log2 fold  changes (>1.20 or <-1.20, p<0.05) and False Discovery Rate  (p<0.05).    
 
RESULTS: Preliminary analysis of differential expression of genes involved in  PNN formation, regulation  and remodeling was examined in  
frontal cortex of  VU120-treated Balb/c mice compared to vehicle-treated Balb/c mice (n=4/group).  Significant changes in expression of 
42 genes involved in PNN remodeling were found between VU120-treated vs vehicle-treated Balb/c mice, including PNN components (eg,  
Brevican) and remodeling enzymes (e.g., Chpf, Chst2, Cemip, Chsy1, Hs6st1). 
  
CONCLUSIONS: PNNs modulate NMDAR-mediated regulation of  the firing and inhibitory output of FSPV+ GABAergic interneurons  
and, based on our work and others, has emerged as a promising therapeutic target in ASD.   Current data show that NMDAR agonists affects 
expression of genes coding for enzymes and proteins involved in PNN remodeling and function, which may be a viable translational 
therapeutic strategy for opening CPs and, thereby, increasing susceptibility to prosocial interventions. 

POSTER 26  
Abstract Title: NEUROTENSIN STIMULATES THE SPERM ACROSOME REACTION AND ALTERS PERCENTAGES OF 
FERTILIZATION IN VITRO. 
Investigator(s): Genevieve E Campbell1, Estella L Jones1,2, Pierre Comizzoli3, Diane M Duffy1  
Department(s): EVMS Dept. of Physiological Sciences; EVMS Dept. of Obstetrics & Gynecology; Smithsonian Conservation Biology 
Institute, Washington DC 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

 

POSTER 27  
Abstract Title: Retrospective Review of Multimodal Approach to Decrease Surgical Site Infection in Pediatric Patients Undergoing 
Posterior Spinal Fusion 
Investigator(s): Samantha Carlton, MS1, Justin Aflatooni, MS1, Shadain Akhavan, MS1, Turaj Vazifedan2, H. Sheldon St. Clair, MD3 

Department(s): 1. Eastern Virginia Medical School 2. The Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters, Department of Bioinformatics 3. 
The Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters, Department of Orthopedic Surgery 

INTRODUCTION 
Surgical site infections in children following posterior spinal fusion can lead to a multitude of undesirable outcomes such  as  

chronic infections, neurological deficits, increased mortality, and significant economic burden. Due to the severity of these outcomes, our 
practice has implemented preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative techniques  to decrease  surgical  site infections, in addition to  
appropriate standard-of-care  therapies. The study aim was to investigate and measure the effectiveness of our multimodal approach.  
 
METHODS 

A retrospective chart review was performed on 523 Orthopedics and Neurosurgery patients with a diagnosis of either Adolescent 
Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) or Neuromuscular Scoliosis (NMS) who received a posterior spinal fusion at a single site between January 2010 
and May 2017 by various surgeons. The rates of infection were compared between NMS and AIS patients who did or did not receive 
various combinations of these interventions, according to individual surgeon preference. Primary outcome measures included  the  effect of  
the use of intraoperative Vancomycin powder, Bacitracin lavage, preoperative antibiotics, postoperative antibiotics for 24 hours, Hibiclens 
wash before arriving to the hospital, and chlorhexidine wipes in the Surgery  Center on infection rates between patients with AIS or NMS.  
Infections were determined at 14-day postoperative visits or sooner in the Emergency Department by the operating surgeon using physical  
exam and  wound culture, as necessary. Data from patient charts was entered in to RedCap and subsequent analysis was performed. 
 
RESULTS 

NMS cases although less frequent than AIS cases, showed higher rates of postoperative surgical site infection (p=0.001), even 
with higher rates of preoperative home use of Hibiclens wash in NMS compared to AIS patients (p=0.017). There was no statistically 
significant correlation between gender or use of various intervention combinations, and signs of infection (p>0.05), however there is a 
robust association between the use of intraoperative vancomycin powder and the lack of growth on wound culture among those who 
underwent wound culture (p<0.001). 
 
CONCLUSIONS  

NMS spinal fusion patients showed higher rates of postoperative wound infection compared to AIS cases. The use of  
intraoperative vancomycin  powder may help prevent wound infection in pediatric spinal fusion patients, however further investigation is 
warranted.  
 

POSTER 28  
Abstract Title: Pustular Psoriasis of Pregnancy Followed by Localized Pustular Flare in a Breastfeeding Woman: A Unique Presentation 
and Discussion of Treatment Options 
Investigator(s): Luis J. Borda1, M.D.;  Brad Johnson2, M.D.; Clint W. Enos2, M.D.; Abby S. Van Voorhees2, M.D.  
Department(s):1Department of Internal Medicine, EVMS; 2Department  of Dermatology, EVMS. 

INTRODUCTION 
We report on a 34-year-old female with a history of pustular psoriasis of pregnancy (PPP), who began to develop localized pustular 
psoriasis ten months postpartum while breastfeeding. Most women who develop PPP are disease-free outside of pregnancy; a few reports 
suggest that patients c an later  develop  generalized pustular psoriasis.    
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
Our patient presented with a pustular eruption  involving the left axilla and flank. She had attempted topical treatment with tacrolimus 0.1% 
and triamcinolone acetonide 0.1% with no benefit. 
 
CONCLUSION  

While classified as Category  B,  there is very limited data assessing the safety of FDA approved biologics for the treatment of psoriasis in 
pregnant and breastfeeding women. Much of the available safety  data on biologics comes from animal studies and multiple smaller studies 

including cohorts, case controls, registry  data,  case reports and case series. Ultimately, she was started on certolizumab pegol (Cimzia), 
which is a pegylated anti-TNF-α agent with a safety profile highlighted by minimal to no transfer through breast milk. The objectives of  

this case are to present a rare presentation of pustular psoriasis in a breastfeeding woman and to discuss suitable treatment options. 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

POSTER 29  
Abstract Title: Molecular dissection of the miR-888 cluster in human prostate cancer cells using high throughput CRISPR/Cas gene 
editing. 
Investigator(s): Charlotte Chambers (MD 2022), Dr. Aurora Esquela Kerscher, Ph.D. 
Department(s): Leroy T. Canoles Jr. Cancer Research Center 

INTRODUCTION 
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, noncoding RNAs that negatively regulate gene expression. This project focused on the miR-888 miRNA 
cluster composed of seven genes (mir-892c, mir-890, mir-888, mir-892a, mir-892b, mir-891b, and  mir-891a) on human Xq27.3 within the 
HPCX1 hereditary prostate cancer locus. Previously, we used miRNA mimics and anti-miRNA reagents and noted that individual miR-888 
cluster members accelerated tumor growth in mice and promoted proliferation and invasion in prostate cells. A high throughput 
CRISPR/Cas9 system, which does not require subcloning, was used here to  investigate functional overlap of the cluster by generating 
LNCaP and PC3-ML human prostate cancer cell lines knocked out for individual members or cluster combinations. We hypothesized that 
prostate cancer cells missing miR-888 cluster members would exhibit less aggressive phenotypes. 
  
METHODS 
LNCaP and PC3-ML were infected with a lentivirus expression vector for doxycycline-inducible CAS9 nuclease (Lenti-iCAS9, MOI 0.3). 
48 hours post CAS9 induction, cells were co-transfected using Dharamafect2 with a synthetic trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA)  
complexed with a gene-specific synthetic CRISPR RNA (crRNA).  The Dharmacon CRISPR Design Tool aided design of crRNAs  
containing 20 nucleotides identical to the genomic DNA target sites flanking mir-888, mir-891a, or multiple miR-888 cluster members 
followed by a fixed S. pyogenes  repeat sequence  that interacted  with the tracrRNA. The guide RNAs mediated CAS9 double strand DNA 
cleavage. PCR and DNA  sequencing  confirmed  CRISPR deletions. WST-1 assays and growth of LNCaP cells in  charcoal-stripped FBS  
media measured proliferation and neuroendocrine transdifferentiation respectively.  
  
RESULTS 
Western blot confirmed 250 ng/ml doxycycline as the optimal concentration for CAS9 expression in LNCaP and PC3-ML mixed and 
single-cell infected lines. CAS9 protein was tightly controlled and expression decreased rapidly upon doxycycline removal. Cells transfected 
with synthetic guide RNAs for  mir-888 and mir-891a confirmed genetic deletions. Functional assays are underway.  Preliminary results 
screening genomic deletions knocking out 3-4  cluster members are difficult to obtain.  
  
CONCLUSIONS  
This high throughput CRISPR/Cas9  method  efficiently knocked out  mir-888 and mir-891a genes in prostate cancer cells. These new cell 
lines will enable us to better understand this cluster’s role during oncogenesis and metastasis. This work could lead to novel antimir  
therapies for aggressive disease.  

POSTER 30 
Abstract Title: Lung Cancer Metastasis to the breast, a mimicker of inflammatory breast carcinoma on imaging 
Investigators: Sebastiano Buccheri; Daniel Malek; Courtney B. Dey, MD; John Plemmons, MD 
Department: Department of Radiology 

INTRODUCTIONS  
While metastatic disease  to the breast  has been documented from many primary neoplasms with incidence ranging from 0.2% to 
approximately 2.7% among reported clinical cases, breast  cancer metastases resulting  from  a primary lung  neoplasm is significantly less  
commonly reported in the literature. Routes of metastatic spread of lung neoplasms includes both hematologic and lymphatic routes.  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
We present a case of biopsy proven lymphangitic spread of primary lung neoplasm to the ipsilateral breast and axillary nodes mimicking  
inflammatory breast cancer. 
 
CONCLUSION  
It remains crucial to differentiate between extramammary disease with metastatic deposits in the breast from a primary breast neoplasm as 
treatment remains very different between these entities. As in this case, the pathologic, histological and immunohistochemistry analyses ar e 
critical in determining the origin of the malignant cells and formulating a treatment plan. 
 
  



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

POSTER 31  
Abstract Title: Assessing the Use of Nontechnical Skills by Trauma Teams During Resuscitations at a Level I Trauma Center 
Investigator(s): Daniel Connelly, Rachel Gardner, Sandra Mackey, Bedabrata Sarkar 
Department(s): General Surgery, Beth Israel Lahey Health, Burlington, MA 

INTRODUCTION 
Trauma resuscitation requires the efficient use of both technical and nontechnical skills. While the technical aspects of resuscitation are 
under constant investigation, there is a lack of evidence regarding the impact that nontechnical skills have on outcomes. The modified 
nontechnical skills scale for trauma (T-NOTECHS) was previously developed to assess teamwork skills in trauma teams. We sought to use 
the T-NOTECHS scale to assess teamwork within our trauma teams and identify areas of improvement for future studies on nontechnical  
skills in trauma resuscitation.  
 
METHODS 
We identified all trauma activations throughout one month at our level I trauma center. From these 103 activations, 77 occurred in video 
recorded t rauma bays. Video and audio from  these activations were reviewed using LiveCapture software. The trauma team was assigned a 
score of 1-5 in the categories of leadership, cooperation & resource management, communication & interaction, assessment & decision  
making, and situational awareness, according to T-NOTECHS criteria. Categorical scores were combined into a score from 0-25, with 25 
being flawless use of nontechnical skills. Scores were compared between each level of  activation, which include STAT, ALERT, and 
TRANSFER, based on severity of trauma from  most severe to least. Lastly, annotations from each video were compiled to identify 
common problems. 
 
RESULTS 
The trauma teams received an average T-NOTECHS total score of 22.0 with average scores of 23.3,  21.5,  and 22.4 in the STAT, ALERT, 
and TRANSFER levels, respectively. The categories with the lowest aver age scores were leadership (4.1) and communication & interaction 
(4.3). Common problems included uncontrolled noise levels, lack of role identification and assignment, and the trauma team arriving to the  
bay after the patient (as opposed to before).  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Trauma teams at our institution earned  the highest T-NOTECHS scores during the highest level of activation, and the lowest scores during 
the second highest level of activation. This  represents an opportunity for improvement, as  ALERT activations are thought to be  the best  
preparation STAT activations. We identified  common points of improvement across all levels of activation, which can be the focus of  
future methods to improve the use of nontechnical skills during trauma resuscitation. 

POSTER 32  
Abstract Title: An Evidence-Based Review of Speech-Language Pathology Assessments in Parkinson’s Disease 
Investigator(s): Nicole C. Feng, BA; Jennifer G. Goldman, MD, MS 
Department(s): Parkinson’s Disease and Movement Disorders 

INTRODUCTION 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a debilitating, progressive neurodegenerative disorder and is the second  most common neurodegenerative 
disease after Alzheimer’s disease. PD symptoms affect motor and cognitive functions, impacting functional activities including swallowing, 
speech production and speech comprehension. Even mild deficits can contribute to poor communication. Social interaction is a critical  
part of what it means to be human and loss of it can contribute to isolation and depression. Speech-language pathology (SLP) assessments 
screen for and measure speech deficits but few guidelines exist for utilization specifically in PD. 
 
METHODS 
This review identified 27 SLP assessments administered routinely at Shirley Ryan AbilityLab (SRALab) and its PD and Movement 
Disorders interdisciplinary clinics. These assessments were reviewed regarding their  clinimetric variables including terms describing 
interpretation of results, reliability, and validity. For every assessment, each clinimetric term  was queried in NCBI for articles relevant to  
PD. A second  search was conducted in SRALab’s The BRAIN summary database, examining articles for the same variables. The  
clinimetric properties identified in studies of PD were recorded in a  database. 
 
RESULTS 
The Munich Dysphagia Test-PD and Mattis Dementia Rating  Scale-2 were found to have  more evidence of clinimetric properties studied 
in PD than other assessments. Nineteen of the 27 assessments were found to have no clinimetric variables identified in PD in PubMed or 
the BRAIN database. Among those 19 were all of the assessments evaluating speech acoustics (n=4). The other eight  assessments  with 
reported clinimetric measures were  those that  evaluated  dysphagia and language comprehension and production. Cut-off scores, sensitivity, 
and specificity were the most studied clinimetric variables. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
The majority of SLP assessments widely used for neurological conditions are not well-studied in a PD-specific population. While this bank  
of assessments was not designed for PD patients at our center, our findings represent an opportunity to further assess PD measures in the 
literature and to validate SLP  assessments used for other neurological conditions in a PD population. 



 
 
 

 

   

 

POSTER 33  
Abstract Title: Hydrazide Chemistry Based Identification of N-linked Glycosylated Proteins from the Plasma Membrane of LNCaP, C4-2 
and C4-2B Prostate Cancer Cells 
Investigator(s): Amanda Cross and Julius Nyalwidhe 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION 
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death with varying levels of metastasis and malignancy. Aberrant glycosylation is associated with 
malignant transformation, tumorigenesis and aggressive disease progression. Our hypothesis is that  differential glycosylation profiles can be  
used as prognostic and diagnostic markers and are also potential therapeutic targets.  The objective of our current study is to identify  
differentially expressed glycoproteins on the plasma membrane of  disease stratified prostate cancer  cells. Using disease stratified LNCaP,  
C4-2, and C4-2B prostate cancer cell lines, N-linked glycosylated proteins were identified via liquid chromatography mass spectrometry  
(LC-MS/MS) utilizing hydrazide chemistry. The most differentially regulated protein identified was CD47 which plays a role in immune  
invasion of aggressive  cancers. Current interest in CD47 overexpression in other cancer types looking at potential CD47 immunotherapy  
treatments and biomarkers for disease prompted further analysis and testing in this cancer line. This is a promising method that could be  
used to identify possible biomarkers for disease severity and potential therapeutic targets for precision-based medicine. 
 
METHODS 
N-linked glycosylated membrane peptide fractions were isolated from  LNCaP, C4-2, and C4-2B total lysates via hydrazide resin capture. 
Fractions were run in triplicate on the Q Exactive Orbitrap Mass Spectrometer (QE) for LC-MS/MS analysis. LC-MS/MS results were  
analyzed using bioinformatics. Verification of the procedure was confirmed by identification of known N-linked glycosylation residue 
positions and subcellular localization of the proteins.  Further analysis of CD47 was done by confocal microscopy, western  blot and PCR.   
 
RESULTS 
A comparative  quantitative analysis of protein expression identified 56 significantly differentially expressed proteins with a  fold change  
greater than 1.5. The most differentially expressed cell surface protein identified from the quantitative analysis was CD47. Confocal 
microscopy verified membrane localization of  CD47. Western  blots and PCR aided in determining CD47 characteristics. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
The hydrazide chemical protocol was verified to successfully  isolate N-linked glycosylated proteins. Comparative analysis showed several  
significant differentially expressed proteins, including CD47. The CD47 protein has been shown to be overexpressed in more aggressive 
disease stratified cancers. Further characterization of CD47 could provide valuable information for precision-based medicine.  

POSTER 34  
Abstract Title: Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) with Youth in Norfolk, VA Public Housing 
Investigator(s): Kayla Iannarelli, MHS and Andrew Plunk, PhD 
Department(s): Pediatrics, Community Health and Research Division 

INTRODUCTION 
Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is a translational research approach used to address public health priorities. Exploring 
how best to promote youth agency and a willingness to collaborate as peer researchers, our aims were to build on existing community 
relationships and foster an environment for youth-driven social justice projects. We intended to address shortcomings of a  past effort 
wherein we collaborated with an inaugural cohort of youth peer researchers on a youth-informed public health project. 
METHODS 
Employing prominent theoretical frameworks for youth development and participation in research, e.g., Hart’s (1992) ladder of children’s 
participation, we sought to establish proof of these concepts. We partnered  with the housing authority in Norfolk, VA to recruit high  
school aged peer researchers living in public housing. We led a self-efficacy and career-development course, as well as exposed high school  
students to careers in science, technology, engineering, and math. We added a second  cohort of  youth collaborators and retained the 
inaugural group of youth peer researchers. Undergraduate student mentors were introduced as another level of mentorship in addition to 
existing medical student mentors. Qualitative analysis was performed on the content  of youth round table discussions on community needs  
and the development of youth-directed action plans.  
RESULTS  
Our multidisciplinary CBPR and youth development approach led to the creation of multiple  youth-developed social justice projects, which 
remain underway. Topics include youth violence and bullying, unjust school policies, and substance use. We credit our success to housing 
authority community assets, the addition of multiple layers of youth mentorship, and the element of time, given that the inaugural cohort 
of high school students brought its past experience with the project development life cycle into the next iteration. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The high school peer researchers and their undergraduate and medical student mentors became valuable collaborators throughout 
this research process. They improved researchers' understanding of the challenges of adolescents living in Norfolk, VA public housing and 
of effective engagement strategies that facilitate youth  agency to create  social change within their community. 
 
  



 
 

 

 

 
 

 
   

 

POSTER 35  
Abstract Title: Navigating Through the Post Roux-en-Y 
Investigator(s): Lindsey Blais Cundra, BS, Maurice Marcuard, MD, & Parth J. Parekh, MD, FACP 
Department(s): EVMS Internal Medicine – Division of Gastroenterology 

INTRODUCTION 
Obesity is an increasing problem in the United States with increasing percentages of the population reaching obesity. Bariatric  

surgery, such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB), provides a very effective and durable weight loss solution for this population.1 As 
obesity continues to increase, the number of surgeries to combat this increases as well. In 2016, 30.1% of these procedures were Roux-en-
Y surgeries.1  As the number of procedures continues to parallel the prevalence of obesity, the knowledge of complications  found due to 
altered anatomy is increased. In patients requiring endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography (ERCP), the altered anatomy poses a 
large barrier.2 In such patients, several new techniques have already been developed, one of which is the Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS) 
Directed Transgastric ERCP (EDGE).2  This procedure allows us to maneuver through the altered anatomy and treat pancreaticobiliary 
disease endoscopically. Under ultrasound guidance, a stent is placed to connect the excluded stomach to the gastric pouch  to allow access 
for therapeutic intervention.  We report the  first use of this procedure at our institution.   
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  

A 68-year-old woman with a past medical history of RYGB, cholecystectomy and  a dilated common bile duct was admitted  
because of severe right-upper-quadrant pain. On admission, her vital signs  were stable, and CT of the abdomen with intravenous contrast 
material revealed increased dilatation of the intra and extrahepatic biliary system concerning for distal biliary obstruction. Her laboratory 
results were significant for aspartate aminotransferase of 173, alanine aminotransferase of 154, alkaline phosphatase of 154, total bilirubin 
of 4.9, and direct bilirubin of 4.4. A follow-up magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) confirmed severe intrahepatic and  
extrahepatic biliary dilatation. The EDGE procedure was determined to be the best method  to delineate and treat the etiology of the biliary 
dilatation. EUS was used  to visualize the excluded stomach. An AXIOSTM stent was used to access the excluded stomach. A duodenoscope  
was advanced smoothly through the AXIOSTM into the excluded stomach and into the  second portion of the duodenum. Occlusion 
cholangiogram demonstrated a distal bile duct stricture with upstream dilation. The biliary sludge was removed followed by placement of a 
plastic stent into the pancreatic and distal bile duct to relieve the obstruction. The patient did very well post-operatively without 
complications and is scheduled for a 6-week follow up to remove the AXIOSTM stent and a repeat ERCP to evaluate the duct.  
 
CONCLUSION  

Prior to the use of this technology, these patients with altered anatomy would have to have percutaneous interventions which lead  
to more complications along with external drains. As we saw in  this case, we can safely navigate the altered anatomy creating a path to 
perform an ERCP.  This is the first  case of the EDGE procedure performed at Sentara Norfolk General Hospital. We present this case to 
inform the medical community of our advancements in technology and abilities at our hospital. This case illustrates a successful first time 
use of a new procedure with a good patient outcome.  

 

POSTER 36  
Abstract Title: Isolated Traumatic Tibial Nerve Injury After Gunshot Wound in a 35-Year Old with Isolated Gastrocnemius Muscle 
Sparing 
Investigator(s): Yi Ding DO, Steven Gershon MD. 
Department(s): Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INTRODUCTIONS 
 Isolated tibial nerve injuries are often rare. Due to its anatomical location, the tibial nerve is often spared from the common 
compressive injuries. We report a case of a 35-year-old male with left knee pain and diffuse distal lower extremity paresthesia, who was 
later diagnosed with posterior tibial neuropathy. Patient had sustained a left knee gunshot wound two months prior, after an accidental 
discharge from his handgun. 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
 Results from  the electrodiagnostic study shows decreased left posterior tibial nerve amplitude and velocity  when compared to the  
opposite side. All posterior tibial nerve innervated muscles, distal  to the gastrocnemius, exhibited reduced recruitment, with positive sharp 
waves and fibrillation potentials. Injury to the tibial nerve can occur with  penetrating wounds, joint dislocations, fractures, and  
compartment syndrome. These injuries can often diffusely affect the tibial nerve and its innervated muscles. In this case, the nerve injury is 
isolated  to an area after the gastrocnemius take-off point, leaving its innervation intact. In addition, despite the amplitude and conduction  
velocity of the compound  motor action potential to be normal on the affected side, significant differences still exist in the side-to-side 
comparison study.  
CONCLUSION  

Logical planning of the electrodiagnostic study can help localize the peripheral nerve injury. This can be beneficial in guiding the 
rehabilitation process and prognosticate future recovery. 
  



 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

POSTER 37  
Abstract Title: Efficacy of prehabilitation home exercise program in improving post-operative function in patients undergoing spinal 
fusion.  
Investigator(s): Yi Ding, DO, Antonio Quidgley-Nevares, MD, Beverly Roberts-Atwater, DO, PhD. 
Department: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INTRODUCTION: 
Spinal fusion has increased significantly in the past decade, with incidence of lumbar fusion more than doubled from 2000 to 2009. Spinal 
fusion is indicated for a range of spine conditions including central canal stenosis, spondylolisthesis, and degenerative disc disorder. With 
the increase  in surgical management, maximizing outcome and postoperative function has become important goals for the physiatrist. As  
shown from prior research, spinal stenosis can result in debilitating muscle dysfunctions, which can continue to persist postoperatively and  
limit recovery. These dysfunctions range from d ecreased trunk muscle strength, and flexor/extensor imbalances. In addition, the physiatrist 
needs to be aware of the TLSO/LSO brace and spinal precautions, which can also limit postoperative function. Studies from Sweden 
demonstrate that an elaborate 6 to 8 weeks prehabilitation program may enhance postoperative recovery. Unfortunately, in the modern 
U.S. health-care environment where cost-cutting drives ingenuity, such expansive solutions will certainly challenge the availability of 
resources. Thus, home exercise program (HEP) and other cost-saving solutions can become more favorable in helping maximize 
outcomes. The goal of this study is to evaluate whether a comprehensive HEP, implemented 3 to  4 weeks prior to surgery, will benefit 
patient’s immediate postsurgical function and independence. 
 
METHODS: 
Patients who are undergoing elective multilevel spinal fusion will be recruited from the Sentara Norfolk General Hospital. They will be 
contacted directly by the spine navigator 3 to 4 weeks prior to surgery, who will coordinate preoperative education, as well as the  
implementation of the HEP. Patients will be randomized to either the HEP group, or standard-of-care group. The HEP group will meet 
weekly with the spine navigator, who will track patient’s progress and ensure proper exercise routine is being followed. These subsequent 
visits will be incentivized with  funding from the Aspen Spinal Bracing Research Grant. After surgery, patient’s immediate ADLs and 
general function will be monitored. The primary outcome will be assessed with the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire. Secondary outcomes  
such as activities of daily living will also be studied. The hope is that the HEP, along with the coordinated effort from the spine navigator 
and the rehabilitation team, will help promote better postoperative outcome. 

POSTER 38  
Abstract Title: Screening for Food Insecurity and Implementing Nutrition  Education for SNAP-Ed Eligible Children and Adults in Los 
Angeles County  
Investigator(s):  Cassandra Dao, MA1, MDC, Andrea Salcedo, MPH2, Claudia Chirino, MPH, MSW2, Julia Caldwell, PhD, MPH3, Anet  
Piridzhanyan, MS, RD2 , Alexis Deavenport-Saman, DrPH2,4, & Larry Yin,  MD2,4  
Department(s): (1)Eastern Virginia Medical School (2)Children's Hospital Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, (3)Los Angeles Department of 
Public Health, (4)Keck School of Medicine, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 

INTRODUCTION 
Millions of U.S. households are affected by Food Insecurity (FI), defined by the USDA as the socioeconomic condition of limited or 
uncertain access to  adequate food.  FI is associated with adult and childhood obesity and related comorbidities. Competing  with living 
expenses, many food insecure families may benefit from learning how to better access healthy foods within  budget. The objective of this 
study is to identify  the prevalence of Food Insecurity in Los Angeles County (LAC) and analyze the effectiveness of a nutrition education 
obesity prevention intervention for SNAP-Ed eligible children and adults.  
 
METHODS 
In 2017-2018, low-income adults in LAC were screened for FI using the 2-item screener pre-intervention. Evidence-based nutrition 
education classes for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance-Education (SNAP-Ed) eligible children and adults were implemented in 
partnership with low-income assistance locations such as as food pantries, public housing, family resource  centers, and elementary schools 
with free and reduced-price meals. To analyze  effectiveness in increasing healthy food habits, the Food Behavior Checklist (University of 
California Cooperative Extension) for adults and the Youth Nutrition and Physical  Activity  survey  (adapted from the SPAN Project,  
University of Texas; Fruits and Veggies More  Matters®, Arizona Nutrition Network; by the Research  and Evaluation NEOP of SNAP-
Ed) for  children were administered before and after.  
 
RESULTS 
72 adults and 50 children participated (126 total). 72% of adults were identified as Food Insecure. Child consumption of vegetables 
increased by 11% and consumption of milk increased by 15%. Number of adults having more than 2 vegetables during the main meal 
increased by 15%, and adults eating fruits and vegetables as snacks increased by 13% (all p<0.05). 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
A high number of adults screened positive for FI. Positive changes in nutrition were demonstrated in both adults and children after 
intervention. It is important to address FI to help combat obesity, improve nutrition, and promote health equity. 



 
 

 

 
  

 
 

POSTER 39  
Abstract Title: Evaluation of Infant Sleep Positions in Low-Resource Communities in Kenya 
Investigator(s): Cerelia Donald, BS, Le’Nisha Williams, MS1, Ursula Griffiths-Randolph, MS2, MPH, Vinton Adika, Alexandra Leader, 
MD, MPH 
Department(s): Global Health Department 

INTRODUCTION: Specific risk factors for Sudden Infant Death Syndrome  (SIDS) have been extensively studied in high-resource 
settings. The American Academy of Pediatrics specifically recommends supine sleep positioning for infants to reduce the risk of SIDS, in  
addition to other protective behavioral factors such as room-sharing without bed-sharing, breastfeeding, and avoidance of  
tobacco/alcohol/illicit drug exposure.1,2 There is limited data, however, regarding SIDS and infant sleep practices in low resource settings. 
Kenya is a lower-middle income country with a high infant  mortality rate of 33.6 per 1000 live births. There is no published research  
regarding SIDS risk factors in this setting.  
 
Objective: This stu dy evaluates infant sle ep practices, specifically infant sleep position, in low-resource communities in Kenya.   
 
METHODS: In July 2018, in-depth interviews  and focus groups were conducted in Limuru, Kenya about potential  SIDS risk factors. A 
survey regarding infant care and sleep practices was subsequently piloted and administered orally with caregivers of infants 0-12 months of 
age in Nazareth Hospital and local home visits in Limuru in June-July 2019.  
 
RESULTS: 110 primary caregivers of infants were surveyed over a 5-week period. 8.18% of caregivers reported exclusively laying infants to 
sleep in the supine position. 67.27% caregivers exclusively lay  infants on their sides, while 7.27% exclusively lay infants in the prone 
position (on infants’ stomachs). Additionally,13.64% of caretakers reported the use of multiple infant sleep positions (a combination of 
supine and other positioning). 
 
Of note, 47.27% of primary caretakers reported receiving advice regarding infant sleep positions from healthcare providers.  Within this 
group, 9.8%  caregivers exclusively lay infants in the supine position, 7.84%  prefer exclusively prone positioning, and 72.55% exclusively lay 
infants in the side-lying position. The remaining 9.8% reported using a combination of supine and other positioning.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: There is a high rate of non-supine infant  sleep positions reported by infant caregivers in Limuru, Kenya. Caretakers that 
reported  receiving advice from healthcare providers had comparably high rates of placing infants in the side-lying sleep position. This data 
suggests the need for further evaluation of safe sleep practices in this setting  and the potential for educational interventions regarding SIDS 
risk factors among healthcare workers and infant caretakers.  

POSTER 40  
Abstract Title: The Utility of Random Drug Screens in Pediatric ADHD Patients to Assess Compliance 
Investigator(s): Wihan du Plessis M.S., Adarsha Shivakumar, Stephen Restaino D.O., Leonard Emuren M.D., John W. Harrington M.D. 
Department(s): Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters, Eastern Virginia Medical School 

INTRODUCTION: In the General  Academic Pediatrics (GAP) Clinic, there is a growing population of patients with Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). In  this population, compliance with medication is a significant  factor  in medication efficacy.  Our study 
aims  to see if random  urine  drug screens (UDS)  can provide a definitive answer of compliance. 
 
METHODS: GAP patients from ages  eight  to eighteen with a diagnosis of ADHD and a one year history of prescribed  stimulant  
medication were recruited. Enrolled patients were asked if they  took their medicine  that day and then  asked to provide a urine sample for  
UDS.  Patients  with positive UDS were assigned to Group 1.  Patients with negative UDS were assigned  to Group 2. Patients refusing or  
unable to produce urine were assigned to Group 3. Patients noncompliant within the last 24 hours were assigned to Group 4. These results 
were recorded  along with patient age, class of stimulant,  duration on stimulant, academic performance, and completed teacher Vanderbilt 
scores within the past  year.  
 
RESULTS: A  positive UDS was observed in 29.7% of participants who consented to urinalysis. There was a significant association 
between class of  medicine and groups assignment (p=.004). The occurrence of long-acting amphetamine stimulants in Group 1 was more  
than expected  while it was lower  than expected in Group 2. The frequency of long-acting methylphenidate stimulants in Group 1 was  
lower than expected, while it was more than  expected in Group 2.  There was no statistically significant correlation between group  
assignment and teacher Vanderbilt screening scores, academic performance, the length of time a patient was prescribed  their medication, or  
age. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: The lack of correlation between most variables and group assignment is not definitive proof of their absence due to 
the small sample  size.  To increase  the power of the study, more patients need to be recruited. Several patients stated  they  do not take their 
medicine out of school, thus, patients recruited during the school year might display higher rates of compliance. If the correlation between 
drug  class and group assignment remains after reaching a larger sample size, a follow up study would be warranted. 
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POSTER 41  
Abstract Title: Assessment and development of a fully implemented primary care track in a pediatric residency program 
Investigator(s): Abigail Fariscal, Carolyn Moneymaker MD, John Harrington MD 
Department(s): General Academic Pediatrics Clinic, CHKD 

BACKGROUND The changing demographics  in children and adolescents in the U.S. necessitates innovation in primary care pediatric 
training  Today’s most prominent pediatric health issues are driven by socioeconomic and environmental factors, providing an opportunity 
to enhance pediatric  residency training. By creating a primary care  track (PCT) for 3 second-year residents in the pediatric program, 
residents will be better equipped to address dynamic health issues. Mental and behavioral health, social determinants of health, and  child 
advocacy are areas of focus for innovation. 
 
METHODS  A literature review was performed and articles on existing PCT programs across the country were identified. Multiple teams 
of community stakeholders and experts in primary care areas were formed to  develop objectives for a novel PCT. A literature review on 
curriculum assessment strategies was performed to determine content on evaluative surveys.  
 
RESULTS  The resulting PCT curriculum is a multimodal program that combines both experiential and didactic content delivery, and 
includes multiple opportunities for community-service learning. Educational resources were compiled including online modules, journal  
club, mentorship and shadowing, and onsite experiences with  different organizations. Overall, this curriculum increases resident 
experiences in primary care issues, offering various scopes of involvement. Pre- and post-assessment surveys consisting of a 5-point Likert 
scale were created to assess changes in resident attitudes, confidence, and self-perceived knowledge in these areas. Results will offer insight 
regarding the impact and effectiveness of our educational intervention.  
 
CONCLUSION Development of a PCT in a pediatric residency program can better prepare residents to address the complexity of  
today’s pediatric health, identify  community resources, and create their own  interventions to promote children’s health. Feedback from  
surveys will serve to further improve and modify the program. Familiarizing residents with methods of addressing complex issues will serve 
as a lifelong model to use in their future practices, and will offer them the skill of connecting patients to services that will ultimately 
maximize a child’s overall health and potential. 

POSTER 42  
Abstract Title: A Quality Improvement Project titled: A Study of the EVMS HOPES Dermatology Clinic for the Uninsured Residents of 
Hampton Roads, Virginia from July 2016 to July of 2019 
Investigator(s): Ms. Taylor Dyson, Mr. Stafford Brown, Dr. Jiangtao Luo, Dr. Edward Prodanovic 
Department(s): Dermatology  

INTRODUCTION  
In 2011, the Health Outreach  Partnership of EVMS Students (HOPES) Clinic was established in order to  meet the medical needs of the  
uninsured population of Norfolk, Virginia. The size and the medical needs of the HOPES patient population has continued to grow since 
its inception resulting in the establishment of several specialty clinics, including the HOPES Dermatology Clinic. A chart review of all adult 
patients seen in the HOPES Dermatology Clinic from  July 21, 2016 to July  18, 2019 was conducted to assess multiple variables within the 
clinic.  
 
METHODS 

1. A password-protected Excel spreadsheet was  saved to a secure  desktop computer. Variables were  recorded. The values of such 
data  corresponded with data dictionary.   

2. Patient charts were systematically reviewed using the HOPES electronic medical record, Practice Fusion. The patient list was 
created using “Patient Reports” function only selecting Dermatology Appointments.  

3. Data analysis was performed by Dr. Luo, a HADSI analyst.  
 
RESULTS  
The majority of patients were seen for one visit. 80 distinct  diagnoses were made in this clinic and 65 medications, including creams and  
cleansers, were  prescribed to treat such conditions. Several services were provided, such as  cryosurgery. There are several additional needs, 
such as UVB phototherapy. 
 
Race and ethnicity were not recorded for any of the 89 patients. City of residence was recorded for 75 out of the 89 patients.  This study 
reemphasized the astounding need for vitals  to be taken in the HOPES Dermatology Clinic as 22 out of 89 patients never had their vitals 
taken despite some of these patients being seen on multiple  occasions.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study provided greater detail into the population this clinic serves, the conditions this clinic treats, the medication this clinic 
prescribes, and the services this clinic provides. This outpatient center is effective in serving its patient population, but there is room for  
great improvement.  
 



 
 

 

 

 

POSTER 43  
Abstract Title: Cutaneous inflammation in the DIAMONDTM  mouse model of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 
Investigator(s): Clinton Enos1, Abby Van Voorhees1, Jonathon Marioneaux2, Arun Sanyal2, and Rebecca Caffrey2  
Department(s):1Department of  Dermatology, Eastern Virginia Medical School, 2Sanyal Biotechnology 

INTRODUCTION 
Psoriasis is a chronic, inflammatory disease affecting nearly 3% of the U.S. population. In addition to the cutaneous findings of 
erythematous plaques with silvery-scale, individuals with psoriasis are at an increased risk of  developing metabolic syndrome, including 
obesity, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease(NAFLD), and diabetes, as well as cardiovascular disease. The DIAMOND™ model is an inbred 
isogenic C57BL/6J x 129S1/SvImJ mouse that develops features of the human metabolic syndrome including obesity, the spectrum of  
NAFLD, and diabetes. Approximately 10%  also develop a spontaneous dermatitis after being placed on Western Diet(WDSW). The aim of  
this study was to investigate histologic features of the observed cutaneous inflammation and to characterize the gene expression for its 
potential as a murine model of  psoriasis. 
 
METHODS 
In this IACUC  approved study, lesional and adjacent normal skin, as well as hepatic tissue were harvested from mice on WDSW and age-
matched negative controls on  a normal chow/normal water diet(NCNW) at time of sacrifice. Skin samples were processed for routine 
H&E and immunohistochemical (IHC) stains (Ki67, S100A7, CK6, CK16). RNA-was extracted from skin and liver tissue using Qiagen 
RNEasy - FFPE kit (#73604). Gene  expression analysis was completed using nanoString inflammatory mouse panel. RNA-sequencing was 
performed on hepatic tissue from 24week WDSW mice, NASH stage F1. 
 
RESULTS 
WDSW lesional skin showed epidermal thickening, parakeratosis, neutrophils within the stratum corneum, and epidermal spongiform  
pustule of Kogoj. Non-lesional skin showed architecture similar to NCNW, but with focal areas of thickened epidermis and parakeratosis. 
IHC stains revealed a hyperproliferative epidermis and increased  anti-microbial peptide expression. Gene expression in lesion skin showed 
increased levels of proinflammatory chemokines, cytokines, and signaling molecules previously shown to play an important role in the 
pathogenesis of psoriasis. Hepatic gene  expression showed a similar pattern, also with an 8-fold decrease in expression of  MSMO1  
compared to NCNW(p = 0.000116).  
 
CONCLUSION  
Here we show preliminary data of a unique, inside-out model of cutaneous inflammation that shares many key features  to other m urine  
models for psoriasis. 

POSTER 44  
Abstract Title: Assessment of physiologic and perceptual barriers to physical activity in patients with psoriasis: A pilot study  
Investigator(s): Clinton Enos1, Khaled Algrni2, Patrick Wilson3, Abby Van  Voorhees1  
Department(s):1Department of Dermatology, 2Master of Public Health Program, EVMS, 3Old Dominion University 

INTRODUCTION 
Previous research suggests individuals with psoriasis participate less frequently in physical activity compared to the general population. In  
this pilot study, we investigate physiological and psychosocial barriers to physical activity among individuals with moderate-to-severe 
psoriasis compared to controls. 
 
METHODS 
Participants included individuals with moderate-to-severe psoriasis and controls(age, gender, and BMI matched). Cardiovascular  disease  
and psoriatic arthritis excluded participation.  Real-world activity was measured with an activity monitor over 7 days. Physiologic parameters  
were measured during two 20-minute treadmill intervals in an  exercise laboratory. Participants answered questions relating to self-efficacy 
for exercise(SEE), social physique anxiety scale(SPAS), pruritus, and dermatology life quality index(DLQI). Statistical analyses assessed 
correlations between physiologic and psychosocial variables with physical activity at p<0.05. 
 
RESULTS 
Forty-three participants completed the treadmill exercise (psoriasis n=20; controls n=23). There were no significant differences in age, 
anthropometric variables, SEE, or SPAS between the groups. Among the psoriasis group, higher SEE scores correlated with increased  
activity(p<0.05). In comparison  to controls, the psoriasis group consistently chose slower speeds on the treadmill (p<0.05). Psoriasis ca ses  
reported greater pruritus ratings at all time points during treadmill exercise compared to controls(p<0.05). Increased pruritus and DLQI  
scores negatively  correlated with real-world activity(p<0.05).  
 
CONCLUSION  
Individuals with psoriasis have a willingness to exercise but do so less frequently than controls. Our findings, for the first time, suggest that 
pruritus plays a significant role  in this behavior. 
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POSTER 45  
Abstract Title: Peripheral Retinal Vascular Leakage in Moderate to Severe Psoriasis: A Pilot Study 
Investigator(s): Clinton Enos1, Kapil Kapoor2,3, Alan Wagner2,3, Abby Van Voorhees1 
Department(s): EVMS, Department of Dermatology; EVMS, Department of Ophthalmology; Wagner Macula & Retina Center 

INTRODUCTION 
Psoriasis is a chronic, systemic, inflammatory disease. Patients can experience erythematous plaques with overlying scale on the skin. The 
systemic impact of psoriatic inflammation has been well recognized in the joints and is associated with the metabolic syndrome and 
cardiovascular disease. The impact of psoriatic inflammation on the eye is not fully understood. In this pilot study we investigated if 
peripheral vascular leakage (PVL), a feature of retinopathy, was evident in patients with psoriasis using Ultra-Wide-Field Fluorescein 
Angiography (UWFFA).  
METHODS 
We performed a pilot cross-sectional, IRB-approved, prospective study comparing UWFFA in patients with psoriasis to healthy age-
matched controls. Subjects with active or history of moderate to severe plaque psoriasis underwent a complete ophthalmologic exam along 
with optical coherence tomography and UWFFA. Each exam was independently reviewed by two retinal physicians. Exclusion factors 
included other types of psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, diabetes, history of retinal disease, uveitis, other autoimmune disorders, or recent 
intraocular surgery. 
RESULTS 
28 patients with psoriasis were enrolled in the study. Average duration of psoriasis was 9.97 years, with average BSA of 4.96, average PASI 
of 4.58, and average PGA of 1.93. Evidence of inflammation was detected in 6 psoriasis patients (21.4%) compared to 1 (3.6%) in the 
controls (p=0.1012). The pattern of inflammation in the psoriasis group was unique compared to the pattern observed in the control group 
(p=0.0232): UWFFA in the psoriasis group exhibited retinal PVL while there was an absence of other forms of inflammation in the 
remaining components of the eye exam. Uveitis was not evident in any of the patients in the psoriasis subgroup. The ocular inflammation 
was not attributable to duration of disease, severity of psoriasis, treatment, nor comorbid disease.  
CONCLUSIONS 
Further investigation into both the impact of psoriasis on the eye and the value of the ocular vasculature as a marker of comorbid disease is 
warranted.  

POSTER 46  
Abstract Title: Utility of Afirma Testing in Excluding Thyroid Malignancy in Patients with Indeterminate Cytology: An Institutional 
Review 
Investigator(s): Craig Foote, MS4, Jonathan Bulzan, D.O., Sarah Shaves, M.D. 
Department(s): EVMS Department of Radiology 

INTRODUCTION 
         Ultrasound-guided fine needle  aspiration (FNA) is the gold standard for initial presurgical classification of thyroid nodules, as 
accurate identification of benign lesions protects patients from undergoing unnecessary procedures. However, 15-30% of FNAs are  
considered indeterminate on cytology, with 75% of these indeterminate nodules ultimately  determined as benign.  EVMS facilities have  
adopted the Afirma test to ameliorate unnecessary surgeries and health-care costs by using genetic analysis to classify indeterminate samples 
as “benign” or “suspicious.” This study provides an institutional review of Afirma testing in thyroid nodules with indeterminate cytology  
and assesses Afirma’s value at EVMS facilities. 
METHODS 
         109 patients underwent thyroid FNA including separately  acquired specimens during the same procedure for Afirma testing. This 
information was collected through data mining acquisition via Montage (PowerScribe research tool)  with search criteria of “Afirma” at four 
regional Sentara facilities between 7/12/2018 and 8/8/2019. Accounting for patients with multiple nodules, there were a total of 129 
nodules that were recorded and analyzed.  
RESULTS 
         Of the 129 samples collected via FNA, 20 (15.5%) were categorized as indeterminate on cytology and underwent Afirma testing 
analysis. The Afirma results returned 15 of the 20 specimens (75%) as benign and no further  workup was conducted. Five specimens were  
categorized as suspicious by Afirma testing: four were confirmed on postsurgical pathology and one was found to be benign.  
CONCLUSION  
         Afirma ruled out malignancy and prevented further surgical workup in 15 of the 21 patients with indeterminate nodules, with one 
false positive. Notably, recent  cost-effectiveness models of Afirma versus surgical lobectomy estimate that the cost of Afirma with 5-year 
surveillance is 3,300 dollars greater than surgical lobectomy4. When extrapolated to our data, this model suggests that it would be  more  
cost-effective to perform lobectomies in all patients with indeterminate nodules in lieu of Afirma. However, the benefit of  a low risk, quick 
procedure, with virtually no recovery period is a substantial benefit provided by this testing and should not be discounted. Future studies 
with higher power should explore this cost discrepancy further and the effect of either method on patient quality of life. Our evaluation is 
limited by a potential sample bias, as some subspecialty clinics at EVMS perform their own thyroid biopsies and may or may not order 
Afirma testing. 
 



 
 
 

  

 

 

  

POSTER 47  
Abstract Title: Role of CD40/CD40L in Epileptogenesis 
Investigator(s): Fisher, R.1, Ojeda, A.A.1, Major, C.K.1,3, Sharma, D.S.1,3, Musto, A.E1,2  
Department(s): 
 

Department of Pathology and Anatomy, 2. Department of Neurology, 3.  Doctor of Medicine Program  

Background 
Unregulated neuro-inflammation mediates epileptogenesis. CD40, an immune and inflammatory regulator in systemic disorders,  mediates  
neurite organization during brain development. Previously, our laboratory  showed that CD40 deficiency  downregulates  seizure severity,  
increases seizure latency, and reduces seizure frequency in an  experimental model of acute  seizures.   
Objective 
The goal of this research was to determine the level of CD40 and CD40L expression during development of epilepsy using the pilocarpine  
induced status epilepticus model. 
Methods 
Status epilepticus (SE) was induced in adult male mice (C57BL/6J, n=17) using Pilocarpine an hour after scopolamine administration.  
Control mice were administered a saline solution instead of Pilocarpine. Racine stage 3-4 was sustained for ninety minutes and then  
midazolam was administered.  In addition, in a group of animals, silicon probes with sixteen microelectrodes (CM16x703) were implanted 
in the dorsal hippocampus ten days prior to SE induction. Subsequently, simultaneous video and local field potentials (V-LFP) were 
recorded before, during, and after SE. Spontaneous locomotor activity was analyzed using a video-recoding tracking system, then  
spontaneous seizures and aberrant behaviors were quantified daily over four weeks.  LFP was analyzed for frequency, electrical seizures, and 
spike units using signal analysis software. Mice were  then randomly selected at  days 1,7,14, and 22 after SE for brain tissue collection as 
listed; for each animal, half of the brain was dissected to determine levels of  CD40-CD40L, total and phosphorylated p38 as signaling 
activation of CD40 from hippocampus and cortex using western blotting (WB). While the other half of the brain was processed to conduct 
cresyl-violet, Fluoro-Jade C staining to determine neuronal damage. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed to determine the  
localization of CD40, GFAP, and TMEM positive cells, along with analyzing changes in astro- and microgliosis. In addition, IHC  was 
performed in Human Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE) biopsy samples.  Data from those procedures was collected and analyzed using a Li-
Cor Odyssey CLx for WB and a bright and fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX53) for cell quantification and immunoreactivity analysis 
using ImageJ. 
Results  
Preliminary results show levels of CD40 and CD40L markedly increase (50% and 40 % respectively) in expression from  Day 1 to Day 22  
after SE while CD40 Knockout mice showed a decrease in spontaneous seizure frequency post-SE. When  compared with control mice, 
WT-SE mice had higher levels of CD40 and CD40L expression in the cortex as opposed to hippocampal tissue. This expression was 
positively correlated with an increase of p38 and phosphorylated-p38, neuronal damage, gliosis, spontaneous seizures, and occurrence of 
aberrant behavior. Lastly, human TLE sections presented more CD40 positive cells when compared to controls through IHC.  
Conclusion  
These preliminary findings indicate that up-regulation of CD40 and CD40L  could mediate epileptogenesis by influencing inflammatory 
mechanisms that involve and propagate seizure-induced neuronal damage. These observations pave the way to understanding the role of  
chemokines and cytokines during the development of epilepsy, especially after brain injuries.  

POSTER 48  
Abstract Title: Persistent Cutibacterium (Formerly Propionibacterium) acnes Bacteremia and Refractory Endocarditis in a Patient with Retained 
Implantable Pacemaker Leads: A Case Report 
Investigator(s): Freedman, M; Foster, R; Aflatooni, JO, MS; Derber, CJ, MD; Haggerty, PG, MD 
Department(s):EVMS Medical Group 

INTRODUCTIONS 
Cutibacterium (formerly Propionibacterium) acnes (C. acnes), is a commensal bacteria commonly found on human skin and in the mouth. While 
the virulence of  C. acnes is low in humans, it  may produce biofilm and has been identified  as an etiologic agent in a growing number of  
implant-associated infections. C. acnes infections can prove diagnostically challenging as laboratory cultures can often  take greater than five 
days to yield positive results, which are often disregarded as contaminant.  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
The patient in this report demonstrates how cardiac device related endocarditis secondary to  C. acnes  can be  overlooked due to the indolent  
nature of this pathogen. This patient presented with an implanted cardiac pacemaker device and retained leads from a prior implant. 
Transesophageal echocardiography was required to confirm the diagnosis in the setting of multiple positive blood cultures and negative  
transthoracic echocardiograms over a period of three years.  
 
CONCLUSION  
Patients with recurrent bacteremia in the setting of implantable devices warrant  further studies to evaluate for an associated valvular or lead 
endocarditis. The purpose of this report is to  highlight the difficulties encountered in diagnosing C. acnes endocarditis in a patient with a 
cardiac implantable electronic device and  persistently positive blood cultures.  
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Abstract Title: Should the EPDS Be Performed Before The 1 Month Well Child Check? 
Investigator(s): Pooja Gajulapalli, BS., Turaj Vazifedan, MS., Natasha Sriraman, MD., MPH 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters 

Background: Postpartum Mood Disorder (PPMD) can be extremely detrimental to both the mother and baby, with increased risk for 
attachment disorders,  developmental delay, and unsafe feeding and sleeping habits. Current PPMD screening recommendations by the 
American Association of Pediatrics suggest screening mothers with the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Screening (EPDS) at the one-
month, two-month, four-month, and six-month well child checks. Another opportunity for mothers to be screened is at the two-week well  
child check.   
 
Objectives: The purpose of this project was to assess the rate of EPDS screening performed before the one-month well child check (1 mo  
WCC) in the General Academic Pediatric clinic in Norfolk, Virginia, screening results before the 1 mo WCC, and patterns between results  
before the 1 mo WCC and at or after the 1 mo WCC.   
 
Methods: A retrospective cohort study was performed using data from PowerChart and Epic EMR systems. 
 
Results: From January 2017 to May 2019, out of 1563 mothers who came in for a WCC before 1 month postpartum, 82.7% of these 
mothers were  administered an  EPDS. 11.8% of screened mothers screened  positively for PPMD, with 18.3% of positively-screening 
mothers having suicidal ideations. A positive correlation was found between scores before  the 1 mo WCC and rate of positive screenings at 
or after the 1 mo WCC. 4.1% and 14.6% of  mothers who scored 0-3 and 4-6 before the 1 mo WCC had positive results at  or after the 1 
mo WCC, respectively. However, 31.9% and 49.1% of mothers who scored 7-9 and 10+ before the 1 mo WCC had positive screens at or  
after  the 1 mo WCC, respectively.   
 
Discussion:  The results demonstrate the benefits of screening earlier, as women who have high EPDS scores have an increased risk of  
PPMD progression. By identifying women with PPMD earlier, action can be taken sooner to mitigate the effects of PPMD on mother and  
baby. Future direction includes further analysis into the outcomes of women screened before the 1 mo WCC in order to determine what 
actions prevent further progression of PPMD in mothers.    

POSTER 50  
Abstract Title: Excessive procedures before lower extremity amputation lead to worse patient outcomes. 
Investigator(s): Maxwell Grant BA, Samuel Steerman MD, Andrew McChesney MD, Fanny Alie-Cusson MD, Justin Milligan MD, 
Animesh Rathore MD, Jean Panneton MD 
Department(s): Division of Vascular Surgery 

INTRODUCTION: This study sought to investigate whether outcomes  after major lower extremity amputation (MLEA) were affected by  
the number and timing of limb salvage attempts (LSA) received prior to MLEA.  
 
METHODS: Retrospective chart review was performed on patients who underwent a MLEA between 2014 and 2016. Data on patient 
demographics, pre-operative comorbidities,  LSA, and outcomes after MLEA were  collected for each amputee. LSA were defined as an  
endovascular revascularization, open surgical  revascularization, wound  debridement  requiring intravenous sedation or  general anesthesia, 
and amputation at or below the level of TMA. 
 
RESULTS: This study identified 293 patients within a single  health system (58.7% male, mean age 66.4±11.6 years) who  underwent 364 
MLEA (50.5%  BKA, 49.5% AKA) during the study period. All amputations were performed in the setting of chronic limb ischemia or  
infection. Median follow-up was 516 days after amputation. Patients undergoing two or more lifetime revascularization attempts prior to  
amputation had an increased risk of wound complications (infection or non-healing wound) ≤60 days after amputation (31.1% vs 20.7%, 
p=0.024). Patients undergoing an open or endovascular revascularization ≤30 days prior to MLEA showed a higher risk of wound 
complications than those who did not (36.2%  vs 22.0%, p=0.005). Patients undergoing any LSA while non-ambulatory had a greater 
chance of developing wound complications after amputation than non-ambulatory patients without prior LSA (33.3% vs 11.1%, p=0.010). 
Patients who initially underwent a BKA and needed revision surgery to AKA had significantly more LSA than patients who did not need  
revision surgery (3.500 vs. 1.988, p=0.026). Those who experienced a wound complication and eventually became ambulatory with a  
prosthesis took longer to reach ambulation (461.13 days (n=25) vs 238.52 (n=63) days, p<0.001).  
 
CONCLUSIONS: Pre-operative non-ambulatory  status, revascularization within 30 days of amputation, and multiple prior 
revascularizations were associated with increased wound complications in patients undergoing MLEA. Wound complications doubled 
overall time to ambulation, and patients undergoing more LSA had a higher rate of revision surgery from BKA to AKA. For patients 
ultimately undergoing MLEA, multiple overzealous attempts  at limb salvage are associated with worse outcomes.  
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Abstract Title: Axial Melorheostosis: A Rare Presentation 
Investigator(s): Anna Fairfax, MS4; Courtney Dey, MD; Frank Mihlon, MD 
Department(s): EVMS Department of Radiology  

INTRODUCTION:   
Melorheostosis is an exceedingly uncommon chronic sclerosing bone dysplasia that effects cortical bone and surrounding soft tissues. It is  
commonly described as “dripping candle wax” on imaging modalities due to  its characteristic “flowing”  hyperostosis that resembles 
hardened wax that has dripped down the side of a candle. Although there is no recognized familial predisposition, it can occasionally occur 
along with other sclerosing bone dysplasias caused by germline mutations in LEM3. It most commonly affects long bones of the 
appendicular skeleton, and rarely the spine. This entity usually begins developing in early childhood although patients typically present in  
adulthood. While many are found incidentally on imaging, clinical presentation may include pain overlying the affected area, radiculopathy 
due to local nerve impingement, skin changes,  joint contractures, and deformity. In this case report, we  discuss a 33-year-old-male with 
neck pain found to have melorheostosis of his cervical spine and some of the characteristic imaging findings on computed t omography 
(CT).  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS: 
A 33-year-old male presented to the ED with two months of worsening neck pain and stiffness along with two palpable “lumps” at the 
base of his neck. He also reported intermittent tingling senstation of the bilateral upper extremities consisting of tingling in his hands. 
Physical exam was essentially unremarkable, without focal neurologic deficits or decreases in strength or diminished sensation. CT of his 
cervical spine without contrast revealed sclerotic, mildly expansile changes predominantly involving the right side of the C1 and C2  
vertebra, suggestive of melorheostosis.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
Axial melorheostosis of the spine is a very rare sclerosing bone disease that can be  diagnosed on imaging due to its characteristic  
appearance. CT findings typically include hyperattenuated vertebral and adjacent paraspinal abnormalities. The differential for these lesions 
may include myositis ossificans, osteoma, parosteal osteosarcoma, and sclerotic metastasis. Most of the disability resulting from this 
progressive disease is due to contracture of surrounding joints and soft tissues. Treatment is typically conservative and aimed at symptom 
control and restoration in range of movement. 

Abstract Title: Modified Low Density Lipoproteins Modulate Lipid Raft Formation and Cholesterol Efflux Signaling in B Cells. 
Investigator(s): Phillip J. Gauronskas, MS; Tayab C. Waseem, PhD; Elena V. Galkina, PhD, FAHA 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION: Atherosclerosis is a pathological condition within the cardiovascular system attributed to a hyperlipidemic 
environment and a low-grade chronic inflammation. Atherosclerosis is exacerbated via the uptake of modified low-density lipoproteins 
(mLDL) by macrophages, resulting in formation of foam cells and further plaque development. Our recent data demonstrated that B cells 
take up mLDL both in vivo and in vitro, subsequently reducing responsiveness to activation by currently unknown mechanisms. 
Additionally, B cells under hypercholesteremic conditions increase levels of desmosterol, an intermediate precursor of cholesterol in the 
Bloch pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis. While desmosterol functions in macrophages has been recently studied, the role of desmosterol 
in B cells is unclear. 
The goal of this study was to determine if mLDL uptake modulates lipid rafts formation in B cells and test how desmosterol regulates 
cholesterol efflux genes in B cells.   
METHODS: To investigate cholesterol efflux signaling, purified murine B lymphocytes were cultured in RPMI complete media at 12 or 24 
hours and treated either with or without 1 mM of desmosterol. Cholesterol efflux components were analyzed using qPCR. To examine 
mLDL effects on lipid raft formation, B lymphocytes were stained with Cholera Toxin Subunit B-FITC, which were then stimulated with 
or without IgM before being treated with or without mLDL for additional 15 minutes. 2000 cells for each condition were analyzed by an 
Amnis Imaging Flow Cytometer and IDEAS analytical software. The H Var Std feature was used to quantify Lipid Raft Polarization 
between conditions.  
RESULTS: Desmosterol treatment resulted in enhanced expression of Acyl-CoA desaturase 2(Scd2), a cholesterol efflux regulatory protein 
Abca1, and 24-Dehydrocholesterol reductase (Dhcr24) genes in B cells. Interestingly, uptake of mLDL significantly inhibited the 
polarization of lipid rafts induced by engagement of B cell receptors upon anti-IgM treatment. 
CONCLUSIONS: Altogether, these results suggest that one of the potential mechanisms by which mLDL regulated B cell functions could 
be modulation of lipid raft polarization upon activation. Desmosterol accumulation by B cells might be an additional mechanism by which 
B cells control cholesterol metabolism and potentially their responsiveness to activation in hyperlipidemic environments. 
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Abstract Title: Free Flap Complications and End-To-Side Microvascular Anastomoses: A Multi-Institutional Study in Head and Neck 
Surgery 
Investigator(s): Perry Hammond, Ishani Khatiwala, Joseph Curry, Mark Wax, Matthew Stewart 
Department(s): Department of Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery at Thomas Jefferson University; Department of 
Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery at Oregon Health Science University 

INTRODUCTION: There is limited data on the microsurgical characteristics of end-to-side  (ETS) and end-to-end (ETE) anastomoses in  
head and neck free flap reconstruction.  Our objective was to analyze the operative factors that may predict the complications or failure of 
ETS-only free flaps by using a large, representative cohort.  
  
METHODS: Retrospective observational study across two tertiary academic medical centers. Free flap failure and complications for  
operative metrics were compared.  
 
RESULTS: Of 2,685 patients undergoing free flap reconstruction, 230 were identified who underwent ETS venous anastomoses. Patients 
who received one ETS venous anastomosis experienced a flap failure rate of 12.95% (n=25/193) versus 0.0% (n=0/37) in those with two  
(p=0.0022). Using the internal jugular vein (IJV) as recipient vessel was associated with  a 10.1% failure rate (n=23/227) and a 34.8% 
complication rate (n=79/227) versus 3.8% (n=2/53) and 17.0% (n=9/53) for an alternative vein (p=0.003, p=0.033, respectively). Using 
couplers ≤2.0mm correlated with a failure rate 2.2% higher (7.5%; n=3/40) than using couplers >2.0mm (5.3%; n=8/151; p = 0.014). 
Receiving a suture-anastomosis instead of a coupler-anastomosis was associated with an increased rate of flap failure by 11.8% (17.6%, 
n=15/8 vs. 5.8%, n=11/191; p=0.005). 
 
CONCLUSIONS: Patients who undergo ETS can have varied success and complication rates based on number of venous anastomoses, 
recipient vessel, and coupler utilization. The use of smaller couplers and suture-anastomoses may be associated with increased  rate of flap  
failure. Performing a second  ETS correlated  with improved  outcomes. This may be  due several factors (e.g., vessel depleted neck), and  
further work is  required to  define these relationships. 

POSTER 54  
Abstract Title: Evaluation of Rapid Identification of Patients with Sepsis in the Pediatric Emergency Room of Hospital Arturo Grullón in 
Santiago, Dominican Republic  
Investigator(s): Reece Hoerle1, MS2,  Katharine Hopkins1, MS2, Lauren  Carroll1, MS2, Robert Propst1, MS2, Cándida Peña MD2, Flerida 
de Jesús Bencosme Guava MD2, Wanny Roa, MD2, Roberto Posada, MD3, Alexandra Leader MD, MPH1  
Department(s): EVMS Summer Scholars1, Hospital Arturo Grullón2, Mount Sinai School of Medicine3  
 
Introduction  
Sepsis is the cause of 7% of child deaths worldwide. Early identification of sepsis and treatment with fluids and antibiotics have been 
shown to  decrease  mortality; however,  there is little research  on sepsis identification/treatment protocols in resource-limited countries  
 
Methods:  
Utilizing 5-point Likert scales to assess levels of concern/confidence identifying and treating sepsis, 66 physician residents and medical  
students were surveyed at hospitals in the Dominican Republic (DR) in June  2019. Data analysis using one-way ANOVA tests with Tukey 
post-hoc analysis detected differences in responses based on training level. 344 patients were observed over 30 days in the pediatric  
emergency room (ER) of Hospital Arturo Grullon (HAG) in Santiago, where potentially septic patients (Systemic Inflammatory Response 
Syndrome (SIRS) criteria) were followed in the ER to identify  source of infection and monitor interventions, including intravenous (IV) 
fluids and antibiotic administration.  
 
Results: 
Significant differences were found between survey responses based on training level.  Third-year pediatric residents were more confident 
identifying and treating sepsis than first-year residents/senior  medical students (p<.05). 8% of observed patients met SIRS criteria and 73% 
of those patients had an identified source of infection. 77% of patients meeting SIRS criteria received IV fluids; 3% of these patients 
received antibiotics in the ER. Of those who met SIRS criteria and received  IV fluids, IV fluids were  administered on average 37 minutes 
into the ED visit (0-205 minutes). 
 
Conclusion: 
The majority of patients meeting SIRS criteria in the HAG ER  received further workup and IV fluids; a small minority received antibiotics. 
Literature  demonstrates that  administration of antibiotics and fluids within one hour in the ER affects patient outcomes in SIRS/sepsis4. 
While the resources necessary to identify/initiate treatment of  sepsis were potentially available in the HAG ER, antibiotics are not routinely 
administered  until the time of hospital admission. As most potentially septic ER patients received IV fluids within 1 hour, there is 
opportunity to propose pairing IV fluid and antibiotics administration. As level of training correlates with confidence identifying/treating 
sepsis, and medical students are currently responsible for vital  signs/early initiation of testing/interventions in the HAG ER, emphasis on 
identification/treatment of sepsis education in medical school/early residency may support earlier treatment of septic patients in this 
setting. 
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Abstract Title: Predictors of 30-day Readmission in Patients Discharged from the EVMS Internal Medicine Academic Service at SNGH 
Investigator(s):Shaheer Hasan, Nina Tserediani, B. Mitchell Goodman, MD, Sami G. Tahhan, MD 
Department(s): EVMS Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTION 
Thirty day readmission rates are increasingly used among hospitals as a quality of care indicator since research has shown that higher than 
expected readmission rates often lead to poor patient outcomes and high financial costs. Causes of readmission tend  to be multifactorial 
and possibly variable dependent on systems.  To investigate predictors of 30-day readmission rates, our study e xamined patients  admitted to  
the EVMS Academic Team at  Sentara Norfolk General Hospital (SNGH). 
 
METHODS 
The study was conducted as a retrospective chart review of patients admitted to SNGH between January 1, 2018 and January 1, 2019. 
Patient records were reviewed for 14 parameters, including demographic, socioeconomic, and discharge factors. The data was analyzed  
using descriptive statistics and logistic regression. 
 
RESULTS 
There were 2,243 patients admitted to SNGH  in 2018, 342 (15.2%) of which were readmitted. Demographic characteristics were similar 
between readmission groups and were not found to be independently associated with readmission. Age, length of stay (LOS), insurance 
payer status, disposition, and high risk status (Hospital Risk Score ≥5) remained significant predictors of readmission in the multivariate 
regression model. The odds of readmission were 1.03 times higher for patients with a one day longer LOS (95% CI 1.007, 1.056, 
p=0.0103). Patients with government insurance were 2.54 (95% CI 1.588, 4.064) times more likely to  be readmitted than those who paid  
out of pocket, while patients with private insurance were 2.05 (95% CI 1.238, 3.380) times more likely to be readmitted than out of pocket 
payers. Patients classified as high risk were 3.29 times more likely to be readmitted than those who were not (95% CI 2.517, 4.290, 
p<0.0001).  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
These findings will help SNGH identify patients who are at higher risk for readmission, with the hope of lowering readmission rates. While 
the  significance of age, insurance, and  LOS has been observed previously in the literature, the findings on  disposition were unexpected and 
will require further investigation. These results also validate the use of the hospital risk score. Going forward, we intend to expand data 
collection to include readmissions to all hospitalist services at all Sentara hospitals over a five  year period.  

POSTER 56  
Abstract Title: Exploring Mechanisms and Social Implications of Alzheimer’s Disease 
Investigator(s): Neha Agrawal, Taylor Dyson, Jody He, Colin Woolard 
Department(s): EVMS Pathology and Anatomy/Biomedical Sciences 

INTRODUCTION 
Alzheimer’s disease is a neurological disease characterized by progressive  cognitive decline and is the  most common form of dementia in 
people over 65 years old. It is estimated that Alzheimer’s will affect 75 million people in 2030. Our goal is to explore the pathophysiology 
and social implications of Alzheimer’s and integrate that into a poster that will give readers a holistic look into one of the leading causes of 
death in the United States. 
 
METHODS 
Through an extensive literature review, we have integrated information from  a variety of resources to create a poster that should give 
readers a look at the science behind Alzheimer’s as  well as the social and economic impact of the disease on the patient and their family. 
 
Additionally, we organized a community service event  at  The Memory Center (Virginia Beach, VA) in conjunction with First Colonial High  
School’s Key Club to serve those with dementia and introduce high school students to a potential volunteering activity that could improve 
the lives of those with Alzheimer’s. This event was well-received and First Colonial students continue to volunteer at The Memory Center  
to engage with  the community.  
 
RESULTS  
Although there is no cure for Alzheimer’s,  we found a variety of suggestions from sources about ways to possibly prevent Alzheimer’s (e.g. 
exercise, maintaining a healthy diet, social interaction), educate patients and their families about the disease (e.g. importance of Advanced  
Directives and education on hospice), and ways the healthcare system co uld improve for these patients (e.g.  provide more caregiver  
support, improve care coordination between health and social care systems). We found that while current medications for Alzheimer’s 
exist, none have been proven completely  effective for all medications and that there have not been any medications approved for  
Alzheimer’s since 2003. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Alzheimer’s is a complex and devastating disease for both patients and their families. It is important that more research  is done to explore 
the etiology of  this disease,  create medications that can slow or possibly treat Alzheimer’s, and improve social conditions for patients and 
their families. 
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Abstract Title: Adverse Effects of Cosmetic Iris Implants in Originally Healthy Eyes 
Investigator(s): Jody He, Vikas Chopra, MD 
Department(s): University of California, Los Angeles and Doheny Eye Institute 

INTRODUCTIONS  
As early as 1964, prosthetic iris implants have been used to treat patients with congenital and traumatic aniridia to reduce symptoms such 
as decreased visual acuity, glare, and photophobia. Today, many iris prosthetics, such as CustomFlex from HumanOptics, are allowing 
these patients to have a better  quality of life.  
 
Unfortunately with the help of deceptive advertising, some patients from the United States have been lured into consenting to having iris 
implants surgically inserted for cosmetic purposes. Brands such as BrightOcular  and NewIris are not FDA approved but advertise safe 
ways to help patients change their iris color without needing colored contact lenses. Patients  travel abroad to have these surgeries in 
originally healthy eyes and often return with ocular complications, many  of which are vision-threatening and irreversible. 
 
This case report will discuss one patient’s complications after having bilateral iris implants. The patient orally consented to being included 
in case reports. 
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
A patient in his early 30s presented to the clinic’s glaucoma service to establish care. He had  cosmetic iris implants to change his iris color 
in both eyes three years ago in Mexico. While following up in Mexico, he reported a sense of pressure in his eyes and was diagnosed with 
elevated intraocular pressure. He subsequently had four procedures in Mexico that included removal of both the iris implant and his natural 
iris in both eyes, multiple paracentesis procedures, and an Ahmed valve in his right eye for glaucoma. After having his irises removed, he 
began  wearing colored contact lenses to reduce glare and photophobia. 
 
On initial examination, his intraocular pressure measured 42 and 53 mmHg in his right eye and 25 and 28 mmHg in his left eye (normal 
intraocular pressure 9-21 mmHg). He reported a maximum pressure of 66-68mmHg in his right eye. He had a cup-to-disc ratio of 0.95 in 
his right eye and 0.5 in his left eye. His Ahmed valve in his right eye was found to be nonfunctioning and the patient was on a medication 
regimen of a combined dorzolamide-timolol-brimonidine  drop and Lumigan (bimatoprost). He was diagnosed with severe glaucoma from 
a combination of mechanisms in both eye and advanced optic nerve atrophy in both eyes. 
 
After an extensive conversation discussing the likelihood of the patient permanently losing his vision at least in the right eye even with 
glaucoma surgery, the patient was put on 500mg of oral acetazolamide in an attempt to lower his intraocular pressure. After his intraocular 
pressure was decreased, the patient consented to glaucoma surgery in his right eye, replacing his nonfunctioning Ahmed valve with a  
Baerveldt shunt. 
 
Postoperatively, the patient’s right eye became hypotonous with concern for hypotony maculopathy. After stopping all of his glaucoma  
drops in his right eye, his hypotony resolved and he had normal and controlled pressures in both eyes under medication management. 
 
CONCLUSION  
It is unknown how many patients are suffering from  the aftereffects of this unnecessary surgery but it is  important to educate the public 
about the significant risks of this cosmetic procedure. Patients should not undergo this unsafe  cosmetic procedure and exchange their 
healthy eyes for a lifetime of ocular complications.  

POSTER 58  
Abstract Title: Intrahepatic Collaterals Mimicking Budd-Chiari  
Investigator(s): Nicholas Beavers a BS, Daniel O’Neala,b MD, Harlan Vingan a,b MD, Christopher Dobzyniak a,b MD, Abhimanyu 
Aggarwal a,b, MD  
Department(s): a Eastern Virginia Medical School; b Department of Radiology, Sentara Norfolk General Hospital  

Chronic obstruction of the Inferior Vena Cava necessitates collateral pathway formation to maintain adequate venous drainage. We present 
the case of an uncommon intrahepatic collateral system identified in the setting of neoplastic compression of the IVC. This case is notable 
for venography mimicking the spiderweb pattern classically seen in Budd-Chiari and complete resolution of normal IVC flow dynamics 
post IVC stent placement. We present this case with the hopes of further describing an uncommon presentation of IVC collateral 
formation and provide evidence of effective treatment options. 
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Abstract Title: Elevated Risk form Maternal  Smoking in Socio-economically Disadvantaged White Mothers in Virginia-Results from 2009-
2016 Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System Data 
Investigator(s):  Katharine Hawkes; Ferguson, K; Martin B; Smith K; Fu, H  
Department(s):Pediatrics; Health Professions; Division of population Health Data, VDH 

Background: Although it has been widely acknowledged that maternal smoking is associated with a wide  range of adverse health 
outcomes for both mothers and children, maternal smoking is prevalent in many U.S. states.  Limited research has been conducted to 
understand patterns of and disparities in maternal smoking across subpopulations.  Using data from the 2009-2016 Virginia Pregnancy Risk  
Assessment Monitoring System (VA-PRAMS), we examine the patterns and correlates of cigarette smoking and smoking cessation during  
pregnancy in Virginia mothers.  
 
Methods: The VA-PRAMS survey collected a wide range of information from new mothers about their recent pregnancy experiences and 
health outcomes, including cigarette  smoking before, during and after their recent pregnancies. This study includes a sample of 4,284 
mothers who answered smoking related questions in VA-PRAMS.  Multivariate logistic regression was used to examine factors associated 
with maternal smoking and cessation during pregnancy, adjusting for confounding factors and sampling weights.  
 
Results:  Smoking rates during  pregnancy varied over time, with 24% of mothers reporting ever-smoking cigarettes in the past two years,  
21% three months before pregnancy, 8.7% during the last three months of pregnancy, and 12.5% six months after delivery.  Among 
mothers who smoked three months before pregnancy (N=878), 58% practiced smoking cessation during pregnancy. 
 
Higher odds of smoking during pregnancy were associated with being white (OR=5.85, 95%CI: 4.07-8.42); unmarried (OR=1.95, 95%CI: 
1.33-2.82); receiving<high school education (OR=2.32, 95%CI: 1.63-3.31); annual income<$35,000 (OR=2.14, 95%CI: 1.36-3.38); having 
no private insurance (OR=2.45, 95%CI: 1.29-3.59); and unintended pregnancy (OR=2.12, 95%CI: 1.53-2.92).  
 
Among the ever-smokers, lower odds of smoking cessation was related to being white (OR=0.34, 95%CI: 0.22-0.53); age>30 years old 
(OR=0.38, 95%CI: 0.17-0.84); receiving<high school education (OR=0.48 2, 95%CI: 1.63-3.31); having no private insurance (OR=0.44, 
95%CI: 0.27-0.70); and unintended pregnancy (OR=0.58, 95%CI: 0.39-0.86).  
 
Conclusion:  Findings demonstrate significant disparities in maternal smoking and smoking cessation in Virginia mothers and highlight the 
need for targeted interventions to reduce  adverse  maternal and child health outcomes in Virginia.  
 

POSTER 60  
Abstract Title: The Testing of a Potential Anti-Staphylococcal Therapeutic.
 Investigator(s): Megan A. Golliher, Michele L. Semeraro, Keith Wycoff, Julia A. Sharp. 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology  

INTRODUCTION:  Staphylococcus aureus causes a plethora of severe pathologies resulting in significant morbidity and mortality worldwide. 
Due to increasing antibiotic  resistance, the need for novel therapies is dire. S. aureus pathogenesis relies heavily upon host-immune  evasion  
including surface proteins Protein A, which  binds the Fc region of IgG, and SdrE, which binds Complement regulator Factor H (fH).  
Based on their significance to S. aureus virulence, it is feasible  that debilitation of one or both of these proteins would significantly attenuate 
infection, thereby giving rise to a novel, highly specific, and effective anti-staphylococcal therapeutic. Previously,  we have shown that S.  
aureus lab strain Reynolds binds fH(18-20)-fc, a protein containing the Fc portion of IgG and a region of fH known to interact with SdrE,  
significantly more than a fccontaining control protein. It is hypothesized that this binding preference also occurs in clinically relevant  
strains, i.e., community acquired (CA), and that fH(18-20)-fc will bind more than fH(6-7)-fc.  
  
METHODS: CA-MRSA R7 was grown to mid-log phase in  Columbia 2% NaCl broth; 3.5 × 108 cfu were incubated with various amounts 
of fusion protein for 1h at 37�C. After washing, bound proteins were extracted using 2% SDS at 95�C,  5 mins. Extracts were  assessed for  
presence of fusion protein via dot/slot blot, probing with goat anti-human IgG and visualized using the Odyssey infrared  detection system.  
Fusion protein levels were quantified using optical densitometry subtracting background signal and normalized with respect to a negative  
control that did not receive protein.   
  
RESULTS: CA-MRSA R7 bound fH(18-20)-fc and fH(6-7)-fc significantly more than DPP4-fc, but bound fH(1820)-fc the most. The 
binding of all proteins was dose-dependent.  
  
CONCLUSIONS: The preference of CA-MRSA R7 for fH(18-20)-fc confirms that the interaction with SdrE is quantitatively significant.  
The preference  for fH(18-20)-fc over fH(6-7)-fc agrees with previous studies showing that SdrE  binds domains 18-19 of fH, despite  
domains 6-7 having a similar function in the native protein. Future experiments will investigate the impact of fH(18-20)-fc binding in the  
presence of serum on complement activation and phagocytosis.   
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POSTER 61  
Abstract Title: Evaluation of CareForward Curriculum: Patterns of Inclusion of Social Determinants of Health in Patient Care Notes 
Investigator(s): Madison Hoke; Carmen Ingram-Thorpe, MS Ed, MPH; Bruce Britton, MD 
Department(s): Department of Family and Community Medicine, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA 

Introduction: In 2016 EVMS implemented a new longitudinal case-based CareForward Curriculum (CFC) that placed an increased focus 
on social determinants of health (SDH). The  aim of this program evaluation study is to examine the effects of CFC on the patterns of  
inclusion of SDH in patient care notes from the required third year family medicine clerkship.  
 
Methods: A retrospective review of patient care notes written within a two year period between August 2017 and June 2019 was 
conducted. The MD Class of 2020 (‘CFC’) participated in CFC; the prior class of students acted as the comparison group (‘non-CFC’). 
Patient care notes were reviewed using a standardized list of SDH that impact patient care management; SDH were identified placed into  
eight categories (transportation, housing, eating, education, safety, economics, utilities, social supports) according to Dr. Robert Like’s 
THEESEUS mnemonic. SPSS 25 was used to  perform descriptive and inferential statistics (Chi Square, Mann-Whitney U, Kruskal-Wallis). 
  
Results:  A total of 346 non-CFC and 400 CFC patient notes met inclusion criteria. No significant difference (p>0.05) was found in 
inclusion of at least one SDH between non-CFC and CFC notes (67.9% vs 65.8%). The two groups  did not differ significantly in total 
documentation of SDH (mean 1.23 vs 1.45, median 1.0 vs 1.0, mean rank 365.7 vs 380.2, p>0.05) when notes with no documentation of 
SDH were included. Comparison of only those notes that did document SDH showed significant difference in the total documentation of 
SDH (mean 1.82 vs 2.21, median 1.0 vs 2.0, mean rank 231.7 vs 265.4, p=0.005). Among both groups, the categories of SDH most 
frequently documented were eating, economics, and social support. CFC notes were  more likely to document transportation (2.3% vs 
6.5%, p=0.006), housing (3.5% vs 9.0%, p=0.002), and safety (8.1% vs 17.8%, p<0.001). No significant difference was found in the 
percentage of notes that  documented the other categories.  
 
Conclusions:  While CFC is not associated with increasing the proportion of notes that  document at least one SDH, CFC is associated 
with increasing  documentation among notes that documented  at least one SDH. CFC is associated with increased documentation of several  
SDH categories. 
 

POSTER 62  
Abstract Title: Distal Biceps Femoris Avulsions: Associated Injuries and Neurological Sequelae  
Investigator(s):Steven Grapperhaus BA, David Bloom BA, Erin F. Alaia MD, Kirk A. Campbell MD, Laith M. Jazrawi MD, Michael J. 
Alaia MD 
Department(s):Dept of Orthopedic surgery, NYU Langone Health 

Introduction: Distal biceps femoris avulsion (DBFA) injuries are rare, though they are more  commonly seen with multi-ligament injuries  
(MLKI) and knee dislocations. However, rates  of associated injury  with DBFA injuries have  not been  previously described. We aim to 
describe associated findings  in  cases of DBFA injuries.  
 
Methods: A retrospective chart review  was conducted on patients presenting to our office  or trauma center with DBFA injuries. 
Demographic data was obtained as well as mechanism of injury. Assessment of concomitant injuries and presence of neurologic injury was  
completed via chart review of surgeons’ post-operative diagnoses as well as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Additionally, the common 
peroneal nerve (CPN) was evaluated retrospectively on pre-operative MRI by a blinded, fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologist for 
signs of displacement or neuritis.  
 
Results: We identified 16 patients (mean age at injury 28.6 years, 87.5% percent male) with  DBFA and concomitant ligamentous injuries.  
Three patients (18.8%) sustained their injuries  secondary to high energy trauma while thirteen (81.3%) had injuries secondary to lower 
energy trauma, typically sport.  56.3% of patients (9) initially  presented with CPN palsy. The CPN was identifiable on MRI in all patients.  
9/9 (100.0%) patients presenting with peroneal palsy were found to have a displaced CPN on MRI and no patient with a normal nerve  
course had a CPN palsy. 15 (93.8%) patients  had an associated ACL tear, 9  (56.3%) had an associated meniscal tear, 5 (31.3%) patients had 
a concomitant iliotibial band injury, and 6 (37.5%) patients had a concurrent fracture about the knee.   
 
Conclusion: This case  series demonstrates a strong association between DBFA and peroneal nerve palsy as well as ACL injuries. These 
injuries have a higher rate of CPN palsy than that typically reported  for MLKI. Furthermore, these findings  suggest that nervous 
displacement may be a more clinically significant indicator of nerve injury as compared to neuritis. 
  



 
 
 

 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 

    
 

  
  

 
 

 

  
  

 

 
 

 

POSTER 63  
Abstract Title:  Head Circumference Measurement in Community Pediatric Practices 
Investigator(s):  Joseph H. Huntley, BS; Dionne Palmer, MD; Hongyun Tracy Fu, PhD; John Harrington, MD; Michelle Clayton, MD, 
MPH 
Department(s):  Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters (CHKD) Child Abuse Program; CHKD General Academic Pediatrics; 
Eastern Virginia Medical School Center for Health Research 

INTRODUCTION 
Head  circumference (HC) is one of several growth-related  measurements that provide valuable insights into a child’s health. Abnormal HC 
measurements (HCM) may develop in children for many reasons and, if found on examination, should  prompt additional evaluation. It is  
essential that healthcare providers follow standard methods of measurement for this important growth indicator. This study aims to 
determine whether standard practices for obtaining HCM exists in local pediatric practices in terms of measurement technique, frequency  
of obtaining measures, and referrals made following abnormal measurements. 
 
METHODS 
Online surveys were sent to medical providers and practice managers in Children’s Medical Group, a corporation overseeing 18 Children’s 
Hospital of The King’s Daughters-affiliated local general pediatric practices. The survey for medical providers included questions about 
technique and frequency of obtaining HCMs, referrals made following an abnormal HCM, prior training, and demographics.  Practice  
managers were surveyed about practice characteristics,  patient demographics, and standard office procedure regarding HCM.  Descriptive  
statistics were performed to determine the distribution of study variables.  Quality of HCM technique was measured by  an index score  
based on five questions regarding HCM.  
 
RESULTS 
Responses were received from 54 medical providers and 11 practice managers. Most providers who responded (85.4%) were physicians,  
the majority of  whom (78.0%) had been practicing for longer than ten years. All providers collected HCMs  at well visits, and although the 
majority  (55.8%) never  collected them at any sick visit,  a significant portion (44.2%) collected them at some sick visits. Most referrals for 
abnormal HCMs were for imaging studies (74.3% of all referrals). All providers considered a rapidly changing HCM to be abnormal, and  
roughly half (44.2%) also considered an HCM  <5th or >95th percentile to be abnormal. Most providers (71.4%) used appropriate technique 
when measuring HCM. Practice managers oversaw mostly rural practices (55.6%) with patients who have private insurance or Medicaid. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
At the surveyed practices, HCMs are always performed at well  visits, and sometimes at sick visits. Additionally, medical providers vary in  
their technique of obtaining HCMs and in their criteria for determining whether an HCM is abnormal. Initiatives aimed at improving and 
standardizing the technique and timing of HCM can maximize the usefulness of this  important indicator of child development. 

POSTER 64  
Abstract Title: Examining the Effects of Socioeconomic and Community Factors on a Health Education and Prevention Program: 
Healthy Alternatives for Little Ones (HALO) 
Investigator(s): Himabindu Gampa, BS; Sara Rothenberg, MPH 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA 

Introduction: Early childhood development is influenced by environmental and community-related factors such as health, education, and 
socioeconomic status. This project explores how disparities across communities impact the learning outcomes of a specific health 
education and prevention program, Healthy Alternatives for Little Ones (HALO). The HALO program teaches children, ages 3 to 6, to 
make healthy, instead of harmful, choices while building social and emotional skills. HALO strives to articulate complex topics such as 
health, body functions, and stress into understandable and applicable concepts for children. Methods: To assess health and socioeconomic 
disparities across communities in which HALO is taught, publicly available city and zip code level data were collected for areas with HALO 
sites. For certain indicators, zip code level data varied significantly from city level data, prompting further inquiry using predominantly zip 
code level data. Community data was analyzed for trends and disparities and examined against HALO pre and post-test assessments, 
previously collected by CINCH, to identify relationships between community factors and HALO assessment data. Results: Relationships 
exist between certain community factors, specifically at the zip code level, and HALO assessment outcomes. Zip code level data revealed 
community factors such as education and single parent household status is generally associated with the percentage improvement between 
HALO pre and post assessments. In addition, higher levels education in the surrounding community is associated with higher HALO 
assessment scores around making healthy lifestyle choices and employing positive stress management and relaxation techniques. 
Conclusion: Further analysis of HALO site level data would be useful to better understand the socioeconomic conditions facing children 
and families participating in HALO. These community-specific conditions may influence the choices that lead to a healthy or harmful 
lifestyle. The findings of this study will help inform future implementation of HALO with a better comprehension of existing disparities to 
promote equitable outcomes across communities. 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

  
  

  

   
  

  
 

 

 

  

POSTER 65  
Abstract Title: Assessment of prenatal advice regarding SIDS risk factors given by healthcare workers in Belize 
Investigator(s): Hughes JD, Platt LC, Straub ET, Coc A, Vazifedan T, Glad RA, Price CA, Garel M, Sanchez T, Philip V, Kapoor R, 
Leader AP 
Department(s):Pediatrics; Global Health 

INTRODUCTION:  Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) has been heavily researched in high-resource communities and is known to 
contribute to a significant percentage of all infant deaths. Several interventions (i.e. the 1994 Back to Sleep Campaign in the U.S.) have 
informed maternal prenatal education in high-resource communities, helping to reduce SIDS-related infant deaths. However, in low-
resource settings, such as communities in Belize, there is still little to no published data on risk factors or prevalence of SIDS. At the same 
time, Belize has an increased infant mortality rate of 12.2 per 1000 births (2017), compared to 5.7 per 1000 births in the U.S. (2017). 
METHODS: A survey regarding well-known SIDS risk factors studied in high-resource communities was administered orally, in either 
Spanish or English, to caretakers of infants younger than 12 months in each of the six districts in Belize. 
RESULTS:  517 surveys (441 English, 76 Spanish) were administered February to July 2019. 513 caregivers responded to a survey 
question about prenatal care, with 98.4% reporting that the baby’s birth mother received regular pregnancy check-ups. Regarding advice 
received from healthcare professionals about 6 SIDS risk factors, 36.5% received advice on infant sleep position, 83.8% received advice on 
breastfeeding, 74.7% received advice about how smoking could affect their pregnancy, 78.4% received advice about how alcohol could 
affect their pregnancy, 76.4% received advice about how illegal drugs could affect their pregnancy, and 76.4% received advice about how 
antibiotics or other medications could affect their pregnancy. Mothers were significantly less likely to receive advice on baby position than 
the other SIDS risk factors above (CI95%, p<0.001). There was no correlation between district of residence and rates of prenatal care and 
no correlation in the type of prenatal advice given to mothers across districts. 
CONCLUSIONS:  The percentage of mothers in Belize who received advice from healthcare workers about infant sleep position was 
significantly lower than those who received advice concerning other SIDS risk factors. This study suggests the potential impact of an 
educational intervention regarding safe sleep for healthcare workers in Belize, where rates of prenatal care/health education among 
surveyed infant caretakers was high. 

POSTER 66  
Abstract Title: Region of Interest Densitometry Analysis of Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty Dehiscence on Anterior 
Segment Optical Coherence Tomography 
Investigator(s): Alex Im, BS; Andrew Kalina, BA; Andrew R. Davis, MD; Elizabeth Yeu, MD; Albert Y. Cheung, MD 
Department(s): EVMS Department of Ophthalmology, Virginia Eye Consultants 

Introduction: Endothelial keratoplasty procedures, such as Descemet’s membrane  endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) and Descemet’s 
stripping (automated) endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK), have become the preferred treatment for endothelial disease and dysfunction (e.g. 
Fuchs dystrophy, pseudophakic bullous keratopathy) as they allow selective replacement of the diseased endothelium. A true anatomic  
replacement of diseased  Descemet’s membrane and  endothelium, DMEK appears to be superior to DSAEK;   however, the surgical 
difficulty and unpredictability (especially associated with the learning curve) have limited its widespread adoption. Additionally, partial or 
complete graft detachment postoperatively  can be a relatively common complication of DMEK, ranging from 10-63%. Corneal  
densitometry (CD) or optical density is an objective method for monitoring corneal transparency (backscattered light) in the setting of 
corneal refractive procedures and various corneal diseases. Nearly all the recent publications on CD utilize the Pentacam (Oculus  
Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar,  Germany), a rotating Scheimpflug camera. We  present a unique method for analyzing anterior segment 
optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) images in the setting of partial DMEK graft dehiscence, comparing edematous areas with non-
edematous areas.  
 
Methods: A retrospective chart review of eyes that underwent DMEK for Fuchs dystrophy between January 2018 to April 2019 was 
performed. Inclusion criteria were (1)  documented areas of DMEK dehiscence on AS-OCT  with (2) image quality index ≥25 and ≤34. 
Image analysis  with ImageJ (NIH) compared  total area (stroma above the dehiscence), mean stromal CD, and ratio of anterior-to-posterior 
(A:P) stromal CD for regions of DMEK dehiscence compared to the contralateral side with an attached DMEK graft. Control regions  
(with no dehiscence) and post-dehiscence resolution images were also analyzed. 
Results: A total of 16 images from 7 eyes with DMEK dehiscence were included. Compared to the contralateral side, regions of DMEK 
dehiscence had larger total  areas (<0.0001), lower mean stromal CD (p=0.0007), and higher A:P stromal CD (<0.0001). All control regions 
and post-dehiscence resolution  images did not show any significant differences compared t o the contralateral sides.   
Conclusions: This novel technique to analyze AS-OCT  can be useful to evaluate CD of specific regions of  corneal pathology. Lower mean 
stromal CD and higher A:P stromal CD  may specify  corneal edema.  



 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
  

 

POSTER 67  
Abstract Title: Denosumab drops jaw; leads to osteonecrosis in patients with prior dental procedures 
Investigator(s): Sameena Kaur, MD, Resident, Sami Tahhan, MD, FACP 
Department(s): Internal Medicine, Eastern Virginia Medical School 

Introduction: 
Treatment for bone metastases with bisphosphonates or denosumab, a RANKL antagonist which decreases osteoclastic activity and thus 
bony turnover, is known to cause osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ). A recent study found the incidence of ONJ associated with 
bisphosphonates to be 6.7%, compared to 10.0% in denosumab. Its presentation is characterized by jaw pain, exposed/necrotic bone, soft 
tissue infection, osteomyelitis, and possibly fistula or pathologic fracture. ONJ appears to be associated with a history of prior dental 
procedures, and symptoms at  presentation depend on the stage of osteonecrosis. 
 
Clinical Findings: 
A 79-year-old woman presented to the ED with three-day history of jaw swelling, pain and redness, with two days of drainage. History was  
significant for breast cancer with spinal metastases treated with denosumab.  She had a right lower jaw implant placed in 2013, and was  
recently prescribed antibiotics and chlorhexidine oral rinses for gingivitis. She reported jaw tenderness with  denosumab administration. On 
presentation, exam showed exposed bone and purulent drainage at the right mandibular molar with right submandibular abscess with 
induration and extensive erythema. Labs showed elevated ESR/CRP. CT head/neck showed soft tissue swelling with mandibular body 
necrosis, osteomyelitis and abscess. Oral/Maxillofacial Surgery and Infectious disease were consulted and she was diagnosed with 
osteomyelitis and stage 2 osteonecrosis of the jaw, given the exposed/necrotic bone with infection and purulent drainage. Wound cultures 
from the right mandible  were polymicrobial. Given the similarity in management of osteonecrosis and osteomyelitis, bone biopsy was not 
done. She was treated with six  weeks of IV Ertapenem, and discharged with  close outpatient follow up. 
 
Conclusion: 
This case illustrates the increased risk of osteonecrosis of the jaw complicated by  osteomyelitis and abscess in a patient with a history of a 
dental procedure. Although the risk of ONJ does not preclude the use of denosumab, it is important to be  aware of patient’s risk factors in 
order to facilitate early detection and treatment at the earliest stage in order to avoid potential complications. This case teaches us about the 
even higher association between denosumab and ONJ than the association between bisphosphonates and ONJ which we are familiar with. 
 

POSTER 68  
Abstract Title: Assessment of Vital Sign Measurement in the Pediatric Emergency Room of Hospital Arturo Grullón in Santiago, 
Dominican Republic 
Investigator(s): Katharine Hopkins MS2, Reece Hoerle MS2, Lauren Carroll BA, Wanny Roa MD, Cándida Peña MD, Flerida de Jesús 
Bencosme Guava MD, Roberto Posada MD, Alexandra Leader MD, MPH 
Department(s): EVMS Global Health 

Introduction: 
Rapid vital sign measurement is a critical component of triage, the front-line method for diagnosing and directing further treatment of 
potential sepsis cases,  especially among pediatric patients who present variably with sepsis based on age and developmental differences.  
There is a global estimate of 1.2 million cases annually of pediatric sepsis, which is more common and frequently  more fatal in low and 
middle-income countries, such as the Dominican Republic. 
 
Methods: 
An assessment  of the current triage protocol in the Emergency Department (ED) of Hospital Infantil Regional Universitario Dr. Arturo 
Grullón (HIRUDAG) was initiated in May 2019 with a focus on recognition of potential sepsis cases. Time points for patient registration, 
initiation of ED assessment, and vital sign measurement were measured. 
 
Results: 
344 patients were evaluated over a 30-day period. 56.1% of patients experienced immediate physician assessment in the ED and 43.9% of 
patients spent time in the waiting room prior to physician assessment in the ED. The time from registration to physician assessment ranged 
from 0 to 155 minutes, with an average of 23 minutes. 53.2% of patients had at least one vital sign measured; of those who had vital signs 
measured, the time between hospital arrival and vital sign measurement ranged from 0 to 311 minutes, with an average of 19 minutes.   
45.3% of all observed patients received an axillary temperature measurement, the timing of which ranged from 0 to 235 minutes, with an 
average of 39 minutes after ED arrival. 8.72% of observed patients met pediatric SIRS criteria for potential sepsis, which is markedly higher 
than the 0.84% of patients seen in HIRUDAG in 2018 who were diagnosed with sepsis. 
 
Conclusion: 
The variability in performance and timing of vital sign measurement in the HIRUDAG ED leads to variable timing in diagnosis and  
initiation of treatment. These results support the development and future implementation of a more concrete triage protocol to decrease  
the wait time between registration, start of  ED visit, and vital sign measurement in order to support early recognition and treatment of 
patients who may have sepsis. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

POSTER 69  
Abstract Title: Adenotonsillectomy Outcomes in Obese Adolescents with Sleep Apnea 
Investigator(s): Timothy Kearney, MS; Turaj Vazifedan, MS; Cristina Baldassari, MD 
Department(s): Otolaryngology 

Introduction: Pediatric obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is characterized by episodes of upper airway collapse which result in disturbed sleep 
and daytime sequelae such as poor behavior.  Adenotonsillectomy is the typical treatment for pediatric OSA. In adult patients, positive 
airway pressure (PAP) is the standard treatment for OSA.  Data regarding treatment outcomes for obese adolescents with OSA is lacking.   
The objectives of this study are: 1)  To assess adenotonsillectomy outcomes  in obese adolescents with  OSA; 2) To identify clinical factors  
that predict which adolescents will require additional treatment for persistent OSA following adenotonsillectomy. 
Methods: After IRB approval, a retrospective chart review from 2008 to 2018 was conducted at our tertiary children’s hospital.  
Adolescents 12  to 21 years old with OSA (apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) ≥ 1) on polysomnogram (PSG) and obesity (BMI percentile ≥ 95 
or BMI > 30) that underwent adenotonsillectomy were included.  Subjects had pre- and post-adenotonsillectomy PSG.  Need for 
additional treatment following surgery was recorded.  Non-obese adolescents that underwent adenotonsillectomy and had pre- and post-
surgical PSGs  were included as a control group.    
Results: Fifty-six obese  adolescents with a mean age of 14.61 years (SD 2.11) were included.  The mean BMI was 38.2 and 36% had severe  
obesity (BMI percentile  ≥ 99th).  Subjects in the control group (n=28) were similar demographically to the  obese group with the exception  
of BMI.   The majority of obese adolescents (75%) had severe OSA (AHI  ≥   10) with a mean AHI of 36.5 (SD 29.5).  Both the obese  and 
control groups experienced significant improvements in AHI (p<0.0001, p<0.001) and nadir oxygen saturation (p<0.0001, p<0.001) 
following adenotonsillectomy.  Forty-one percent of obese adolescents had an AHI <  5 on post-operative PSG.  However, obese 
adolescents were 11 times more likely to have persistent OSA after adenotonsillectomy compared to non-obese adolescents. The need for  
post-operative PAP was significantly higher in obese adolescents (p= 0.018) with 39% of subjects requiring this therapy.  
Conclusion: Adenotonsillectomy results in improvement in PSG parameters in obese adolescents with OSA.  However, obese patients are 
at risk for persistent OSA.  Future research should include prospective trials to compare outcomes between adenotonsillectomy and PAP 
for obese adolescents.   

POSTER 70  
Abstract Title:  Questioning Low-Value Care: Measuring the effects of Choosing Wisely badge cards on first-year residents’ medical 
decision making 
Investigator(s): Lauren Keenan, Sudarshan Mohan, Dr. Brooke Hooper, and Dr. Senthil Rajasekaran 
Department(s): Academic Affairs 

Problem: 
Over the past three decades, United States’ healthcare spending has increased without reciprocal return in the quality of patient outcomes. 
Currently, 20% of healthcare spending is attributed to waste,  including overuse due to high-utilizing practice habits. One study found that  
training environment significantly impacts spending habits. Residents trained in high-spending environments had higher mean spending 
patterns than their peers trained in low-spending environments. Discordant spending remained apparent for 15 years following completion 
of training. Thus, graduate medical education emerges as a promising target for  value-based interventions, with potential for preemptive 
development of resource stewardship rather than retrospective change of engrained habits. The authors seek to determine if the  
distribution of  specialty-specific badge cards recommending  against low-value care is an effective intervention to improve first-year 
residents’ value-based decision making. 
 
Approach: 
The authors utilized specialty-specific Choosing Wisely (CW) Clinical Lists corresponding to six residency programs at Eastern Virginia 
Medical School as the framework for this project. Such lists recommend against frequently performed low-value procedures. Program-
specific badge cards listing selected recommendations were designed for residents to reference during patient encounters. Subsequent 
surveys corresponding to each  badge card were then developed.  
 
Outcomes: 
The primary outcome of this study was the identification and acquisition of relevant clinical guidelines, subsequently allowing for survey 
development. Six total surveys  were  designed,  each mirroring  the target programs’ badge card. Each clinical recommendation yielded two 
questions (Question A + B) asked on a 5-point Likert scale of agreement. Question A sought to analyze the likelihood of the resident  
performing the low-value procedure recommended against on the badge card. Question B sought to analyze their understanding of the  
pertinent data.  
 
Future Directions: 
Tentative distribution of the pre-survey with subsequent badge card dispersal is scheduled for August of 2019. Post-survey distribution is 
tentatively scheduled for the end of the 2019-2020 intern year. Statistical analysis will then be performed to determine if the CW badge  
cards impacted residents’ likelihood of performing low-value procedures and/or understanding of the pertinent clinical data. Such results 
will elucidate if this methodology is an appropriate intervention to aid in the preemptive  development of residents into resource stewards. 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

POSTER 71  
Abstract Title: AAV-PCSK9 mouse model of hypercholesterolemia does not serve as a useful model of metabolic syndrome 
Investigator(s): W. Coles Keeter1, Lindsey Glenn2, Stefan Edemobi3, Jerry L. Nadler4, Elena Galkina1  
Department(s):1Department of Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology, 2EVMS Biorepository, 3School of Medicine, 4New York  
Medical College  

INTRODUCTION 
Atherosclerosis is the major etiological culprit that leads to cardiovascular disease, which remains the leading cause of mortality in the 
United States. Atherosclerotic models include germline deletions of either apolipoprotein E or low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR)  in 
C57BL/6 mice. We previously  established the Ldlr-/- mouse on a custom high-carbohydrate, high-cholesterol diet (DDC)  to model 
atherosclerosis, glucose intolerance, and insulin resistance. An emerging model utilizes a single injection of  adeno-associated virus (AAV) 
that expresses a gain-of-function mutation of proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9), which degrades hepatic LDLR,  
leading to elevated plasma cholesterol and  advanced at herosclerosis when paired with high-fat  diet.  Therefore, we investigated  whether this 
model recapitulates the metabolic deficiencies seen in the Ldlr-/- model of atherosclerosis and metabolic disease.   
 
METHODS 
Two independent cohorts of C57Bl/6 mice received i.v. injection of either AAV-PCSK9 or saline and placed on DDC diet for 20 weeks. 
Body weight and non-fasting blood glucose were measured weekly. Insulin tolerance and glucose tolerance tests were performed at 15 and 
20-weeks post-injection. AAV-PCSK9 transduction was assessed via post-sacrifice plasma cholesterol. Aortic plaque burden was 
determined by Oil-Red-O staining and visualized via en face pinning.  
 
RESULTS  
We confirmed AAV-PCSK9 transfection by comparing elevated plasma cholesterol and significant aortic plaque burden to saline control  
after 20 weeks of DDC feeding. No significant changes in weight were observed between both groups. No  glucose intolerance was 
observed between both cohorts at either time point. There was significant variability in insulin tolerance between the two cohorts, as the 
first study demonstrated a surprisingly improved insulin tolerance in the AAV-PCSK9  group at 15 weeks on diet, yet similar insulin 
tolerance to the saline control at 20 weeks on  DDC. The second study yielded conflicting trends as the two groups showed normal insulin 
tolerance at 15 weeks on DDC. However, the AAV-PCSK9 group developed a significant insulin resistance phenotype at 20 weeks on 
DDC. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the AAV-PCSK9 model does not develop glucose intolerance similar to  Ldlr-/- mice and displays unpredictable variability of  
insulin resistance, suggesting that the AAV-PCSK9 model does not serve as a suitable murine model of metabolic syndrome.  

POSTER 72  
Abstract Title: The Use of Near Field Communication (NFC chips) to Develop a Digital Media and Plastination Library at EVMS 
Investigator(s): Dona Kinsman  
Department(s): Anatomy and Pathology 

INTRODUCTION: Plastinated specimens are used  in many  institutions as part of their curriculum. However, without faculty nearby  the  
students are not able gain as many benefits from the specimens. NFC, or Near Field Communication, chips  were seen as a possible way of 
linking digital resources to plastinated specimens using technologies possessed by most students. This project was to explore the use of 
NFC technologies in the anticipation that students would use the plastinated specimens more if there was an easy way to link short content 
pages to the specimens.   
METHODS: There were three parts to the project. 1.  Develop a space that could house plastinated specimens. 2. Assess 5 types of NFC 
chip for their ability to be embedded securely  into plastinated specimens. 3 Develop content for specimens as a proof that physical  
specimens could be linked to academic content through the use of  the NFC chips. The fourth phase of assessing student interest  in the 
technology was set as a future goal and not part of the present summer project. All three portions of the study progressed simultaneously. 
Chips were sources from Smartrack NFC technologies and included glass and sticker based options. A Samsung note-9 and an Apple 
IPhone-7 were used with free NFC scanner apps  to assess the chips. Scanning depths were measured to  ensure that they would work when 
embedded into plastinates. Video content is hosted on Google.  
RESULTS: The plastination library was completed on Sept  9th as part of the renovated anatomy lab. The most suitable NFC technologies 
was the NFC type-2 14443 in both sticker and glass formats. Housing units were developed and 3D printed in epoxy. Housing units were  
painted and siliconed into specimens. Video content was edited and posted at www.Donastestlibrary.com. 
CONCLUSIONS: This is the first known incidence of incorporating smart technologies into plastinated specimens. The technology does 
seem to be a viable method of linking academic content to specific specimens. By expanding the content over coming months and 
assessing student engagement with the content we hope to improve student ability to learn even more from  the precious gifts provided by  
donors.  
  

http:www.Donastestlibrary.com


 
 
 

  
      

  
 

 
 

 
 
  

 

 

POSTER 73  
Abstract Title: Extracellular Vesicles From Obese Adipose Microvasculature Induce Metabolic Dysfunction in Endothelial Cells Via 
Transfer of miRNAs  
Investigator(s): Mathiesen A1, Haynes B1, Huyck R1, McPheat W1, Dobrian A1 

Department of  Physiological Sciences, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk Va  Department(s): 

Introduction: Treatment of endothelial cells (EC) with the pro-inflammatory  cytokines TGF-β, TNF-α, and IFN-γ (PIC)  in vitro induced  
reduced glycolytic capacity and impaired fatty acid oxidation (FAO). Such treatment also resulted in reduced gene expression of key 
proteins involved in FAO: CPT1a, CPT2, and ACLY as well as increased expression of miR-155-5p, which is known to target both CPT1 
and ACLY thereby reducing the oxidative and  lipogenic pathways in fatty acid metabolism.  PIC treatment also led to the increased 
production of  extracellular vesicles (EV) that are known to induce functional changes, including in metabolic pathways, in cells exposed to  
and taking up such vesicles. The goal of this project was to  determine metabolic function and enzyme expression in  naïve EC that were  
exposed in vitro to EV produced by PIC-treated cells; and to  establish the comprehensive miRNA cargo of such EVs  
 
Methods:  Naïve  EC were exposed to EV harvested from PIC treated EC.  Metabolic response was assessed using the metabolic 
bioanalyzer Seahorse. Metabolic  changes in recipient cells with vs without EV treatment were investigated by measuring mitochondrial  
stress, glycolytic rate, and fatty acid oxidation. EV miRNA cargo was characterized using NanoString miRNA array. Expression of  
metabolic enzymes was measu red via western  blotting and PCR. 
 
Results:  NanoString analysis of the miRNA transcriptome of both ECs +/- PIC treatment and their EVs revealed an enrichment of 
miRNAs targeting key genes of FAO in PIC-treated cells and their  EVs but not controls. PIC treated cells  were found to have enrichment 
of miR-155-5p, miR-30e-5p, and miR-21-5p which are known to target CPT1, ACLY and CPT2 respectively. Importantly, these miRNAs 
were found only in the PIC-treated cells and their EVs, but not in the controls.  
 
 Conclusions:  EC treated with PIC develop increased  expression of miRNAs  targeting key genes involved in FAO, which  is concomitant 
with observed FAO impairment in those cells. These miRNAs are also found within EV produced by  those  cells, which are then capable of 
inducing FAO impairment in naïve EC. This suggests that inflammation-induced FAO inhibition in obese adipose microvasculature  may  
be conferred by transfer of miRNA cargo packaged within EV.   

POSTER 74  
Abstract Title: Outcomes of Transurethral Resection of Prostate Lesions at Hôpital Général De Grand Yoff in Dakar, Senegal 
Investigator(s): Henry Lester, BA, Yasmina Abdous, BA, Medina Ndoye, MD, Kurt McCammon, MD, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH, 
Ayun Cassell, MD, Mohamed Jalloh, MD, Lamine Niang, MD, Serigne Gueye, MD 
Department(s):Department of Pediatrics Division of Global Health, Department of Urology, Hospital General de Grand Yoff, Dakar, 
Senegal 

Introduction: Prostate disease, both benign and malignant, has a significant impact on quality of life and mortality for men worldwide1,4. 
Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) is the gold-standard treatment for prostate lesions that are refractory to medication, but its 
outcomes are inadequately  documented in low- and middle-income countries even as urological training in these settings has increased2. 
This study aims to assess TURP surgical outcomes at one of  the largest  urological training centers in Western Africa, Hôpital Général De  
Grand Yoff  (HOGGY) in Dakar, Senegal.  
 
Methods:  192 patients and 199 TURP procedures at HOGGY were reviewed to determine rates of post-operative blood transfusion, 
TURP syndrome, UTI/epididymitis, development of urethral strictures, need for revision TURP, and mortality. Quantitative data were 
retrieved from  a retrospective review of TURP patients’ charts from 2010 to 2019. Qualitative assessment of TURP equipment and surgical  
practices that impact complications was done  through observation of procedures and discussion with HOGGY urologists. 
 
Results:  The average age of TURP patients was 72 years. The most common presenting symptom was dysuria, seen in 44% of patients. 5  
[2.5%] patients required post-operative blood transfusion (none since 2015). There were 3 cases of possible TURP syndrome (none since 
2014). 9 [4.5%] had a documented infection treated with antibiotics within 1 month of  TURP. 12 [6%] developed urethral or bladder neck 
stenosis requiring surgical revision (none since 2016). 7 [3.5%] required repeat TURP (none since 2015). There was 1 fatality in 2015.   

 
Conclusions:  Results indicate a higher incidence of  TURP complications at HOGGY than in high-income countries, but incidence is 
decreasing, with many  complications not seen in patients since 2014-20153. One limitation to this study was the inconsistent follow-up of 
patients at HOGGY. 45% of TURP patients  did not return beyond  2 months post-operatively which made tracking of long-term outcomes  
difficult. An opportunity for future study and improvement would be to contact patients lost to follow-up to evaluate their 
symptomatology since they were last seen at  HOGGY. 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

    

 
  

 

  
  

 
 

  
 

 

 

POSTER 75  
Abstract Title:  Impact of Video Discharge Instructions on Perceptions of Concussion. 
Investigator(s): Broderick Koch, Angelina June MD, Joel Brenner MD, Heather Newton EdD, Rupa Kapoor MD 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, CHKD 

Introduction: A concussion is a form of mild traumatic brain injury that is commonly treated in the emergency department. Current trends 
in discharge communication show a need for improved patient education in pediatric emergency departments. Our objective is to 
determine if electronic tablet-based discharge instructions can enhance understanding and change perceptions of concussion in patients 
and parents. 
Methods: Patients (ages 11-21) with a primary discharge diagnosis of a concussion and their parents/guardians will be consented for 
participation. They will be randomized to either receive electronic discharge instructions consisting of a brief educational video on 
concussion/post-concussive care or current standard of practice verbal/written discharge instructions. All participants will receive an initial 
pre-survey, immediate post-survey, and post-survey at 10 days following discharge. 
Results: To date, 13 parent/child dyads have been enrolled with a median patient age of 13.5. There is currently insufficient data to draw 
statistical significance between the two groups, but results will be analyzed upon sufficient enrollment. However, the preliminary data does 
seem to show that discharge instructions improve perceptions on concussions, and it also reveals an opportunity to further investigate 
whether parents and student-athletes are receiving the state mandated annual concussion education. 
Conclusions: We have learned several lessons in implementing this study. First, introducing a clinical research project in an ED that does 
not typically perform clinical research created several challenges including identification and enrollment of study candidates. We are 
addressing this by: an incentive to CITI trained providers that attempt to enroll patients, recruitment of a second-year medical student to 
assist in enrollment; and specific training for triage providers to help identify potential candidates.  Additionally, the 10-day post discharge 
survey has been difficult to achieve using the originally planned telephone survey method, which is being addressed by implementing a 
secondary contact method, to include text message of survey link via institutional policy. 

POSTER 76  
Abstract Title: An Unusual Cause of Chest Pain in a Healthy Young Female 
Investigator(s): Dr. Ashleigh Long and Dr. Sami Tahhan 
Department(s): Internal Medicine 

Summary: Spontaneous coronary artery dissection (SCAD) is a rare but devastating cause of 1% of acute coronary  syndromes, requiring a 
high degree of clinical suspicion and rapid intervention to prevent mortality. Interestingly, those most commonly affected  by SCAD are 
women under the age of 50 years with few or no risk factors for coronary artery disease, or post-partum females, typically weeks out from 
delivery. As such, SCAD is commonly misdiagnosed as chest pain of non-cardiac origin; leading many to hypothesize the true incidence of  
SCAD may actually be much higher than that  reported.  
One theory suggests that an intimal tear allows blood from the true lumen to create a false lumen2.  
Case Report/Clinical Summary: A 40 year old G3P3003 Caucasian female presented to the ED following 48 hours of waxing and waning 
substernal chest pain, “tingling” of the left arm and left leg,  and mild nausea. Her past medical history was notable only for essential 
hypertension managed through dietary modification, and a history of migraines for which she took a sumatriptan.The patient additionally 
had a long history of combination oral contraceptive pill (estrogen+progestin) use since the age of 13y. At the time of admission, she also 
noted “intense  emotional stress” over  the previous week. Her vital signs were unremarkable, with the exception of a blood pressure of  
150/81 mmHg, and Her physical exam was notable for a healthy woman of staged age, in no acute  distress, with cardiovascular exam 
revealing sinus rate and rhythm, and absence of murmurs, rubs, gallops, or peripheral edema. Her chest xray was absent of acute findings, 
and serial EKGs were notable for flipped T waves in leads II, III, and V3-V6. Additionally, her labwork revealed elevated troponins and 
elevated CPK-MB index. Due to concern over Acute Coronary Syndrome   and Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy, she  was taken to the cardiac  
catheterization lab, where angiography revealed  evidence of distal left anterior descending artery  (LAD) dissection with subsequent 100% 
occlusion of the mid LAD with TIMI grade 1  flow. A drug eluting stent was placed to correct the occlusion and to cover the dissection,  
and following transport back to the medical floor, the patient stated her chest pain completely resolved. Her remaining inpatient stay was 
uncomplicated, and she was discharged on a regimen of Aspirin, Ticagrelor, Carvedilol, and Atorvastatin, and advised to stop her oral  
contraceptive and sumatriptan.  
 
Discussion: 
Coronary Artery Disease remains underdiagnosed in women, particularly those under the age of 50. Spontaneous Coronary Artery 
Dissection (SCAD) is an infrequent  yet important cause of  myocardial infarction  (MI), frequently affecting young to middle aged women. 
The condition is likely under-reported secondary to a low index of suspicion. Early and proper diagnosis is crucial in SCAD given the  
potential for sudden cardiac death, as well as the increased risk for future cardiac events including recurrent dissection. In  addition, SCAD 
has frequently been associated with medications including oral contraceptives, sumatriptans, and amphetamines, two of which our patient 
took regularly. Fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) may also play a role in predisposing the patient to SCAD.  Management may range  from  
conservative treatment (medical management  of any predisposing or preexisting risk factors) percutaneous intervention, (as was seen in our 
patient here), and with extensive dissections, coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) may be necessitated.  
 
This case demonstrates the importance of considering Spontaneous Coronary Artery  Dissection (SCAD) in a young woman with chest 
pain especially if the patient has a paucity of risk factors for CAD 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
  

  
    

  

 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 

POSTER 77  
Abstract Title: A Case of Drug Induced Bullous Pemphigoid Caused by Hydralazine 
Investigator(s): Dr. Ashleigh Long and Dr. Sami Tahhan 
Department(s): EVMS Internal Medicine Department 

Introduction/Summary: Subepidermal blistering skin rashes are among the most serious of adverse drug reactions. Drug Induced 
Bullous Pemphigoid  is clinically and pathologically similar to the classical Bullous Pemphigoid, however affected patients are typically 
younger,  do not follow a chronic clinical course, and usually  do not experience recurrence if the offending medication is identified and 
stopped. The diagnosis is commonly missed in patients with  new or multiple medication regimens, and therefore appropriate treatment is 
often delayed. 
 
Case Report: A 68 year old male with past  medical history of hypertension, and recently started on hydralazine, was transferred to us with  
concern of Stevens-Johnson Syndrome. He complained of one week’s duration of persistently painful, and pruritic  clear fluid-filled bullae 
of the extremities, with several localized to the  lateral and medial aspects of both thighs. Bullae had also appeared between the toes, and on  
the soles of the feet, that had ruptured immediately prior  to admission, leaving crusted erosions in their place.  
 
Clinical Findings and Results: On examination at the bedside, the patient was afebrile and hemodynamically stable, and appeared in  
mild distress. There were no mucosal lesions or erythematous changes seen on  examination of his skin, however tense fluid filled bullae of 
varying sizes covered approximately one third of his total body surface. Labwork was notable for: WBC 10.8 k/cm2 and 26% serum 
eosinophils, and negative for HIV, RPR, ANA, and Anti-Histone Antibodies. Perilesional  skin biopsy revealed spongiotic dermatitis, 
eospinophilic infiltration, and positive immunofluorescence that demonstrated subepidermal C3 and IgG deposits consistent with bullous 
pemphigoid. The patient was started on topical clobetasol and a brief prednisone taper, with rapid improvement of his symptoms and no  
relapses to date.  
 
Discussion: More than 50 medications have  been implicated as a cause of Drug Induced Bullous Pemphigoid (DIBP), which often occurs 
in a younger patient population than the classic autoimmune  condition, rarely recurs, and involves a recent exposure to a new medication. 
Cutaneous lesions associated with DIBP are often misdiagnosed as herpetic in origin, as  Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis (TEN), or as Stevens-
Johnson Syndrome (SJS), as was seen in this case. Treatment varies based upon severity, but involves identification and cessation of the 
offending agent, and may additionally include topical and systemic steroids.  Though no current estimate is available in the literature  
regarding the incidence of Drug Induced Bullous Pemphigoid, it is likely underdiagnosed, leading to delays in appropriate treatment.  

POSTER 78  
Abstract Title:  The Diagnostic Power of Transvaginal Ultrasound in Torsion of a Pedunculated Uterine Leiomyoma: A Case Report 
Investigator(s):  David Le, Courtney Dey MD, Kathy Byun MD 
Department(s):  Radiology 

Torsion of a pedunculated uterine leiomyoma is a rare complication of a normally benign tumor of the female genitourinary tract, 
with a current estimated incidence of less than 0.25%.  Although uterine leiomyomas are exceedingly common and generally present with 
minimal symptomatology, torsed leiomyomas may present with acute abdominal pain, urinary and/or gastrointestinal tract obstruction, and 
in cases of delayed treatment, may result in ischemic gangrene and ensuing reactive peritonitis. Imaging techniques are classically not 
considered specific enough to confirm a diagnosis of a torsed fibroid, instead requiring intraoperative confirmation of the torsion.  In this 
case, a middle-aged female presented with non-specific symptoms of acute abdominal pain.  Following nonspecific computed tomography 
findings, a transvaginal ultrasound was able to visualize a heterogeneous mass in the right adnexa connected to the superior right margin of 
the uterine fundus via a thin stalk.  This mass was further inspected using power doppler, which illustrated a lack of blow flow beyond the 
stalk into the mass; sufficient evidence to form a preoperative diagnosis of a torsed pedunculated fibroid.  The patient underwent a 
laparoscopic myomectomy and lysis of adhesions, tolerating the procedure well with no postoperative complications.  Torsion of a 
pedunculated leiomyoma is a rare entity, but presents an acute surgical emergency that classically requires direct visual confirmation 
intraoperatively.  In this case, transvaginal ultrasound augmented with power doppler proved to be essential in forming an accurate 
preoperative diagnosis. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

POSTER 79  
Abstract Title: A Quality Improvement Project:  Evaluation of the Effect of Community-based REVIVE! Trainings on Medical Student 
Attitudes Towards Addi ction  
Investigator(s): Hninn Lwin, B.A.*1, Jonathan Taylor-Fischwick, MS32, Stephanie L. Peglow, D.O, MPH.2  *Presenters  
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Summer Scholars Program 

Introduction: 
Naloxone is a medication that reverses opioid overdose in emergency situations and prevents deaths. A group of 55 Eastern Virginia 
Medical School (EVMS) medical students were trained by REVIVE!, a program that educates on how to recognize and respond to an 
opioid overdose  emergency with the administration of naloxone. We evaluated whether there is a difference in attitude  change and 
overdose knowledge retention based on if trained EVMS students participated in teaching REVIVE! sessions in the Norfolk community. 
 
Methods: 
Anonymous surveys were given to REVIVE! EVMS student participants right after their initial training and six months later. The following 
validated surveys were used: “Opioid overdose attitude scale (OOAS),” “opioid overdose  knowledge scale (OOKS)” and “Drug & Drug  
Users’ Problems Perceptions Questionnaire (DDPPQ)”. OOAS and DDPPQ uses a Likert scale to measure attitude towards opioid 
overdose management and working with drug users, while OOKS tests knowledge base about opioid overdose. 
 
Results:  
Students who participated in community trainings, on average, have a more positive attitude towards working with drug  users than baseline 
data six months after their initial training. In contrast, students who did not participate in community trainings have a more negative 
attitude towards working with  addiction. Participating students also scored higher on the opioid overdose knowledge scale than non-
participating students. Measuring student attitudes towards managing an overdose showed that community-participating students’ concerns 
on dealing with an overdose and willingness to intervene in an overdose situation were more positive, but that their self-perceived 
competence on dealing with an overdose situation was more negative than non-participating students. 
 
Conclusion: 
Students who trained others in the community after their first initial REVIVE! training session have a more positive attitude towards 
working with drug users, better retention of opioid and overdose knowledge, and generally a more positive attitude towards managing an 
opioid overdose than students who do not participate in teaching the community. Future improvements can target why participating 
students feel less competent after teaching in the community.  

POSTER 80 
Abstract Title: Investigating the role of B cell signaling in Atherosclerosis 
Investigator(s): Shelby Ma, Tayab Waseem, Alina Moriarty, William Coles Keeter, Philip Gauronskas, Elena Galkina 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION:   
Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease of the large and medium size arteries. Progressio and development of atherosclerosis is partially 
due to the immune response and B cell activation. The role of B cells in atherogenesis is B cell specific where  some subsets being 
proatherogenic and others antiatherogenic. B cell activation is dependent on B cell receptor signaling along with a secondary signal, such  as 
CD45. CD45 dependent BCR signaling plays a role in B cell activation and development. To date, it is unknown how CD45 signaling  
regulates B cell activation of CD45 affects B cell activation and B cell functions in atherosclerosis.  
 
METHODS:  
First, we will examine the phenotype of CD45L/L B cells, which express lower levels of CD45 due to a point mutation, using BCR-
induced Ca2+ flux assay and series of vitro experiments to test a role of reduced CD45 expression in B cell activation, proliferation, and 
survival.  
As reduced expression of CD45  in CD45L/L mice would affect all leukocytes in CD45L/L mice, we will perform adoptive transfer 
experiments, and will use B cell-deficient mice as recipients and inject PCSK-9 to induce atherosclerosis. Using B cell deficient mice will 
allow us to specifically look at B cells with varying levels of CD45. Briefly, B cells will be isolated from BL/6 and CD45L/L spleens and 
40x106 of either BL/ 6 or CD45L/L B cells will be injected into mM recipients. After 16 wks of a western diet feeding aortas will be 
collected, stained with Oil Red O, hearts will be stained with  MOVAT and analyzed for plaque burden and stability. B-cells from the 
recipient’s secondary lymphoid tissues and blood will be tested for the activation levels and functions. 
 
RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS: 
We expect that reduced CD45 expression by B cells will lead to reduced ability of B cells to  response to BCR-induced activation. 
Subsequently, we anticipate that attenuated CD45-dependent activation of B cells will result in a difference in aortic lesions size and plaque 
stability in mM-/-Apoe-/- recipients.  



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

POSTER 81  
Abstract Title:  Intraosseous Hibernoma: a benign tumor mimicking metastatic cancer, more common than  we think?  
Investigator(s): 1Allen Ko, MS, 1Colin C. Rowell, MS, 1James Vogler IV, MD, 2Dmitri E. Samoilov, MD  
Department(s):1Eastern Virginia Medical S;  2Department of Radiology, Sentara Norfolk General Hospital  

INTRODUCTIONS: Hibernomas are rare, benign soft tissue tumor consisting  of multi-vacuolated adipocytes, as opposed to the mono-
vacuolated  adipocytes in lipomas.  These tumors are typically found in the soft tissues of the thigh, shoulders, and back.  Rarely, 
intraosseous hibernomas have  been  reported as incidentally discovered isolated sclerotic lesions in middle age adults secondary to patient 
presentation with unspecified bone pain.  
 
METHODS: A retrospective case  study d esign is reported of a thoracic skeleton intraosseous hibernoma suspicious for ovarian metastases 
treated with radiofrequency ablation and kyphoplasty. Diagnostic imaging by computed tomography  and magnetic resonance imaging is 
presented.  

 
RESULTS: A 74-year-old female currently undergoing workup for ovarian cancer presented to the emergency  department with chest pain 
and clinical concern for pulmonary embolism. Computed  tomography  demonstrated a densely sclerotic T3 lesion involving the vertebral 
body and posterior elements. Characteristic findings on follow-up magnetic resonance imaging include a T1 hypointense, T2 intermediate  
signal intensity lesion without signal dropout on fat suppressed or inversion recovery sequences.  Post contrast images demonstrated 
heterogonous enhancement. Given the enhancing soft tissue lesion within the posterior  vertebral body  elements, this was determined to  
represent a solitary vertebral metastasis and interventional radiology was consulted for further management. Further workup demonstrated 
no other evidence of metastatic disease. Given  potential for cure of an isolated vertebral metastasis prior  to definitive gynecologic surgery, 
Computed tomography-guided percutaneous biopsy, radiofrequency ablation and kyphoplasty was performed. Pathology of the biopsy 
specimen supported the morphological impression of hibernoma. 
 
CONCLUSION: The present case  demonstrates that Intraosseous hibernomas can be commonly mistaken for metastatic  cancer due to 
their presentation on diagnostic imaging. Although rare, there are increasing number of cases reported in the literature and it is important 
to consider this among the differential diagnosis of isolated sclerotic bone lesions. 

POSTER 82  
Abstract Title: Role of NEFL in Aggressive Prostate Cancer Progression 
Investigator(s): Stephen Mackay, Julius O. Nyalwidhe 
Department(s): Department of Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology 

INTRODUCTION 
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most prevalent cancer among men with the 2nd highest cancer mortality rate in the USA. PCa has a 
heterogeneous spectrum of clinical outcomes  with phenotypes ranging from indolent asymptomatic disease to aggressive castration  
resistant forms. Our preliminary data  demonstrated the overexpression of NEFL, a putative tumor suppressor gene (TSG), in a subset of  
PCa  cells had aggressive neuroendocrine-like  features. Our hypothesis is that NEFL, a type IV intermediate  filament protein, has dual  
functions suppressing initiation while also  enhancing progression. Additionally, differential NEFL molecular activation results in significant 
upregulation of NEFL that contributes to aggressive forms of PCa.  The objective of this study is to determine the role of  NEFL  in 
modulating a sub-set of aggressive prostate cancers and to identify and characterize the proteins and mechanism that are involved. Here  we 
have performed  comprehensive affinity purification mass spectrometry based protein-protein interactome analysis of the NEFL  
interactome and pathways modulated by  NEFL.  The identified molecules and pathways may be involved in neuroendocrine transformation 
and may be potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets for the disease. 
METHODS 
PC3-ML2 cells expressing significantly high  amounts of NEFL were grown to confluence before lysis in RIPA buffer. Normalized  protein 
concentrations were used for negative and positive control immunoprecipitation and eluted before SDS-PAGE fractionation. Protein 
bands were  excised,  destained,  reduced, alkylated and trypsinized to generate  peptides. Peptides were analyzed by LC/MS/MS on an 
Orbitrap Fusion Lumos MS. MS spectra were used in Mascot database  searches. Network and interaction pathway analysis was done using  
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Gene  ontology (GO) analyses were  performed using DAVID. 
RESULTS 
We have identified multiple proteins that specifically co-affinity purify with  NEFL. These proteins are potential NEFL interacting partners 
and may be involved in diverse functions that are  modulated by NEFL  and mediate tumorigenesis and aggressive phenotypes. Some of 
these interactions were validated using immunoblots and targeted mass spectrometry.  
CONCLUSIONS  
We have identified multiple proteins that interact with NEFL  as shown by affinity-purification followed by MS. Studies are underway to 
determine the role of these proteins in conjunction with NEFL to promote aggressive disease phenotypes.   
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

   
 

 

POSTER 83  
Abstract Title: Students as partners to develop an integrated pathology teaching resource using innovative technology tool (Adaptive 
learning platform) in the MD program 
Investigator(s): Ashlee Malone, Dr. Jolanta Kowalewska MD, Dr. Rajasekaran Koteeswaran MD 
Department(s): Pediatrics 

INTRODUCTION 
With digital tools available today, educators can design a learning activity that engages the learner with interactive images, assessment tools,  
and instant feedback. However, educators may have limited time to make these activities and can only view them  through an educator's 
perspective. Medical students can help educators by offering their learner perspective, time, and skills with technology to assist educators.  
The main objective of this project is to evaluate the degree of engagement in the learning activities developed by MD students using a 
technology platform and to develop an integrated pathology teaching resource. 
 
METHODS 
A student has created a learning activity using BEST (biomedical Schools developing and sharing next-generation courseware and 
technology) Network and Smart Sparrow platform with the assistance of medical school educators. The learning activity is based on 
content taught in the skin, muscle and bone module for M1 students at EVMS. At the end of the lesson, a survey with a 5-point Likert 
scale questionnaire was included to evaluate the effectiveness of engagement, accessibility, the value in understanding the topic and if they 
would like to see more activities like this. A comment section is also added for feedback. The activity was deployed to students of the MD 
class of 2022 at EVMS. 
 
RESULTS 
21 students volunteered to try the activity. Based on the survey: 86% of students “strongly agree” or “agree” that the activity was 
interesting and engaging. 62% of students “strongly agree” or “agree” that  they would like to see more activities like this. 62% “strongly 
agree” or “agree” that the lesson was easy to  navigate through. 76% “strongly agree” or “agree” that the lesson was valuable in  
understanding the topic. Most  comments suggested changes with formatting and technical issues.  
 
CONCLUSION  
Based on the feedback, partnering with a student in creating an integrated pathology teaching resource was effective in engaging learners  
and helping them understand the topic. Valuable feedback was also attained r egarding student preference for formatting that  can be used 
for future learning activities.  

POSTER 84  
Abstract Title: Assessment of LVAD Efficacy and Outcomes Between Existing Models 
Investigator(s): Sara Manning*, Colin Reinhart*, Matthew Saunders, Ryan Cooke, Dr. Christian Zemlin, Ph.D., Dr. Jonathan Philpott, 
MD 
Department(s): Cardiothoracic Surgery at Sentara Heart Hospital 

INTRODUCTION 
Approximately 30 billion dollars are spent each year on the health care costs of 5 million adults in the United States living with heart failure; 
the number of  patients living with this diagnosis exceeds the number of available organs for transplantation.  The development of 
circulatory ventricular assist devices (VAD) has transformed treatment options enhancing the quality of life for patients with  heart failure.  
Each of these implants comes with its own unique design and proposed benefits.   
 
METHODS 
This project investigated adverse cardiac events and the effectiveness of three  different VADs (HeartWare/Type 1,  Heartmate II/Type 2,  
Heartmate III/Type 3) seen in heart failure patients at Sentara Heart Hospital receiving surgical placement from 1/1/2015 to 5/1/2019.  
Patient demographics,  surgical procedure details, post-operative recovery, and adverse events using Intermac  criteria were recorded.  The 
data was analyzed by Dr. Christian Zemlin, Ph.D., using descriptive statistics.   
 
RESULTS 
A total of 161 patients were treated with VADs.  There were no significant differences in the patient population with regards to average age 
or average procedure duration.  There were no significant differences in survival between the three types.   For survival after one year, Type 
3 was most successful (Type 1: 78.3%; Type 2: 83.3%;  Type 3: 85.0%). The percentage advantage of Type 3 grows significantly in year 2  
(Type 1: 63.6%; Type 2: 70.0%;  Type 3: 88.9%) and in year 3  (Type 1: 45.0%; Type 2: 56.5%, Type 3: 100%). The numbers are quite low,  
so that the difference that is significant with p<0.05 only between devices 1 and 3 at two years (using a 2-tailed z-test for proportions).  
Adverse events are lowest for Type 3 (4.35/patient), followed by  Type 1 (5.02/patient) and Type 2 (6.23/patient).   The differences were  
not significant at the p<0.05 level, but the difference between Type 2 and Type 3 came close (p=0.068, using a 2-tailed t-test for normal 
distributions).   
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Type 3 is the best device in terms of survival at 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years and has the lowest rate of adverse events.  The differences are  
not consistently statistically significant, but taken together, the results clearly favor Type 3.  
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Abstract Title:  A scalable, automated warm handoff from the emergency department to community sites offering continued medication  
for opioid use disorder: Lessons learned from the EMBED trial stakeholders   
Investigator(s): Jodi A. Mao,  B.A.1, Osama M. Ahmed, B.A., B.S.2, Stephen R. Holt, M.D., M.S.3, Kathryn Hawk,  M.D., M.H.S.4, Gail 
D’Onofrio M.D., M.S.4, Shara Martel, M.P.H., M.S.4, Edward R. Melnick, M.D, M.H.S.4  
Department(s): 1. Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA, USA  2. Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA  3.  
Department of Internal Medicine, Yale  University School of Medicine, New Haven,  CT, USA  4. Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA  

INTRODUCTION 
• BUP initiation in the ED followed by referral for ongoing medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD) is twice as effective as  

referral alone in retaining patients with opioid use disorder (OUD) in formal addiction treatment [D’Onofrio et al.,  JAMA 2015] 
• Objective: To perform a needs assessment of stakeholders involved in the ED to MOUD community site  referral process and to 

survey local community MOUD sites to help streamline the ED referral process  
 
METHODS 

• A needs assessment of the multiple, key stakeholders in  the  ED  to MOUD  referral process was performed 
• 19 MOUD sites were surveyed to better characterize information needs when receiving an ED referral  

 
RESULTS  

• 12/13 (92.3%) provided BUP, 5/13 (38.5%) methadone 
• 8/13 (61.54%) preferred fax as method of referral  
• 8/13 (61.5%) required multiple patient data elements  
• 7/13 (53.8%) able to accept patients within 3 days  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

• IT solutions must address discordant priorities of ED (rapid and flexible referral process) and community sites offering MOUD 
(referrals minimize variability and overbooking). 

• To prevent drop-out in the referral cascade, need for increased availability and accessibility to MOUD on demand with protected  
communication channels between  EDs and  community providers of MOUD. 

POSTER 86  
Abstract Title: Vicki’s Journey with Lung Cancer 
Investigator(s): Catherine Eccleston, Sudarshan Mohan, Matthew Oplinger, Eunice Wu 
Department(s): MD2022 

INTRODUCTION 
In an effort to incorporate anatomical dissection and anatomy learning with disease pathophysiology, we explored our anatomical donor’s 
morbidities and attempted to create a well-rounded learning tool connecting multiple disciplines of medical education. 
 
METHODS 
Our team worked together and with several EVMS faculty members to gather and analyze information about our donor’s lung cancer.  
Using observations of the gross anatomy as well as histological evidence, we  sought to learn  more about the process of lung cancer and 
metastasis as well as how such disease can affect a person’s life. To emphasize the human side of the struggle rather  than purely focusing  
on the pathology, we presented the information we learned as “Vicki’s Story,” a fictional timeline that that demonstrates  what Vicki may 
have experienced as she dealt  with the process of coping with lung cancer from the time of early symptoms through her time in hospice. 
We packaged this into an interactive multimedia learning module, which students can navigate to learn about the scientific and salient  
aspects of Vicki’s story while staying engaged in the patient side  of the story. We plan  to distribute this learning module to M1 students and 
evaluate effectiveness of the module by way of baseline and post-completion surveys. The survey data will be analyzed using descriptive  
statistics, with  which conclusions may be  drawn about the usability, relevancy, and engagement factor  of the module. 
 
RESULTS 
During the SDL project poster session in November 2018, we received positive feedback from students and faculty on the effectiveness  
and appeal of our learning module. Specifically, we learned the positive value of utilizing original captivating artwork to demonstrate 
emotive aspects of our anatomical donor’s case. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Based on peer feedback, we believe that our project can effectively provide a unique learning tool for future medical  students  that connects 
the patient experience with valuable information relevant to the medical curriculum. Our primary future direction will be to present our 
learning module to first year medical students within the context of their education and obtain formal feedback via surveys in order to 
evaluate effectiveness of our teaching tool.  
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Abstract Title: Increase Progression of Atherosclerosis In Sleep Fragmented Apoe-/- Mice  
Investigator(s):Alina Moriarty1, W. Coles Keeter1, Tayab Waseem1, Shelby Ma1, Philip Gauranskas1, Matt Butcher1, Laurie  Wellman2, 
Larry Sanford2, Elena Gakina 
Department(s):Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology1, Pathology and Anatomy2  

INTRODUCTION: Atherosclerosis is a chronic, inflammatory disease characterized by the hardening and narrowing of  the small and 
medium sized arteries caused by the accumulation of fatty plaque lesions. Sleep fragmentation (SF) is tightly correlated with the 
development of chronic low grade inflammatory diseases such as,  type 2 diabetes and atherosclerosis; however, the exact relationship 
between SF and atherogenesis is not well known.  
 
METHODS: To examine the effects of SF on atherosclerosis, female  Apoe−/−mice were placed on a high fat diet  (HFD) and sleep was 
fragmented using a motorized slow-moving mechanical sweeper every 2 minutes during the light period each day. To account for the 
forced activity of stepping over the motorized bar we also placed female Apoe−/−mice on a HFD and in the cage with the motorized 
sweeper moving across the cage  every 2 minutes during the dark period, this group was our activity  control (AC). Our third group 
consisted of Apoe−/−mice in a regular home cage (HC) and fed a high fat diet. After 8-12 weeks of HFD feeding and SF we collected the 
aortas and hearts to examine immune  cell infiltration and atherosclerotic lesion formation and stability. We also collected various tissues to 
examine their immune  cell composition as a result of HFD feeding and SF.  
 
RESULTS: We found that chronic SF led to increased plaque formation in the aortas and the aortic valves of the hearts of HFD fed 
Apoe−/−   mice. SF also resulted in alterations in  the immune composition of the bone marrow  (BM), blood, aortas, and lymph nodes in the  
HFD fed female  Apoe−/−   mice.  Importantly we  detected an increased content of myeloid cells in the blood of SF and HFD fed female  
Apoe−/−   mice. We also found that the relative proportion of CD45+ cells from SF Apoe−/−   aortas was elevated in comparison with control 
Apoe−/− aortas.  Additionally, we  detected an increased percentage of CD11b+CD115+ macrophages in SF  Apoe−/− aortas.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggests that SF induces elevated myelopoeisis resulting in monocytosis, neutrophilia, and alters the immune 
composition of the aortas of atherosclerosis-prone mice, which results in  an increase in accelerated atherosclerotic plaque burden. 

POSTER 88  
Abstract Title: The Masquerading Acute Liver Injury 
Investigator(s):Maurice Marcuard M.D. PGY4, Sami Tahhan M.D. 
Department(s):EVMS Department of Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTIONS 
 Abnormal liver function tests (LFTs) can be  difficult to interpret.  Many  medications can cause hepatotoxicity including 
chemotherapeutic agents. Keytruda, a novel monoclonal antibody check point inhibitor is known to cause potentially lethal autoimmune  
mediated hepatotoxicity requiring immediate initiation of steroids. Medications can be assumed to be the cause of hepatotoxicity too 
quickly.1  We present a case where premature diagnostic closure would have led to the wrong diagnosis  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
 The Patient was a 69 year old female with a medical history of  metastatic  pancreatic cancer with resection by Whipple procedure 
(pancreaticoduodenectomy) three years prior.   

Her oncologist had recently stopped Keytruda due to abnormal liver enzymes. She presented to the hospital with gradual 
worsening of nausea, weakness, dark urine, and malaise over several few weeks.  She was noticing worsening lower extremity edema and 
abdomen distension over the past few weeks as well.  She denied  any fevers, chills, diarrhea, or abdominal pain. In the emergency room s he 
noted feeling more dyspneic over  the past 2 weeks and getting  to the point where she felt she might pass out.  Her initial vitals were normal  
and she was noted to appear chronically ill and frail.  She was noted to have  lower extremity edema, a distended abdomen, and scleral 
icterus.  Her labs compared to 4 weeks prior showed an aspartate aminotransferase down to 148 from 194, alanine aminotransferase down 
to 56 from 91, an alkaline phosphatase down to 289 from 437, and a total bilirubin of 11.4 ( with a direct bilirubin of 8.6 ) down  from 10.0 
showing an obstructive pattern rather than just hepatocellular injury. This prompted looking  for a cause for the obstructive jaundice rather 
than assuming Keytruda was the cause of the abnormal liver enzymes.  

A CT of her abdomen and pelvis with contrast showed increase in intrahepatic and extra hepatic biliary dilation along with  
postsurgical changes.  (Figure 1)   With these findings we felt  her LFT abnormalities might be better described by an obstructive biliary duct 
pattern. During her course she had an attempted ERCP/EUS which, due to her altered anatomy, was unsuccessful but was  able to inject 
dye and aspirate bile.(Figure 2)  Interventional Radiology was then consulted for a percutaneous transhepatic  cholangiography.  With this, 
they were able to cannulate the biliary tree and stent into the small bowl where they noted stricture around the anastomosis site of the bile 
duct which confirmed biliary anastomosis stricture. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 There are many possible complications of Whipple procedures including biliary stenosis, bile leak, bleeding, and infections.2   
Biliary strictures after this procedure, as we saw here, occur but not frequently. One paper reported a 2.6% occurrence rate of in an analysis  
of over 1500 patients.3  This case reminds us to not succumb to anchoring bias and avoid premature closure. 
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Abstract Title: The Hidden Vessel 
Investigator(s): Maurice Marcuard M.D., Sami Tahhan M.D. 
Department(s): EVMS Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTIONS 
 Gastrointestinal (GI) bleeds can present as acute or chronic depending on the speed of blood loss.  They can present a diagnostic  
dilemma when trying to determine the source of the bleeding, especially when bleeding intermittently.  Dieulafoy lesions are uncommon,  
representing only 1-2% of all GI bleed and cause GI bleeding through a torturous dilated vessel that  erodes into the lumen and ruptures.1   
These lesions are missed on endoscopy as much as 30%  of the time and are known to bleed intermittently.2  Often it requires multiple 
endoscopies before the diagnosis can be made successfully.2   As more time passes before the diagnosis is made, the patient mortality 
increases due to continued bleeding and can be as high as 80%.1   We present a case where even after multiple endoscopies, we were unable 
to find the source and the patient kept bleeding.  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
 The patient was a 64 y/o male  with a medical history significant for squamous cell carcinoma of his tongue requiring treatment  
with chemo and radiation and an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) who presented with two days of fatigue, nausea, and vomiting of  
coffee ground  material.  He noted an admission earlier in the year as well for the same issue which was worked up without a found source  
and determined to be  esophagitis.  He had two large episodes the day of admission and experienced lightheadedness which is what brought  
him to  the emergency room.  In the emergency room, he was evaluated and determined it was not coming from an oral source and was 
likely a GI bleed. He denied any alcohol or ibuprofen use.  He denied any abdominal pain or syncope.   
 His blood pressure was 105/84, heart rate of 111, respiratory rate of 12, and he was afebrile.  He was noted to be in no acute  
distress and his abdomen was soft and non-tender.  His initial blood work was significant for hemoglobin of 4.5, platelets of 359, blood 
urea nitrogen of 114, creatinine of 1.7, and a lactate of 7.  A CT of his chest, abdomen, and pelvis showed a stable AAA, without a source 
of bleeding noted.  An endoscopy was performed noting blood in the stomach and an oozing gastric ulcer that was treated. (Figure 1)   The 
patient continued to bleed after this and  underwent an angiography with interventional radiology with embolization of the left and right 
gastric vessels.  A repeat  endoscopy was done  showing clotted blood with no active bleeding. The patient then bled again for which he 
underwent a wedge resection which was noted to have a large perforated gastric ulcer that was bleeding on the lesser curvature.   The 
pathology of the stomach later reported a perforated gastric ulcer with an underlying Dieulafoy lesion.  The patient became stable after the  
surgery and  did  well.   
 
CONCLUSION  
 Gastrointestinal bleeding can be a deadly disease and can carry a high mortality.  In some  cases, as we saw in this patient, they can  
continue to re-bleed significantly even after the lesions are treated.  Dieulafoy lesions can be a very challenging diagnosis to make, as we 
saw in this case where it was not discovered  until the pathology, and can be  deadly if not treated aggressively.  With the patient presenting  2 
months earlier with a GI bleed, it is possible he had the Dieulafoy lesion at that time as well and was missed on his endoscopies at that 
time, which they often are.  This case  reminds us to take  GI bleeding cases seriously, and to keep the differential of the cause broad 
including rare ones like Dieulafoy lesions when the bleeding is not stopping. 
 

POSTER 90  
Abstract Title: Affordability of Healthcare Cost for Rural Ecuador  
 Investigators:  Ifeoma Ogbozor, Ksenia Brewster, Collette Dougherty, Kevin Morris  
 Departments: MPH  

Introduction: Ecuador is a country where individuals have access to free governmental health care. Although, there is free government 
insurance access to care remains inaccessible for some. Many find it difficult to seek care so they resort to ingenious practices to treat 
illness. The people resort to indigenous practices such as herbal remedies because they have access to them. The people find it easier to 
grow plants in their backyard that they can take when they are sick because the cost of medication is too expensive. 
Methods: A focus group was conducted of the people in the Otavalian community. There were 11 families of people between the ages of 
18- 82 years of age. The groups were asked a series of questions about their social economic status, health rating as well as opinions about 
their overall health. The data was coded for the qualitative responses and then used to determine the frequencies and percentages of each 
question that was asked. 
Results: By using the frequencies of the participant’s responses we were able to determine that 100% of the participants indicated that 
affordability to healthcare makes it difficult for one to have good health outcomes.  The participants wo were younger did not report any 
health issues while the older participants reported symptoms ranging from headaches to respiratory issues. 
Conclusions: The results from the focus group provide qualitative and quantitative data describing how participants health rating affects 
their health outcomes and use of healthcare. It is surprising to note that 100% of participants described that affordability of care makes it 
difficult to seek medical treatments because it is too expensive. Due to the rural nature of the village, healthcare was inaccessible to the 
community. Future work can focus on how to improve accessibility and affordability of healthcare to the Otavalian community. 
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Abstract Title: Microparticle Profiles in Patients with Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura vs. Immune Thrombocytopenia 
Investigator(s): Robert McCauley, BS1,2, Robert Ali, MD2, Yonette Paul, MD, MBBS2, Miriam Yaniz, MS,  ASCP2, Martha Q. Gonzalez, 
MD, MT2, Wenche Jy, PhD2, Lawrence L. Horstman, BS2  and Yeon S. Ahn, MD2 

Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School; 2Division of Hematology/Oncology, Department of Medicine, University of Miami 
Miller School of Medicine, The Wallace H. Coulter Platelet Laboratory, Miami, FL 

INTRODUCTION: Immune T hrombocytopenia (ITP) is an autoimmune  disorder in which production of antiplatelet antibodies causes 
increased platelet clearance. In  contrast, Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (TTP) is  a disorder in which platelets are sequestered in 
microcirculation in response to endothelial injury.  
Cell-derived microparticles (C-MP) of different cell origins, such as platelet (PMP), endothelium (EMP), erythrocyte (RMP), and leukocyte 
(LMP),  are membrane microvesicles released in cell activation  or apoptosis and have emerged as useful biomarkers for disease activity. We  
investigated C-MP profiles in ITP and TTP patients with the aim of gaining greater insight into their pathophysiology. 
METHODS:  We compared C-MP data of 29 ITP patients (18 active/11 remission) with 20 TTP patients  (8 active/12 remission). Active  
ITP was defined by <100 x 103 platelets/µL for >3 months and remission by >150 x 103 platelets/µL >3 months. Active TTP was defined 
as thrombocytopenia, microangiopathy, low ADAMTS13 activity,  and elevated lactate dehydrogenase. Remission was defined as 
normalization of these parameters for >1 month. Flow cytometry was employed to identify  C-MP using cell-specific markers. Statistical 
analysis performed using the unpaired t-test.  
 
RESULTS: When comparing active ITP and TTP, TTP had higher EMP and RMP. However, PMP and LMP were higher in active ITP.  
When comparing the remission phases, TTP had higher EMP, but lower PMP, LMP, and RMP. Values of PMP in ITP  were higher in 
remission vs. acute. The PMP/platelet ratio,  however,  did not differ significantly. Conversely, when comparing active and remission TTP, 
the ratio was higher in the active phase. When comparing ITP vs. TTP, the ratio was higher in both  active and remission ITP.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: The higher PMP in active ITP vs. TTP, presumably  reflects the antibody-mediated platelet fragmentation inherent to  
ITP. Interestingly, PMP in remission ITP were higher than in active ITP, although the PMP/platelet ratio remained constant, suggesting  
that the immunologic milieu in ITP favors a consistent generation of PMP regardless of  disease phase. EMP and RMP were higher in 
active TTP than ITP, reflecting the endothelial injury and erythrocyte fragmentation present in TTP.  This study demonstrates C-MP 
profiles can provide valuable insight on disease activity which may lead  to improvements in diagnosis and management. 

POSTER 92  
Abstract Title: In Contrast to Platelet Microparticles, Red Cell Microparticles Are Anti-Inflammatory, Judging By  Effect on CD11b 
Expression on Neutrophils. 
Investigator(s): Robert McCauley, BS1,2, Miriam Yaniz, MS, ASCP2, Martha Q. Gonzalez, MD, MT2, Wenche Jy, PhD2, Lawrence  L.  
Horstman, BS2  and Yeon S. Ahn, MD2  
Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School; 2Division of Hematology/Oncology, Department of Medicine, University of Miami 
Miller School of Medicine, The Wallace H. Coulter Platelet Laboratory, Miami, FL 

INTRODUCTION: It has been demonstrated that  platelet microparticles ( PMP) exert pro-inflammatory activity.  Whether red cell MP 
(RMP) are pro-inflammatory remains controversial.  This issue has clinical significance as there is evidence that both PMP and RMP have 
hemostatic activity [PMID:31195421] and that infusion of RMP may be  a viable strategy for control of excessive  
bleeding [PMID:24030707]. For these reasons, we undertook assay of inflammatory potential of PMP and RMP by method of neutrophil 
CD11b expression.  
 
METHODS: RMP were isolated from leukoreduced, O+ RBCs obtained from three donors at storage times of 3 (RMPStor-Wk3) and 6 
weeks (RMPStor-Wk6). In  addition, RMP were prepared  through high-pressure extrusion of O+ RBCs stored for <1 week (RMPxt). Platelets 
were isolated from normal volunteers and sonicated to produce PMP. Flow cytometry was employed to identify RMP and PMP 
concentrations using cell-specific markers. Whole blood treated with sterile  saline was used  as the negative control. A positive control was 
obtained by adding N-Formylmethionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP) at a final concentration of 1 µM. Two-color flow cytometry was  
employed to measure the ratio of CD11b/CD45 expression on neutrophils after one hour of incubation. Statistical analysis was performed 
using the paired-t test. 
 
RESULTS: For all RMP species, there was no correlation between concentration and their effect on neutrophil CD11b expression. In 
contrast, the concentration of PMP positively correlated  with an increase in CD11b expression. At a MP  concentration of 200,000/µL,  
there was no statistical difference when comparing CD11b expression in the negative control vs. incubation with RMPxt or RMPStor-Wk6. 
However, neutrophil CD11b expression was lower when incubated with RMPStor-Wk3 vs. the negative control. Conversely, incubation with 
PMP increased CD11b expression to nearly 200% of the negative control. RMPxt, RMPStor-Wk3, and  RMPStor-Wk6 inhibited fMLP-induced 
CD11b expression by 12%, 19%, and 12%, respectively, vs. the positive control. Contrarily, PMP potentiated fMLP-induced CD11b 
expression by 20% over that of the positive control. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: In sum, PMP exhibited robust pro-inflammatory activity, but RMP did not. On the contrary, RMP exhibited modest but  
significant anti-inflammatory activity in this assay method. It  remains necessary to elucidate the mechanism  and to assess if these findings 
apply in vivo. 
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Abstract Title:  EMERGENCY GENERAL SURGERY IN MECHANICAL SUPPORT 
Investigator(s): Alexander McNally, MS, Nicholas L Bandy, MD, Colten Yahn, BS, Jiangtao Luo, PhD, Sunita Dodani, MD, PhD, FCPS, 
MSc, FAHA, Michael Martyak, MD, FACS, David A Baran, FACC, FSCAI, John Herre, MD, FACP, FACC, Rebecca C Britt, MD, FACS, 
Jay Collins, MD, FACS 
Department(s): Surgery 

Introduction Mechanical support is well established as lifesaving therapy in an extremely sick and complex patient population. Use of this 
therapy is expanding. Prior studies have established acceptable  safety for general, non-cardiac surgery in this population, particularly in the 
elective setting. The prevalence and r isks of Emergency General Surgery (EGS) conditions and procedures remains unknown in this high-
risk cohort of patients.  
 
Methods All patients on mechanical support, both durable and non-durable, at a single institution were retrospectively reviewed. EGS 
conditions were defined by consultation to  the EGS team while on mechanical support. Patient demographics, co-morbidities, etiology of 
heart failure, type of support and coagulation status were identified. EGS diagnoses, procedures and complications were recorded.   
 
Results A total of 427 patients were identified who underwent mechanical support at our institution during the study period. Of these 
patients, 66 (15.5%) required EGS consultation. Patients on durable,  rather than temporary, support were more likely to develop an EGS  
condition, as were patients with pre-existing renal disease. There was no association between any other patient factors and EGS conditions. 
In total 31 (7.3%) of patients on mechanical support required an intervention for an EGS condition.  Seven of these procedures (22.5% of 
interventions)  were for enteral access or tracheostomy. Other common interventions included colectomies (12.9% of interventions) and 
biliary procedures (29% of interventions). In those patients who required EGS consultation, we identified no risk factors to predict the  
need for an intervention. When patients underwent a procedure,  the overall complication rate was very high (67.7 %). The most frequent 
complication was post-operative bleeding requiring transfusion (38.7%), followed by  re-operation(22.6%),  peri-operative mortality (19.3%) 
and wound infection (3.2%). There were no significant associations between patient factors and any of  the measured complications.  
 
Conclusions  Emergency General Surgical conditions are relatively rare among mechanical support patients. For those mechanical support 
patients who undergo EGS interventions, the complication rates are very high, particularly in regard to bleeding. Surgeons who provide 
Emergency General Surgical services to  this complex population need to be aware of the risks of intervention.  

POSTER 94  
Abstract Title: Renal cryoablation with intraprocedural contrast enhanced retrograde pyeloperfusion 
Investigator(s): Fiora McRae, Garrison Glavich, MD, R. Hampton Andrews, MD, James Vogler, MD, Harlan Vingan, MD 
Department(s): EVMS Department of Radiology 

INTRODUCTION 
Cryoablation is a thermoablative alternative treatment modality for patients with stage 1 renal cell carcinoma (RCC) who are poor 
candidates for partial nephrectomy. Collecting system injury is a potential complication of cryoablation and is caused by non-target thermal 
damage  during expansion of the terminal ice ball created during the procedure. The current approach to reduce risk during ablation of 
central renal tumors is retrograde pyeloperfusion with warmed dextrose solution which provides a heat sink for  thermal  energy  radiating to 
the collecting s ystem.  
 
METHODS 
We present a case of cryoablation of a renal cell carcinoma located in the left renal sinus in close proximity to the renal collecting system. 
Contrast infused warmed pyeloperfusate was infused through a previously  place ureteral stent during the  procedure to allow for better  
intraoperative visualization of the collecting system on CT. This allowed for  more accurate and safer placement of cyroprobes adjacent to 
the collecting system and a more precise visualization of the proximity of the expanding iceball to the collecting system. This technique also 
preserved the known benefit of providing thermal protection via heat sink phenomenon.  
 
RESULTS 
During cryoablation, contrast infused warmed pyeloperfusate was administered utilizing a ureteral stent to provide heat sink aiding in 
prevention of collateral damage of the renal collecting system. The pyeloperfusate  also served as imaging  medium for precise assessment of 
ablation zone proximity to the collecting system and for assessment of inra- and postprocedure urine leak. On imaging, the area of ablation  
demonstrated by an ice ball was observed and no evidence of  damage to the renal collecting system was witnessed.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Interventional radiology procedures such as renal thermoablation have been shown to be safe and renal-protective, with  most patients  
displaying preserved creatinine  and renal clearance post-procedure. Retrograde pyeloperfusion provides a means to protect  the collecting 
system against collateral thermal injury  during cryoablation of renal tumors ( West et al. 2018). Our case described augmentation of this 
technique with retrograde pyeloperfusion of warmed contrast enhanced solution during cryoablation in an effort to both prevent collateral 
thermal damage while also allowing evaluation of the renal collecting system via intraprocedural and postprocedural.   
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Abstract Title: Increased gut permeability in septic Acute Kidney Injury (AKI). Role of Na Butyrate (NaB). 
Investigator(s): Austin J Mullaly, Siddhartha S Ghosh Ph. D., Shobha Ghosh Ph. D., Vatsal Lal, Morgan Denecke 
Department(s): Virginia Commonwealth University Department of Internal Medicine: Division of Nephrology 

Introduction  
Increased intestinal permeability is associated with multiple organ dysfunction syndromes in sepsis. In septic AKI, TLR 4 receptors located 
on the basolateral side of the intestine can be  targeted by systemic  lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and cause leaky gut. Intestinal leakage further 
exaggerates the kidney inflammation and deteriorates AKI. NaB produced by  gut microbiota has been shown to curb inflammation and gut 
permeability. We hypothesize that NaB will protect against LPS-induced leaky gut and ameliorate inflammation and septic AKI. 
 
Methods 
Septic AKI was induced by injecting 10 mg/kg LPS (IP). C57Bl6 mice were  divided into 3 groups:  Control (Ctl), AKI group received LPS 
(AKI) and treated (TR) group received 300 mg/kg NaB by gavage 30 mins before LPS. Mice were sacrificed after 10 hours. To measure  
intestinal permeability FITC-Dextran (FD) was given by gavage 2 hours before sacrifice. Blood, kidneys, and colon were harvested for 
biochemical and immunoblot analysis. 
 
Results 
Serum creatinine and BUN of  AKI were 0.74±.05 mg/dl and 169±5 mg/dl which measured 2-fold higher than the Ctl (p<0.01). NaB 
significantly reduced both creatinine and BUN (p<0.05). Serum FD (14±1 µg/ml) of AKI  was more than  3-fold higher than Ctl(p<0.01). 
NaB treatment  reduced FD levels by 13% (p<0.05). Compared to Ctl,  colonic tight junction  protein ZO-1 was significantly reduced in the 
colon of AKI (p<0.05), but was restored in  TR. Inflammatory markers such as high mobility group box protein (HMGB-1), NFkB and IL-
1β in the kidney of AKI were 2 to 3 fold higher than Ctl (p<0.05) but NaB treatment decreased them suggesting that  NaB can decrease 
kidney inflammation in LPS induced AKI.  
 
Conculsions 
Higher levels of serum FD and loss of intestinal tight junction protein shows that endotoxemia can increase intestinal permeability which  
may cause leakage of toxic biomolecules from the intestine. LPS can activate inflammatory responses through HMGB-1. NaB activates  
intestinal alkaline phosphatase which dephosphorylates LPS and renders it  inactive. In addition, NaB can act as a HMGB-1 antagonist and 
a GPR109A agonist, both of which support intestinal barrier integrity. These might be some of the mechanism by which NaB can decrease 
the inflammatory burden and improve renal function in AKI.  

POSTER 96  
Abstract Title: Fractionated Carbon Dioxide Laser Therapy for Vulvar Lichen Sclerosus 
Investigator(s): Katie O’Connell, MS, Catherine Smith, MS, Ashlee Malone MS, Kathy O’Connell, MD 
Department(s): Peninsula Women’s Care- Obstetrics & Gynecology, Newport News, VA 

INTRODUCTIONS: Lichen sclerosus (LS) is  a chronic inflammatory  condition that results in sclerotic white plaques in the anogenital 
region. The condition can result in extensive atrophy of the labia and clitoral hood. Symptoms associated with this condition include 
pruritus and pain, as well as dysuria and sexual dysfunction. Topical steroids and emollients have been the mainstay of  treatment for LS 
patients. Recent studies suggest that  the use of a fractionated CO2 laser treatment for patients with vulvar lichen sclerosus provides 
patients with safe and effective improvement of symptoms.   
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS: A 43-year-old Caucasian woman presented to her gynecologist for a well-woman exam in November 2012. She 
reported episodic vulvar pruritus and dryness following the use of a saltwater pool. Physical  exam revealed a hypopigmented, grayish vulvar 
lesion. Histopathology of the lesion confirmed lichen sclerosus. The patient was prescribed  topical clobetasol 0.05% nightly for 12 weeks 
then tapered to 1-3 nights/weekly. The patient remained on this therapy through 2018 with only minor improvement of symptoms. In 
January 2018, the patient was counseled on fractionated CO2 laser therapy for symptom alleviation and agreed to begin treatment. Initially, 
the patient received three rounds of laser therapy on the internal vagina and external vulva. In July 2018, the patient received a fourth laser 
treatment; at this visit, the patient reported significant improvement of symptoms and satisfaction with the results. In January 2019, the 
patient reported mild recurrence of symptoms that resolved  after application of clobetasol. The patient underwent a fifth laser treatment  in 
January 2019. As of July 2019, the patient reports no discomfort with swim and has only required clobetasol once since her fifth treatment  
in January.  
 
CONCLUSION: The long-term use of  topical steroids results in cutaneous atrophy and striae and may only provide minimal symptomatic  
relief in LS patients. For patients with recalcitrant LS, fractionated CO2 laser is a promising alternative for symptom alleviation and 
improved quality of life.  
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POSTER 97  
Abstract Title: Medial Rectus Nerve Palsy 
Investigator(s): Raj Nagappan, Dr. Sami Tahhan 
Department(s): Internal Medicine 

INTRODUCTION: 
A 65-year-old Female with a past history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, type 2 diabetes with peripheral neuropathy, and hypothyroidism 
presented with complaints of one day of double vision, nausea, vomiting, and lightheadedness. She stated she was in her normal state of 
health prior to the symptoms and denied any unilateral weakness but does use a cane to walk at baseline.  
 
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
On physical exam, she could not adduct her  right  eye when asked  to perform left lateral gaze   
raising the possibility of either a Median Longitudinal Fasciculus ( MLF )lesion or a medial rectus palsy. To differentiate the  two, she was 
asked to converge with her eyes onto the examiner’s  finger  moving closer.  As she was unable to  converge with that same affected eye,  she  
was diagnosed with a medial rectus palsy.  The rest of her neurological examination showed no other neurological abnormalities other than  
reduced sensation of the bilateral lower extremities attributed to her Diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Due to her risk factors for stroke, she 
was sent for an  MRI.  
MRI showed a small acute stroke in the  right midbrain expected to impact the oculomotor  nerve nucleus,  thought to be due to thrombotic 
ischemic small vessel  disease mechanism.   
Her 2 D echocardiogram did not show any thrombi and had a negative bubble study. A CTA of the neck did not show any thrombi. Both 
studies ruled out embolic events from the heart and carotid arteries  
 
CONCLUSION  
After being assessed by neurology, she was started on aspirin,  Lipitor was increased, to high intensity dosing and she was discharged with  
outpatient rehabilitation and 6 month follow up.  
The oculomotor nucleus innervates the ipsilateral medial rectus, inferior rectus, inferior oblique, and contralateral superior oblique muscles. 
Pure lesions in the nucleus of the oculomotor  nerve are rare, they usually occur with other neurological deficits, for instance in Weber 
Syndrome, Benedikt Syndrome, Nothnagel syndrome and Claude syndrome.  
Isolated muscle paresis is usually attributed  to lesions of nerve branches, and nuclei lesions rarely  cause isolated  medial rectus paresis as the 
medial rectus muscle is innervated by three separate  subnuclei (1). However,  we present a case of pure  medial rectus paresis in the setting  
of a midbrain stroke. Early detection with  MRI is important in determining the lesion and starting the appropriate therapies. This case 
highlights the importance of the Physical Exam and risk factors to reach the right diagnosis as premature closure could have led to 
suspecting an MLF lesion which is often seen in the context of Multiple Sclerosis.  

POSTER 98 
Abstract Title: Investigating the communication processes and effect  of regulatory requirements on communication between physicians  
and skilled home health care agencies 

1 2 2 2 2Investigator(s): Bhavana Nangunuri ; Jonathan Norton ; Danielle Pierrotti ; Orla Sheehan, M.D. ; Bruce Leff, M.D. ; Cynthia Boyd, 
2 M.D.  

 1 2Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School and Department  of Geriatrics at Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center 

INTRODUCTION 
Older adults frequently require services offered by skilled home health care (SHHC) agencies as well as optimal care coordination between 
health care professionals. One manner in which SHHC agencies communicate with physicians is through a Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) Home Health Certification and Plan of Care form, referred to as the CMS-485. This form is highly used as it 
satisfies the CMS regulatory requirements. However, there is limited data regarding the utility of the CMS-485 for communication or the 
overall communication processes between SHHC agencies and physicians. The aim of the project was to understand how SHHC agencies 
communicate with physicians and how the regulatory CMS-485 form can hinder or facilitate this communication. 
METHODS 
A qualitative study involving semi-structured, one-on-one interviews with SHHC staff members was conducted. Participants were recruited 
through members of national organizations of SHHC agencies via snowball sampling. A total of twenty-one individuals from various fields 
such as skilled nursing, non-clinical, and physical therapy were interviewed. A codebook was devised in an iterative fashion and a thematic 
analysis approach was used to code the interview transcripts, investigate the underlying themes, and interpret the data. 
RESULTS 
The themes that arose from these interviews include how patients with complex care needs present challenges to SHHC staff due to non-
standardized methods of communication with physicians and differences in the workflow of the CMS-485 between various practices. 
Medication discrepancies were a major reason for contacting physicians and delaying patient care. The CMS-485 is for regulatory purposes 
and is not viewed as helping with direct communication. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Standardizing the communication method and expectations for communication between SHHC staff and physicians may be beneficial to 
improve patient outcomes. In addition, tools that easily allow for communicating medication modifications may also improve patient 
outcomes.  



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

POSTER 99  
Abstract Title: Epithelial cell migration and tubular repair  after reversal of ureteral obstruction in mice 
Investigator(s): Emily Newton1, Yuantee Zhu2, Lauren Scarfe3, Anna Menshikh3, Rachel Delgado3, Charlene Finney3, Maya Brewer3, and 
Mark de  Caestecker3 

Department(s): 1 Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, Virginia, USA;  2 Medical Scientist Training Program, Vanderbilt University School of  
Medicine;3 Division of Nephrology, Department of Medicine, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee, USA  

Relief of ureteral obstruction is  associated with impaired urinary concentrating capacity that is thought to result from impaired renal 
papillary structure and function. However, because of the challenges establishing experimental models of reversible unilateral ureteral 
obstruction (R-UUO), very little is known or published about the mechanisms of renal papillary repair, or about renal papillary dysfunction 
and fibrosis that occurs after relief of prolonged ureteric obstruction. To address this, the de  Caestecker lab developed a mouse model of  
R-UUO in which relief of obstruction after 7 days of ureteric clamping results in a  long-term reduction in renal function and impaired 
urinary concentrating capacity. This is associated with extensive fibrosis of the renal papilla and cortex.  Further analysis  revealed cellular 
repair of the damaged, necrotic renal papilla occurs over a 7-day period after relief of the ureteral obstruction. We therefore hypothesized 
that renal papillary repair would be associated with increased epithelial de-differentiation, migration, and proliferation. To test  
this hypothesis, we first used qRT-PCR to quantify levels of multiple dedifferentiation and migration marker mRNAs in the kidney 
including Sox9, Pax2, Twist 1  and 2,  Zeb1, TIMB 1 and 2, and Axin2, over a 7-day period after relief of ureteral obstruction in this model. 
To further evaluate  migration markers in R-UUO repair, we  used immunofluorescence (IF) staining to analyze and quantify the 
dedifferentiation marker, Sox9, and proliferation markers Ki67 and BrdU. The qRT-PCR studies showed  that there was a progressive 
increase in Zeb1, Twist1, Twist2, and Axin2 mRNA expression in the kidneys after relief of obstruction, with a transient increase in Snail 1 
and Sox9 mRNAs at 3 days. IF staining revealed low levels of Ki67 cells and BrdU incorporation in the papilla at days 3 and 7 respectively. 
There also was a significant increase in de-differentiation marker, Sox9 at days 1 and 3 within the outer stripe of the outer medulla and at 
day 3 within the papilla when compared to the control.  These findings support the hypothesis that repair of renal papillary necrosis occurs 
by migration of epithelial cells that have proliferated outside of the renal papilla after relief of ureteric obstruction.  

POSTER 100  
Abstract Title: Splish, splash the patient was taking a bath with his iguana !! 
Investigator(s): Dr MONIKA PAJHAL(Resident, IM), Dr SAMI TAHHAN, MD(MENTOR) 
Department(s): Internal Medicine , EVMS 

INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing popularity of Reptiles as exotic pets, Salmonella has gained attention as a pathogen for invasive infections .The most  
commonly identified of them are bearded dragons and Iguanas. Salmonella are motile gram-negative bacilli and are routinely isolated from 
the gut of apparently  healthy reptiles. Some of the reptile associated serotypes are S.marina, S.poona, S.arizonae, S.stanley, S.java and 
S.typhimurium. Food borne Salmonella is a common cause of diarrhea but reptiles are the main source of serious illnesses like 
bacteremia/septicemia , endovascular infections and focal metastatic infections such as osteomyelitis or abscesses.  
CLINICAL FINDINGS  
A 32 years of male with MPGN, on immunosuppression presented with complaints of fever with abdominal pain and diarrhea. His stool 
had many WBCs, C.  diff was negative and CT of the abdomen revealed fluid all around  the bowel with pericholecystic fluid consistent with 
enterocolitis. His anaerobic blood culture bottles grew Gram  negative rods, non-lactose fermenter , which eventually were identified as 
belonging to the Salmonella group from the non Typhi/Paratyphi subtypes.  Further history  disclosed that he had been bathing with his 
new pet iguana for 8 months. His abdominal pain and diarrhea improved with intravenous ciprofloxacin and his fever subsided. He was 
counselled and educated about handling pets like Iguanas. He was discharged on oral ciprofloxacin for another 14 days. 
 
CONCLUSION  
Reptile associated Salmonellosis is an emerging Global Health issue, making education crucial to curbing infection. Washing hands with  
soap and water after handling reptiles and keeping reptiles away from food prep areas can prevent most infections. Besides  direct contact,  
even vacuum cleaners were identified as a cause of non-typhoidal salmonellosis. 
These reported  cases invariably prove that social history is of  paramount importance in detecting infections. Fluoroquinolones are the  main 
stay of treatment of nontyphoidal Salmonella bacteremia .Other alternatives can be Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, ampicillin and 3rd  
generation cephalosporins. Duration of therapy depends upon the immune status of the patient, type of the infection and is generally a 14 
day course. Longer courses of antimicrobial therapy (4 to 6  weeks) are required for underlying HIV/AIDS. Surgical drainage or  
debridement may also be required for soft tissue or visceral foci of infections.  
Iguana as a source of Salmonella infection has been reported and our patient being immunocompromised (on steroids and rituximab for 
MPGN) is a risk factor for it. Reptiles and amphibians account for roughly 6% of all salmonella infections in adults and 12% in children <5 
years according to the recent studies. Studies have reported that young infants and the immunocompromised  carry the highest burden 
amongst all infected. 
This case emphasizes the importance of obtaining a comprehensive history including the presence of pets in the home in patients to help  
diagnose diseases related to exposure to  animals.  
ABBREVIATIONS : MPGN-Membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis , HIV-Human Immunodeficiency virus , AIDS- acquired 
Immune deficiency syndrome, S.marina-Salmonella marina , S.poona -Salmonella poona , S.arizonae-Salmonella arizonae , S.Stanley  -
Salmonella Stanley , S.java-Salmonella Java , S.typhimurium-Salmonella Typhimurium . 



 
 

 

 

                                                                    

 

 

POSTER 101  
Abstract Title: Inhibiting the Nuclear exporter XPO1 and the antiapoptotic factor BCL2 is syngeristic in XPO1 mutant and wildtype 
lymphoma 
Investigator(s): Frank Owusu-Ansah, Stanley C. Lee, PhD, Omar Abdel-Wahab, MD, Justin Taylor, MD 
Department(s): Human Oncology and Pathogenesis Program Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center 

INTRODUCTION: XPO1 is a eukaryotic protein that is the primary exporter of proteins out of the nucleus and into the cytoplasm.  
XPO1 is inhibited by the drug Selinexor. Recurrent  XPO1E571K mutations are drivers of lymphomagenesis. Bcl-2 is an antiapoptotic gene  
upregulated in lymphoma and is inhibited by the drug Venetoclax. 
 
METHODS: Five lymphoma cell lines (SU-DHL-6, SU-DHL-16, FARAGE, L428 and SUP-HD1) were subjected to Next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) to assess for the presence or absence of XPO1 mutations. These 5 cell lines were used to assess sensitivity to Selinexor 
and/or Venetoclax. The CellTiter Glo assay was used to measure ATP released from live cells to assess cell viability after 72 hours of  
treatment. Assays were performed in triplicate on 96-well plates that were read using a Spectramax plate reader. The percentage of viable  
cells at each concentration of Selinexor or  Venetoclax was calculated relative to vehicle treated cells. The cell viability percentage for each  
concentration was then entered into a synergy finder (www. synergyfinder.fimm.fi). The Bliss Independence model was used to calculate 
synergy of the Selinexor-Venetoclax combinations. 
 
RESULTS: XPO1 mutant and XPO1 wildtype cell lines are susceptible to Selinexor in vitro. XPO1 mutant cells are more sensitive to  
Venetoclax in vitro. Selinexor and Venetoclax are synergistic in  all lymphoma cell lines. XPO1 mutant leukemia and lymphoma cells are 
preferentially sensitive to  XPO1 inhibitors. XPO1 mutant  relapsed and refractory Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia patient cells respond to 
combination therapy.   
 
CONCLUSIONS: XPO1 and BCL2 are important therapeutic targets in lymphoma. The combination of Selinexor and Venetoclax is 
effective against lymphoma and have a synergistic relationship. 

POSTER 102 
Abstract Title:  Neoadjuvant chemotherapy increases patient survival in lymph-node negative  pancreatic cancer  
Investigator(s): Anthony Pang, B.S.1, Michael P.  Lee, M.S.1, Alex LaFever B.S.1, Rick J.  Jansen,  Ph.D.2, M. Cameron Hayes, B .S.1, Dennis 
A. Rowley, M/D.3,  Janet S. Winston, M.D.3, Brad  W. Kirby, B.S.4, 5  David Z.  Chang, M.D., Ph.D.6, Richard A. Hoefer, D.O.5 and Amy H.  
Tang, Ph.D.1‡ 
Department(s): Leroy T. Canoles, Jr. Research Center, Department of Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology; Department of Public  
Health (Bioinformatics); Pathology Sciences Medical Group (SNGH); Sentara Tumor Registry; Sentara Cancer Network; Virginia 
Oncology Associates  
 
INTRODUCTION  
The dismal prognosis of patients diagnosed with pancreatic  cancer points to our limited arsenal of effective anticancer therapies. Surgical 
resection followed by chemo- and radiation therapy remains the current  standard of care t herapies for pancreatic c ancer patients with 
resectable diseases. Despite aggressive and high-intensity systemic therapies, only incremental survival benefits were achieved in patients  
with surgical options. Due to the complications and major health impact of  pancreatic surgery, timely completion of adjuvant 
chemotherapy is often delayed significantly in the post-operative setting. Accumulating evidence is in support of administering neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy  (NACT) prior to surgery to  treat pancreatic c ancer. In this study, we  examined whether incorporating chemotherapy in the 
neoadjuvant setting would offer any significant survival benefits to pancreatic patients treated at Sentara Hospitals.   
 
METHODS  
191 patients with resectable pancreatic  cancer were identified from Sentara Tumor Registry and EPIC database between 2008 and 2014. All 
patients were reviewed using the hospital’s electronic medical record system, and the length of disease was calculated from the date  of  
initial diagnosis to the date of censoring or death. Death due to pancreatic cancer was confirmed by hospital death record and physician’s 
last note. Statistical correlations of patients who received surgery and chemotherapies in neoadjuvant or adjuvant settings, and surgery 
alone were examined to  predict patient survival. 
 
RESULTS  
Of the  191 pancreatic  cancer patients, 45 underwent surgical resection only, 100 received surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy, 
and 46 received NACT and surgery. The overall median survival of these patients with node positive disease and node negative disease in 
the neoadjuvant setting is 24 months and 60 months, respectively (p < 0.0088). We find that NACT  significantly increase patient survival in 
node-negative resectable pancreatic  cancer in this cohort. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
We found that it is beneficial to incorporate multi-agent chemotherapies in both neoadjuvant and adjuvant settings to treat lymph node-
positive pancreatic cancer. We  have found that pre-exempt  NACT in lymph node-negative pancreatic cancer has increased 5-year 
survival. This retrospective study supports the notion that all pancreatic cancer should be treated aggressively with NACT as systemic 
diseases with and without detectable  micro- and macro-metastases.  

http:synergyfinder.fimm.fi


 
 

 
 
 

 

 

  
 

 

POSTER 103  
Abstract Title: Dissecting the Molecular Mechanisms of a New Anti-K-RAS Strategy to Eradicate Multidrug-Resistant and Incurable 
Human Cancer in Pre-Clinical Studies 
Investigator(s): Jamie A. Parkerson, B.F.A., Robert E. Van Sciver, Ph.D. and Amy H. Tang, Ph.D. 
Department(s): EVMS Cancer Center 

Introduction 
RAS GTPases are master regulators, orchestrating pathways that influence cell proliferation and survival. Oncogenic K-RAS 

mutations are detected in 30% of human cancers, including 90% of pancreatic and 50% of colorectal cancers. Despite its well-established 
role in malignancies, oncogenic K-Ras remains undruggable. 

The Seven In Abstentia Homologue (SIAH) family of E3 Ubiquitin Ligases (SIAH1, SIAH2, and non-functional, inhibitory 
SIAH3) are gatekeepers controlling the signaling output of the K-RAS pathway. SIAH1/2 are highly conserved: Drosophila SINA is 76% 
conserved with  hSIAH1 and 68% conserved with hSIAH2.  

Our previous work indicated that SIAH2 rivals current gold-standard breast cancer prognostic biomarkers. Currently, we  seek to 
illuminate regulation of oncogenic K-RAS signaling by evaluating transcriptomes in SIAH-abundant and SIAH-deficient cancer cells. 

 
Methods 

We used human cancer cell lines: MiaPaCa2 (pancreatic), two lines of triple-negative breast cancer (MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-
468), A549 (Lung), and HeLa (cervical). All contain a Tet-On expression system that, when induced by  doxycycline (DOX), inhibits 
SIAH2. A negative control (DOX-inducible vector alone) was included  to identify SIAH2 blockade-unrelated DOX-regulated genes.  
Expression of SIAH2 inhibitor (SIAH2PD) and verification of SIAH2-abdundance (-DOX) and SIAH2-deficiency  (+DOX) was verified  
using western blot (WB) and immunofluorescence (IF) staining.  

We also examined SIAH3 expression and subcellular localization by IF staining and WB in HEK293T, MiaPaCa2 and MDA-MB-
231.  
 
Results  

WB, IF, and BCA assay analysis demonstrated robust expression of endogenous SIAH2WT in uninduced cells. In DOX+ cells, a 
remarkable  decrease in SIAH2WT occurred, with concurrent increase in nonfunctional SIAH2 (FLAG-tagged SIAH2PD).  

IF staining showed that FLAG-tagged SIAH3 and mitochondrial LetM1 have a near-perfect overlap of expression in HEK, 
MDA-MB-231, and MiaPaCa2 cells, suggesting that SIAH3 is mitochondria-specific. 
 
Discussion  

All lines of DOX-uninduced cells expressed SIAH2WT, suggesting rapid proliferation. In DOX-induced cells, SIAH-deficiency 
blocked proliferation and induced death. Future steps: Nanostring nCounter PanCancer analysis and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) to  
determine gene expression in states of SIAH2-abundance versus SIAH2-deficiency.  

We also demonstrated that unlike nuclear SIAH2, SIAH3 is a mitochondrial protein. Additional IF staining will evaluate SIAH3 
expression and localization in response to altered SIAH1/2 expression and we will explore the possibility of SIAH3 expression modulation 
to alter malignant states. 
 

POSTER 104  
Abstract Title: Improving the Care of Our Community: Using Technology to Increase Awareness of Local Resources 
Investigator(s): Phillip Pham, Dr. Brooke Hooper 
Department(s): EVMS Summer Scholar’s Program 

Introduction Based on discussions with Eastern Virginia Medical School service learning groups and local physicians, we recognized a 
need  to digitalize the community resources that have offered their help to the Norfolk area.  The biggest resource in the area is Virginia 2-1-
1, a government online resource and hotline that can provide help to the community. Our goal was to produce an updated, online resource 
for EVMS faculty, residents, and students to reference with the goal of continuous information updates and inclusion of one-time events 
that would be beneficial to the community we  serve. This project provides a first person experience of what it is like for community 
members who try to utilize the resources that physicians or others may provide.  
Methods We categorized and reviewed  all of the resources provided to patients from the Norfolk Acute Care Clinic, a Sentara clinic 
serving the uninsured, as well as the Virginia 2-1-1 program based on categories of social determinants of health (Foo d, Physical  
Environment,  Healthcare System, etc.). We then attempted to contact each resource for confirmation of their services.  
Results  We were able to identify 73 resources in Norfolk. Twenty-two of these resources (30%) could not be reached by phone, and 
another 15 resources (20%) had to be updated with new information. Based on this information, we created an up-to-date website that 
contains relevant information for physicians and patients to reference for community resources.   
Conclusions We plan to analyze knowledge and awareness of community resources for resident and attending physicians who regularly 
care for patients with social determinants of health needs at  the Sentara Acute Care Clinic as well as our EVMS service learning groups. 
Our hope is that this resource will improve physician and medical student knowledge on accurate, up-to-date resources that can  benefit 
their patients. Overall, we will continue  to update  this resource and track the effectiveness of this resource for the improvement of 
knowledge and  accuracy of local community resources that could be beneficial to our community’s overall health and well-being. 
 



 
 

 

 
 
  

 

 
 

POSTER 105  
Abstract Title: Improving IVF: Mitochondia Quantification using Absorbance Measurements 
Investigator(s): Parth Patel, MS, Frank Castora, Ph.D. 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Department of Physiological Sciences 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the average age of first-time pregnancies has continued to increase, with a pronounced rise in urban households. From  
2000 to 2014, the average age of first-time mothers rose from 24.9 to 26.3  years-old. As we  continue to see an increasing  movement in the  
first-time pregnancy age bell-curve, we find a growing population of women who are approaching the “Declining Fertility” and “End of  
Fertility” age. Much of this decline in fertility is due to decreased mitochondrial function in aged oocytes. As a result, mitochondrial 
replacement in oocytes shows promise for improving in-vitro fertilization success rates. In order to integrate mitochondrial replacement  
into the current in-vitro fertilization procedure, mitochondrial isolation, quantification, and injection must be adapted to fit  within the time  
restraints posed by the medical procedure.  
 
METHODS 
Mitochondria were isolated using a protocol established by Castora Lab: Whole blood was collected and centrifuged to collect a platelet  
rich plasma. The plasma was then centrifuged to collect platelets. Once collected, platelets were placed under hypotonic conditions and 
homogenized with a glass homogenizer to release mitochondria. Mitochondria were isolated from platelet fragments with an additional 
centrifugation  and suspended. Three aliquots were  prepared: Undiluted, “1/3,” and “1/9.” These aliquots were  used to  assess th e  
absorbance at 600 nm as a measure of mitochondrial quantity. Following absorbance measurements, the aliquots were then frozen. 
Freezing and thawing was used to lyse mitochondria and release mitochondrial DNA. 
 
Mitochondrial DNA quantity was assessed via qPCR for each aliquot using SYBR Green fluorescence. The mtDNA quantity for each 
sample was plotted against mitochondrial absorbance measurements to establish a model for determining mtDNA quantity via absorbance. 
 
RESULTS 
Two linear models were developed that relate mtDNA quantity with absorbance values. The first model uses all data points that were 
generated through mitochondrial prep followed by absorbance and qPCR measurements. The second  model removes an outlier 
mitochondrial  prep. The elevated absorbance  values of the outlier  mitochondrial prep is suspected to be caused by a modification of  
procedure which incorporated  and increased concentration of Acid Citrate Dextrose into the whole blood solution used. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Integrating new procedures into an already time-restrained IVF procedure is logistically challenging. Therefore, any reduction in time  
required for new procedures is valuable for clinical implementation. By utilizing absorbance values to quantify mitochondria, we estimate  a  
time-savings of 2.5 hours. 

POSTER 106 
Abstract Title: Cerebrovascular Injury after  Cervical Trauma  
Investigator(s): Thomas Michael Pender2, Hayden  Salts MD1, Will Vosburgh MD1, Rich Bonney MD1, John Campbell MD1, Abhimanyu 
Aggarwal MD1  
Department(s): 1 – EVMS Radiology; 2 – EVMS School of Medicine 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
The aim of this study was to determine the incidence of cerebrovascular injury after blunt cervical trauma.  
 
METHODS:  
Retrospective analysis was performed on 121 head and neck CT angiograms performed for trauma at a level 1 trauma center tertiary 
teaching hospital from September 1, 2018 to  April 30, 2019. Patient inclusion criteria included age between 16 and 91 years old; male or  
female; and both outpatients and inpatients. All exams were reported by  a fellowship trained neuroradiologist or  diagnostic radiology 
resident under supervision. 
 
RESULTS: 
Of the 121 head and neck CT angiograms performed for blunt cervical trauma during the study period, 23 exams (19% of all exams)  
showed cerebrovascular injury. Based on the Denver radiological grading scale of blunt cerebrovascular injury, there were 9 patients (39% 
of patients with cerebrovascular injury) with grade 1 pattern of injury; 2 patients (9%) with grade 2 injury; 5 patients (22%) with grade 3 
injury; 7 patients (30%) with grade 4 injury; and no patients with grade 5 injury.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
This single  center, retrospective study shows the incidence of cerebrovascular injury after blunt cervical trauma was 19% with Denver  
grade 1 injury as the most  common pattern of injury. 
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Abstract Title: Resolution of long-standing Zosteriform Grover’s after Botulinum Injections  
Investigator(s): Thomas Michael Pender1, Brianna Wilson2, Elen Blochin, MD3, Karina Parr, MD4 

Department(s):1 – Medical Student,  EVMS;  2 – Medical Assistant, Pariser  Dermatology; 3 – EVMS Dermatology; 4 – Hampton  
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Dermatology 

INTRODUCTION 
Grover’s disease, or acantholytic dermatosis, is a common pathology. Rarely, it may present  in a dermatomal distribution, and has been 
labeled Pseudoherpetic, or  Zosteriform Grover’s disease. We describe a case of Zosteriform/Pseudoherpetic Grover’s treated with a single 
session of botulinum toxin injections. 
 
METHODS 
A 40-year-old male presented on 7/27/18 with pruritic eruption distributed along the right T6-8 dermatomes which began in 2003 as two  
dime-sized patches on the right flank that were exacerbated by hot and humid conditions. These symptoms progressed and expanded into 
the dermatomal distribution described above over several years. Biopsy showed epidermal hyperplasia with  several foci of acantholysis, 
dyskeratosis, and epidermal hyperplasia consistent with Grover’s disease. Prior treatment included oral doxycycline, amoxicillin, and 
prednisone, topical ketoconazole shampoo, tenascin spray, and triamcinolone cream without sustained benefit. The patient received 42 
units of botulinum toxin injected into a 8.4x6cm area distribution overlying the lesion.  
 
RESULTS 
Three months later on follow up he reported sustained resolution of symptoms, and his examination showed mild post-inflammatory  
erythema and minimal scarring. No further treatments were  required after initial therapy.   
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Our patient’s histopathological diagnosis of  Zosteriform acantholytic dermatosis/Grover’s disease has only 9 reported cases as of 2019. 
This is the  first reported use of botulinum toxin injections as a treatment for a persistent Zosteriform Grover’s disease. This suggests that  
the specific mechanism of his rare form of acantholytic  dermatosis may be correlated to perspiration and heat systemically versus focally.  
This provides us with the other possible utilities of botulinum toxin in the treatment of dermatopathology. 

POSTER 108  
Abstract Title: Evaluation of Protective Factors associated with Sudden Infant Death Syndrome in Low-Resources Communities of Belize 
Investigator(s): Lucy Platt, M2, Evan Straub, M2, Jacob Hughes, M2, Andrea Coc, Milagro Garel, Teresita Sanchez, Rachel Glad, MD, 
Christopher Price, MD, Vipin Philip, MD, Rupa Kapoor, MD, Turaj Vazifedan, MS, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH 
Department(s): Pediatrics 

Introduction: Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) and Sudden Unexplained Infant  Death (SUID), principle causes of infant mortality 
worldwide, have not been formally investigated in Belize, where infant mortality is approximately 2 times  higher than in the United States.1  
 
Methods: A 47-question survey evaluating SIDS/SUID risk factors and preventive behaviors was orally administered in English or Spanish  
to caregivers of infants from 0-12 months of age in clinics and homes in the 6 districts of Belize. The survey investigates protective factors  
for SIDS including breastfeeding, pacifier use, supine sleep position, and absence of suffocation risks in the infant’s sleep space.  
 
Results: 513 infant caregivers were surveyed over 10 weeks in 2019. The rate of breastfeeding at any point since the birth  of the infant was 
96.67%. The percent of infants currently breastfeeding at the time of the survey was 88.8%.  The rate of pacifier use among infants was 
9.4%.  With respect to other SIDS protective factors, 98.4% of surveyed  caretakers report that the infant’s mother received  regular prenatal  
care, and 50.1% of caretakers put the infant to sleep in the supine position.  Only 2.7% of caretakers keep the infant’s sleep area clear  of 
potential suffocation risks; 62.6% of caretakers have 3-5 objects in the infant’s sleep area and 19.9% have more than 5 objects in the 
infant’s sleep area.  
 
There is a significant association between prevalence of current breastfeeding and the region in which the infant lives (p<0.001); more 
infants currently breastfeed  in the rural,  most indigenous (Mayan) southern district of Toledo, while the fewest infants currently breastfeed  
in the most densely populated Belize District. Supine infant sleep position was also most common in the Toledo district, while pacifier use 
was most common in the Stann Creek District.  
 
Conclusions: The most prevalent SIDS protective factor in surveyed infant caretakers is regular prenatal care, with 98.4% of mothers 
receiving care. These results indicate an opportunity for educational interventions with caretakers regarding modifiable  SIDS risk factors at 
the time of prenatal care  encounters. Investigation to further  characterize regional differences in infant care/sleep practices in Belize may 
inform and leverage the impact of future educational interventions. 
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Abstract Title: TRIM72 Serves a Protective Antioxidant Role for Injured Alveolar Epithelial Cells 
Investigator(s): Ian Pepper, Dr. Xiaofei Cong, Dr. Nagaraja Nagre, Andrew Pearson, Dr. Xiaoli Zhao 
Department(s): Physiological Sciences 

Introduction: Our lab has characterized the tripartite  motif 72 (TRIM72) protein expressed in murine and  human alveolar epithelial cells 
(AEC) whose genetic ablation impairs repair responses to a bleomycin model of pulmonary fibrosis. Recently, a study of hepatocytes found  
that TRIM72 is essential for the proper modulation of mitochondrial function and redox homeostasis after  a membrane-damaging  
ischemia-reperfusion injury. Given the essential role of type II  alveolar epithelial cells (ATII) in IPF, our objective was to investigate 
whether TRIM72 has a similar role in response to injury of ATII cells. 
 
Methods: We utilized a Nanostring multiplex assay and proteomics of lungs from bleomycin-treated mice from all three TRIM72 genetic 
backgrounds (wild-type [WT], overexpression [OE], knockout [KO]). Western blotting assessed dynamic protein expression following 
bleomycin (50 ug/mL) in rat lung epithelial (RLE) cell line with lentivirally-mediated TRIM72 overexpression (T72OE) or a control RLE 
line transfected with an empty lentivirus (WT). Seahorse ATP Rate  Assay was utilized to determine glycolysis (extracellular acidification 
rate; ECAR) and mitochondrial respiration (oxygen consumption rate; OCR) in these cells. For the quantification of oxidative stress and 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) following bleomycin and stretching injury, CellROX dye was administered to  both untransfected and  
T72OE RLE cells post-injury and was measured via flow cytometry.  
 
Results: Nanostring revealed that Nrf2, a transcription factor that promotes antioxidant response genes, was highly upregulated after 
bleomycin in OE lungs but downregulated in KO lungs compared  to WT.  Nrf2 protein was increased in T72OE RLE  cells compared  to 
WT RLE cells. Corresponding changes in the expression of the pro-oxidant enzyme Nox4 were also observed, as T72OE cells had lower  
levels following a long-term bleomycin treatment. Proteomics revealed several  mitochondrial proteins with altered expression in genetic 
models of TRIM72 modulation. T72OE neutralized metabolic reprogramming caused by bleomycin in WT RLE cells. Flow cytometry  
demonstrated lower levels of  post-stretch ROS in T72OE cells compared to the untransfected RLE cells.  
 
Conclusions:  TRIM72 promotes antioxidant defenses within AECs in response to both bleomycin and stretching injury. Further studies 
will determine the exact mechanisms behind this effect as well as therapeutic implications. 
 

Abstract Title: Effect of Twist1 Levels on Extracellular Vesicle Uptake and Proliferation by Metastatic Prostate Cancer Cells 
POSTER 110  

Investigator(s): Jonee Lillard1, Alexa Tracy2, Katya Vinokuroff3, and Anca Dobrian4 

Department(s): 1Department  of Science, Technology and Mathematics, Regent University; 2Department of Biochemistry,  Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University;  3Department of Biological Sciences, Old Dominion University; 4Department of Physiological 
Sciences, Eastern Virginia Medical School  

INTRODUCTION Extracellular vesicles (EVs) secreted  by cancer cells can profoundly alter the gene  expression, metabolism, and 
behavior of target cells, including establishing metastatic niches. The transcription factor Twist1 has been linked to epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition in cancer cells. 
METHODS  Extracellular vesicles were collected by serial centrifugation from the conditioned media of three PC3-ML  cell lines: wildtype  
(WT), Twist-overexpressing (OE), and heterozygous Twist knockdown (DT). EVs were labeled with DiO and EV concentrations and size 
distributions were assessed via Nanosight. Uptake assays (n=5) were performed by incubating labeled EVs with PC3-MLs from each  cell 
line. Proliferation (n=3) was measured by  incubating EVs and BrdU with PC3-MLs from each cell line overnight, permeabilizing the cells 
and applying a fluorescent anti-BrdU antibody. Both assays were imaged using fluorescent microscopy.  
RESULTS Uptake of labeled EVs was observed in all three cell lines but was not uniformly distributed and varied considerably between 
assays. No statistically significant Twist-dependent trends were found in the aggregated  assay data or  consistently across all assays. 
Proliferation was strongly inhibited in OE cells while DT and WT cell proliferation levels were similar. WT and DT EVs  also enhanced cell 
proliferation above controls while OE EVs resulted in levels more comparable to control. 
CONCLUSIONS PC3-ML EV uptake ratios in this study were similar, overall, to uptake ratios of adipose tissue EVs (ATEVs) in 
previous studies but varied widely between assays. High variability was also seen between the proliferation assays. Higher Twist levels in 
cells correlated with lower  proliferation, supporting the hypothesis that Twist helps induce a metastatic phenotype in prostate cancer  cells.  
Twist levels in cells correlated much  more strongly with proliferation than did levels in EV source cells. Future work will examine possible 
correlations between EV uptake and cell proliferation and assess the miRNA content of each EV type. 
 
  



   

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

  

  
 

 
 

  
 

   
 

    
 

   
  

 
 

  
  

POSTER 111  
Abstract Title: Effectiveness of Onabotulinumtoxin A (BOTOX®) In Pediatric Patients Experiencing Migraines: An Assessment on 
Concomitant Medications 
Investigator(s): Jason Pham, BS, Michael-David Calderon, BS, Shalini S. Shah, MD 
Department(s): UCI Health Department of Anesthesiology & Perioperative Care / Pain Medicine 

INTRODUCTION: The debilitating pain associated with migraines can have a destabilizing impact on a child’s school performance and 
social interactions. Evidence on an existing treatment meant for adults is clear: OnabotulinumtoxinA (OBTA), an inhibitor of pain 
neurotransmitters approved by the FDA in 2010, is a prophylactic therapy administered to patients that endure >15 headache days per 
month with episodes lasting >4 hours per day. However, few treatment options are available to children diagnosed with chronic migraine 
in addition to the associated outcomes following administration. For the purposes of this abstract, we investigated whether pediatric 
patients – enrolled in a clinical trial for migraine treatment — reported a significant change in reported concomitant medications from 
baseline after treatment with OBTA. 
METHODS: In total, 17 patients presented for a screening visit with the Principal Investigator (PI) for eligibility to enroll in the study 
(HS#2016-3108). One subject was excluded due to not meeting inclusion/exclusion criteria (15 days of reported headache with 4 distinct 
episode lasting at least four hours) and another was unable to meet the study requirements. The robust study design — randomized, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled (24 weeks), AB | BA crossover followed by an open-label period (24 weeks) — allowed for a baseline 
(four week) period followed by the scheduled treatment once every 12-weeks (maximum of four treatments). Study endpoints e.g. 
concomitant medications were collected from the medical chart every six weeks. 
RESULTS: When indexing pediatric migraineurs based on those who responded positively to OBTA treatment (as opposed to reporting 
no significant improvement), we found a statistically significant decrease in headache medication use when compared to their baseline 
screening visit. However, there was no statistically significance difference in reported concomitant medication use between subjects that 
received OBTA or placebo during all follow-up visits (Table 1). Additionally, there was no difference between the two groups during 
follow-up visits in the double-blinded phase of the study. 

Table 1: A summary of the total number of reported concomitant medication taken during follow-up visits. 

CONCLUSION: While OBTA is commonly used to treat adult patients suffering from chronic migraines, children are left with limited 
options approved by the FDA to manage their pain. On first impression, we found that there was no significant difference in concomitant 
medications used for migraines in subjects that received OBTA versus placebo. However, when looking specifically at patients responsive to 
OBTA, we found that there was a significant decrease in the number of headache medications taken during the blinded portion of the trial. 
Some study limitations include: the placebo effect, recall bias at follow-up visits, poor compliance, underlying diagnosis at screening, small 
sample size, and not controlling for subjects that sought additional care from other Specialists. This study provides evidence that pediatric 
patient responsive to OBTA therapy can expect a significant decrease in headache medications, with a trending decrease in the total 
amount of concomitant medications for migraines. 
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selection is applied. 

Abstract Title: When is enough enough? A comparison of options for hemodialysis patients with central venous obstruction refractory to 
balloon angioplasty: Stenting vs. HeRO 
Investigator(s): Daisy Proksch, BS, Limael E. Rodriguez, MD, Maggie Lin, MD, Animesh Rathore, MBBS, Samuel N. Steerman, MD, 
Jean M. Panneton, MD 
Department(s): Division of Vascular Surgery, Eastern Virginia Medical School 

INTRODUCTION: Central venous occlusive disease is a common cause of upper extremity, arteriovenous (AV) access failure in 
hemodialysis patients. When refractory to balloon angioplasty, treatment options include central venous stenting and the Hemodialysis 
Reliable Outflow (HeRO) graft. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the outcomes of these options.  
METHODS: A retrospective review was performed of patients who underwent central venous stenting or HeRO placement for central 
venous obstruction between December 2008 and March 2018. Primary outcomes were re-intervention rates, patency, and mortality. 
RESULTS: Seventy-five hemodialysis patients were identified after failed balloon angioplasty for central venous obstruction. Forty-four 
patients underwent central venous stenting comprising coverage of the subclavian vein (27), innominate vein (18), or superior vena cava 
(5). Six stent patients later underwent HeRO placement. The utilized stents were 65% stent grafts (Viabahn (9), Fluency/Flair (19), iCast 
(2), and other (1)) and 35% bare metal stents (Wall-stent (6), Protégé (1), Cobalt (1), or other (9)). Thirty-seven HeROs were placed. The 
venous outflow component insertion sites were internal jugular (22), external jugular (2), subclavian (6), axillary (4), or other (2). Four 
patients underwent revision of a pre-existing AV access by attachment of the venous outflow component. The groups were similar in 
previous central venous intervention rates; 2.1 versus 2.3 per year (p = 0.773). After the index procedure, there was no difference between 
groups for frequency of dialysis circuit interventions per year (4.2 vs. 3.1; p = 0.223) nor central venous interventions (i.e. angioplasties of 
the central veins or within the portion of the HeRO inside central veins) per year (1.4 vs. 2.2; p = 0.263). One-year circuit primary patency 
was 27.3% for HeRO and 13.2% for stenting (p = 0.136). Two-year circuit secondary patency was 53.8% for HeRO and 44.4% for stenting 
(p = 0.494). All-cause mortality was similar at 2 years (14.3% vs. 7.4%; p = 0.49). 
CONCLUSIONS: Central venous stenting and HeRO were shown to have similar rates of re-intervention and patency. This pilot study 
with small patient groups suggests treatment options for this problematic disease process may yield similar results when careful patient 

POSTER 113 
Abstract Title: Is it worth it? Distal Revascularization and Interval Ligation for management of Dialysis Access Steal Syndrome 
Investigator(s): Ramchandani J MS, Bhat K BS, Steerman S MD, Dexter D MD, Panneton J MD. 
Department(s): Sentara Vascular Specialists, EVMS Department of Surgery 

INTRODUCTION 
Treatment options for dialysis access st eal syndrome (DASS) include distal revascularization interval ligation (DRIL), proximalization of 
arterial inflow (PAI), access banding, and access ligation. In patients who undergo DRIL, resolution of DASS and outcomes of access 
circuit, bypass and surgical sites have not been thoroughly investigated.  
 
METHODS 
Retrospective analysis was performed on adults diagnosed with DASS who underwent DRIL procedures between January 1, 2009 and May 
11, 2017. Patients <18 years and/or those with DASS involving lower extremity accesses or HeRO grafts were excluded. Data was 
obtained using electronic medical records and analyzed using SPSS software. Data was collected on surgical  site complications, changes in 
digital brachial index (DBI) and steal classification. Analysis was performed to examine clinical symptom resolution, brachial-brachial  
bypass patency, and access patency. DRIL failure was defined as reintervention for DASS within 60 days whereas recurrence of steal was 
defined as reintervention beyond 60 days.  
 
RESULTS 
89 DRIL procedures were performed for correction of DASS. Population included 59.6% female (n=53) and 76.4% diabetic (n=68). 
Symptom resolution was: 69.7% (n=62) complete, 25.8% (n=23) partial, 4.5% (n=4) no improvement. Following DRIL, mean DBI 
improved from 0.433 to 0.670 (p=0.002). Mean steal classification improved from 3.04 to 0.64 (p<0.001). 3 patients required re-
intervention for persistent steal. Recurrent steal was identified  and treated in 2 patients. Bypass patency at 6  months post-DRIL was 93.3%  
(n=83) primary, 97.8% (n=87) primary-assisted, and 100% (n=89) secondary. Access patency at 6 months post DRIL was 78.7% (n=70)  
primary, 91% (n=81) primary-assisted, and 94.4% (n=84) secondary. 21 patients (23.5%) had 24 cases of surgical wound breakdown. 23 of 
24 infections resolved within 60 days post-op. 35 cases (41.6%) had wound, access, and/or bypass complications within 6 months post-op. 
27 (30.3%) of these underwent surgical  intervention within 6 months post-DRIL. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
DRIL is highly effective in relieving symptoms of DASS and improving hand  perfusion while achieving excellent rates of short-term access 
and  DRIL bypass patency. However, nearly  40% of patients had access, bypass, and/or would complications in the first 6  months 
following DRIL. The risks and benefits need to be  considered when offering DRIL as the treatment for steal.  



 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

POSTER 114  
Abstract Title: Effect of Parental Characteristics on Specialty Therapy Service Utilization Among Children 
Investigator(s): Mikayla Prott & Nicole Holt, DrPH, MPH 
Department(s): Master of Public Health 

Introduction: 
In spite of public and private programs to improve social determinants of health and health equality within at-risk populations, evidence  
continues to demonstrate the depth of this public health concern.  The purpose of this study is to identify how parental characteristics  
impact specialty therapy service utilization among children between the ages of 9-17 from 2016 National Survey of Children’s Health. 
 
Methods: 
We used data from 28,666 parents and identified characteristics that negatively impacted the utilization of specialty therapy services for the 
child.  
 
Results:  
Over 45% of one parent in the household held an associate degree or lower,  22% are not white, and 5.8% of the household’s primary  
language is not English. Of children not identified as having special healthcare needs, 5% still needed specialty services (i.e. physical,  
occupational and speech therapy); however, nearly half of needed services were not received.  Chi-square analysis identified lack of health 
insurance coverage (p=<0.001), difficulty coordinating care (p=<0.001), unavailable transportation (p=<0.001), and costs (p=<0.001) 
impacting the utilization of these services. 
 
Conclusions:  
Multivariate logistic regression will be performed to create a statistical model to identify the most influential parental characteristics.   Long-
lasting consequences will arise if child is not receiving early intervention specialty services such as educational and employment 
disadvantages.  These consequences suggest that low socioeconomic status and poor health outcomes will occur within the child’s lifetime.  
Outcomes of the analysis suggest public health concerns should be focused on what parental characteristics directly impact specialty 
therapy services among children and what intervention services would promote the uptake of services. 

POSTER 115 
Abstract Title: Assessment of Primary Graft Dysfunction Following Preservation with Sherpa Pak devices 
Investigator(s): Colin Reinhart*, Sara Manning*, Matthew Saunders, Ryan Cooke, Patricia Bourassa, Margaret Sullivan, Dr. Jonathan 
Philpott, MD 
Department(s): Cardiothoracic Surgery at Sentara Heart Hospital 

INTRODUCTION 
Approximately 70% of donor hearts  are discarded due to procurement time exceeding the maximum ischemic time and adverse donor 
characteristics. Expanding transplant range and more stable temperature management increases the ability to provide viable organs to 
transplant  recipients. When grafts are improperly preserved,  damage  manifests in the form of Primary Graft Dysfunction (PGD). Patients  
with severe PGD after heart transplantation have high mortality rates frequently, and typically require ECMO in an attempt to support the 
graft to give it time to possibly recover.  The need for a more scientific organ transportation system necessitates the further  inquiry into the 
effectiveness of the Sherpa Pak as an organ preservation apparatus.  
 
METHODS 
This retrospective project assessed the performance of the Sherpa Pak in the attenuation rate of PGD, severity of PGD, chest closure 
status, and ECMO for transplant patients in the Sentara Health Hospital from 1/1/15 - 7/11/2019. Additional data collection included  
inotropes and hemodynamics within the post-operative state. The data was analyzed with descriptive statistics via Microsoft Excel.  
 
RESULTS 
A total of 65 patients were treated with open heart transplants (OHT), 28 in 2017, 17 in 2018 (pre-Sherpa), and 20 in 2018 and 2019 (post-
Sherpa). In 2017-18 prior to Sherpa implementation, there were 13 total causes of PGD (1 mild, 5 moderate, and 7 severe). In 2018-19 post 
Sherpa implementation, there  were 3 total cases of PGD (2 moderate and 1 severe). In 2018 pre-Sherpa, 41% of cases were left open vs. 
closed chest. While in 2018-19 post-Sherpa, 35% of cases were left open vs. closed chest. Approximately 16%, 7 of 45 patients, were  
supported with ECMO prior to Sherpa while only 5%, 1 of 20 patients, needed ECMO support after Sherpa. The ionotropic score (peak 
dose used during the fits 24 hours), was an average of 19.02 pre-Sherpa and 19.59 post-Sherpa implementation. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
The Sherpa Pak organ preservation apparatus is  an effective system that decreased the rate of PGD in OHT procedures from 2017-2019 
by 14%. This system should be incorporated as protocol for organ transplant  transportation due to the beneficial outcomes reviewed 
within the patients of this study.  
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Abstract Title: Utility of In Vivo Corneal Confocal Microscopy for Detection of Neuropathy in Subjects with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 
Investigator(s): Dorothy Requina MS2, Carolina Casellini MD, Henri K. Parson PhD, Lindsey Purcell MS4, Brittany Binion MS, Joshua F 
Edwards MPH, Jessica Weaver PhD, Michael Bailey MPH, Caroline Liu MD, Aaron I Vinik MD PhD 
Department(s): Strelitz Diabetes Center for Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders, Department of Medicine 

INTRODUCTION: Currently, objective methods for the detection of nerve fiber damage  in patients with diabetes are not universally 
reproducible, technically difficult and time consuming. In vivo Corneal Confocal Microscopy (IVCCM) is a non-invasive structural measure 
of small fiber neuropathy (SFN) with strong diagnostic validity in detecting Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy (DPN) in patients with Type 2 
Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) with good sensitivity and specificity The aim of this study is to determine the diagnostic utility of  IVCCM in 
detecting DPN in comparison to functional measures of SFN. 
 
METHODS: Subjects with T2DM with and without DPN underwent bilateral IVCCM examination of the corneal sub-basal nerve plexus. 
Corneal nerve fiber density (CNFD), branch density (CNBD), and fiber length (CNFL) were assessed. Functional measures included 
Sudoscan for evaluation of sudomotor function by electrochemical skin conductance (ESC) of hands and feet, and quantitative sensory 
testing (QST)  for warm  and cold detection thresholds. Presence  of  DPN was determined by the T oronto Consensus Guidelines and nerve 
conduction studies were performed for all subjects. We constructed receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves to evaluate  the efficiency  
of IVCCM and other measure of small fiber function in detecting DPN. 
 
RESULTS: We included 87 T2DM subjects (67 T2DM-DPN, 20 T2DM-nonDPN). Demographic characteristics were similar between 
groups except for age and duration of diabetes. IVCCM quantifications were assessed by 2 independent observers with ICC of 0.86. CNFL  
was significantly lower in T2DM-DPN versus T2DM-nonDPN (14.27+-0.72 vs. 19.42+-1.46, p=0.003). Similar results were seen for feet  
ESC (55.96+-2.39 vs. 64.32+-3.21, p=0.029). CNFL area under ROC curve (AUC) was 0.72 (sensitivity of 61% and specificity of 80%).  
Feet ESC had AUC of 0.74 (sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 78%). Similar results were detected for  QSTs. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: This study shows that IVCCM, a structural measure of SFN, has moderate  sensitivity and good  specificity in detecting 
DPN. T hese  results were c omparable to  functional measures of SFN, despite the fact that DPN was defined using predominantly large 
fiber dysfunction measures. Further studies are needed  to assess the effectiveness of combining structural and functional measures of both 
small and large fiber function to improve diagnostic ability of detecting DPN. 
 

POSTER 117 
Title: Sun protection behaviors among active members of the United States Lifesaving Association (USLA) 
Investigators: Soquel Rey, Clint Enos, Jayne Slocum, Lauren Green, Edward Prodanovic  
Department: EVMS Dermatology  

INTRODUCTION 
The USLA is a nationwide non-profit organization comprised of beach lifeguards who, by nature of their profession, are exposed daily to 
UV radiation. There are no previous studies examining beach lifeguards and sun exposure habits. We hope that this study will provide 
important information to dermatologists and primary care physicians regarding the lifeguard community and their occupational risks. 
METHODS 
In this cross-sectional survey study, anonymous data was collected during the summer of 2018 at the National Lifeguard Championships 
hosted by the United States Lifesaving Association (USLA) in Virginia Beach, VA. All USLA participating lifeguards 18 years and older 
were invited to complete a 19-item survey. Sun protective behaviors including wearing a hat, sunglasses, protective clothing, using 
sunscreen, and seeking shade were scored. A composite score, ranging 0-10, was created using responses related to sun protective 
behaviors. Simple linear regression models were fit to assess the relationship between lifeguard lifestyle predictors on the sun-behavior 
composite score. Significant lifeguard lifestyle predictors were entered into a multiple linear regression model to assess their overall group 
effect on the composite score.  
RESULTS 
A total of 215 registered USLA lifeguards completed the survey study. The study population was 64.2% male and 35.8% female with an 
average age of participants of 34.2 years. The most commonly used sun protective behavior was sunglasses (85%), followed by sunscreen 
(65%), hat (46.7%), shade seeking (38.6%), and protective clothing (34.0%). The overall average composite score was 7.5 ± 1.9 with the 
Southern Region corresponding to highest average composite score (7.61). In the multiple linear regression model, gender (p=0.0012), 
desiring a tan ‘yes’ and ‘neutral’ (p=0.0008), and increased summer daytime hours (p=0.049) remained significant negative impactors of 
composite scores. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Because of their occupational sun exposure, USLA beach lifeguards are at an increased risk of UV radiation associated dermatologic skin 
damage. As such, this is an important population that would benefit from skin- protective education and dermatologic evaluation. Follow-
up and intervention with the USLA could potentially improve the sun protective choices made by beach lifeguards and potentially decrease 
the risk for skin cancer. 

http:64.32+-3.21
http:55.96+-2.39
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Abstract Title: Listening to Voices from the Community: Exploring Factors Contributing to Infant Sleep Position in Belize 
Investigator(s): Evan Straub, M2, Jacob Hughes, M2, Lucy Platt, M2, Rachel Glad, MD, Christopher Price, MD, Andrea Coc, Milagro 
Garel, Teresita Sanchez, Vipin Philip, MD, Rupa Kapoor, MD, Turaj Vazifedan, MS, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School; World Pediatric Project, Belize 

Introduction: It is known that in high-resource settings, infants that are placed on their backs to sleep have a lower risk of Sudden Infant  
Death Syndrome (SIDS)1. However, in Belize, where 41% of people live in poverty2  and the infant mortality rate is 14 deaths per 1000 live 
births3, it is necessary to better  understand the  common sleep practices that may  contribute to infant  death. The aim of this study was to  
determine factors affecting the most common positions in which babies are laid to sleep in Belize.  
 
Methods: A 47-question survey was designed t o evaluate  the  prevalence of SIDS risk factors and preventative techniques in Belize.  
Surveys were  administered orally,  in English or Spanish, to caregivers of infants 12 months or younger. The surveys were c onducted in 
homes, clinics, and hospitals throughout the six districts of Belize.  
 
Results: 513 caregivers of infants were surveyed from February to July 2019. 29% of respondents reported laying their baby exclusively on 
the side, compared to 32% reporting exclusively placing the infant on the back to sleep. 24% of caregivers place their infant in multiple 
positions. Of the respondents that reported safety concerns influencing choice of infant sleep position, it was significantly more likely that 
those caregivers placed the baby on the side to sleep (p<0.001). It was less likely for a caregiver to place the infant on the back because of  
safety concerns. Finally, caregivers who received advice regarding infant sleep practices were less likely to lay the baby on the back 
(p=.005). 
 
Conclusion: Infants are commonly placed on the side or back to sleep among study participants in Belize. Although there is a higher rate 
of exclusive sleeping on the back, there was not a single factor that was found to play a role in this practice. However, safety concerns wer e  
a major factor  contributing to caregivers  placing the infant on its side. Since outside advice made caregivers less likely to place a baby on  
his/her back and had no influence on placing a baby in other positions, it can  be concluded that further research should be done to  
understand caregivers’ specific beliefs regarding infant safe  sleep.    

POSTER 119 
Abstract Title: Finding Your Mission Against the Mayhem: Purposeful Career Development 
Investigator(s): Tamanna Sahni, Heather Newton, EDD, Rupa Kapoor, MD 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters 

INTRODUCTION 
Burnout rates are increasing as  residents experience increased  work stressors,  including high emotional exhaustion and low sense of 
personal accomplishment. Having a mission or  purpose is associated with decreased burnout and various programs attempt to address 
these topics. However, residents still feel unprepared as they quickly move through their training. 
 
METHODS 
We performed  a needs assessment to better  understand resident needs in purposeful  career development.  The  assessment included  a 
literature review of career  development  curricula in residency programs, review of career development books for meaningful attributes that 
may pertain to  medicine,  and focus g roups c onducted with pediatric PGY 2, 3 and Chief Residents.  
 
RESULTS  
Thematic analysis of focus groups revealed the following insights regarding resident career choices:  
 

1.  Residents identify education, relationships with patients, and variety as their main reasons for entering pediatrics; as they  look past 
residency, career choices are largely based on lifestyle, hospital setting, acuity and procedural skills. 

2.  Residents describe  “work-life balance” as a “buzzword” and do not identify  with the concept of work-life integration, feeling that 
they struggle to achieve either. Guilt is a common sentiment  amongst residents related to managing their time and evaluating what 
they  seek from their ca reer.   

3.  Residents identify mentorship, QI, and research challenging components of their training due to a lack of both knowledge and 
comfort with the processes.  

4.  While many residents have general five-years plan in mind, the vast majority do not have specific or written goals or pathways.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on our needs assessment, we plan to develop a career development workshop within a longitudinal career development series that 
will help residents understand their personal values, work life integration, and goal setting. The initial workshop will address aligning 
mission statements with career aspirations. To make  content more accessible to participants, a workbook will be developed that can be self-
guided or an adjunct to the workshop and content will be placed online. The goal is to decrease burnout in trainees by providing career 
development guidance during residency.  
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Abstract Title:  Student and Faculty Perception of Faculty Stressors During a Curriculum Reform 
Investigator(s): Jaspreet Shergill, Daniel Malek, April Rutherford, Senthil Rajasekaran, Dat Pham 
Department(s): Physiological Sciences 

INTRODUCTION 
Changes in curriculum require faculty to shift from their areas of expertise to gain new knowledge, processes, and skills while managing 
their increased workload. Prior studies suggest that curriculum change as a whole are an indicator for stress and burnout.  Because of these 
potential faculty stressors, we  seek to assess student and faculty perceptions contributing to faculty wellness during a major curriculum 
reform. There are no studies that looked  at the role of students in enhancing faculty wellness. This project was conducted to explore  
student and faculty perceptions about stressors that faculty encounter during  new curriculum.  
 
METHODS 
Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS) participants were asked to complete a survey (56 faculty members and 290 students from the MD  
Class of 2020-2021) that had both likert scale and open-ended items to assess various aspects of faculty wellbeing at the start of a newly 
revised curriculum.  
 
RESULTS  
44/56 (78%) total faculty members and 231/290 (80%) of students responded to the survey. 56.8% of responding faculty had taught a 
minimum of 5  years at the institution and 93% had participated in the development or taught in the new Care Forward Curriculum.   
 
A statistically significant number of faculty were able to cope with the  demands of  curriculum reform however, reported t heir jobs had 
become more  stressful. While faculty were  able to cope with the demands of  their jobs this  was associated with an increased desire to either 
quit their jobs/change positions. There is an  association between faculty feeling appreciated  by their students and students remain neutral 
in their opinion whether faculty are appreciated by students.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This project provided insight into the factors contributing to faculty  wellbeing  during a curriculum change  to reduce faculty burnout. In  
addition, this project analyzed the role of students in fostering faculty wellbeing. The positive findings that faculty feel increased stress and 
desire to quit their jobs and change positions supports a clear need to improve faculty wellbeing. While the fact faculty feel appreciated by 
their  students’ highlights the importance of designing interventions to improve faculty wellbeing outside of  solely appreciation.  

POSTER 121 
Abstract Title: Assessment, Prevention and Treatment of Pressure Ulcers: A Case-Inspired Literature Review 
Investigator(s): Jennifer Smith, Megan Cunningham, Stephen Johnston, Christian Sanchez 
Department(s): MD Class of 2022, School of Medicine 

INTRODUCTION: 
Approximately 2.5 million patients develop pressure-related injuries in the United States (U.S.) every year, costing its healthcare system 11 
billion dollars annually. Because individuals over 65 years of age comprise both the U.S.’s fastest growing population and are statistically 
most susceptible to these injuries, the U.S. healthcare system is experiencing increased incidence and cost of pressure ulcers. Inspired by an  
anatomical donor from  this population, the aim of this study was to provide medical students with an overview of the causes, progression, 
prevention, and treatment of pressure  ulcers.  
 
METHODS: 
A literature review was conducted to relate the donor’s clinical  presentation to  the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of pressure ulcers. 
Student researchers searched  the PubMed and UpToDate databases for peer-reviewed publications, using the keyword “Pressure Ulcer.”  
Abstracts meeting initial criteria were screened to ensure each article covered content relevant to the study.  Links to supplemental material 
were obtained and converted into QR codes. An image of a sacral pressure ulcer was obtained from the donor to illustrate pressure ulcer  
staging.  
 
RESULTS: 
According to existing literature, pressure ulcers are caused by prolonged mechanical dermal capillary occlusion with sequelae of hypoxia, 
intracellular acidosis, and ultimately  cutaneous ischemia and necrosis. Pressure ulcers  are staged clinically according to appearance and 
tissue involvement. Numerous evidence-based  treatment options emphasize removal of necrotic tissue while promoting proliferation of 
granulation tissue. In particular, wound dressings create a sterile, moist environment to inhibit bacterial growth and foster regrowth of 
healthy tissue. Although experimental treatments exist in animal models, they lack extensive studies in humans. Per UpToDate, risk 
assessment and pressure redistribution are the most appropriate methods of pressure ulcer risk reduction.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: 
Based on literature findings, the donor was determined to have a Stage II sacral pressure ulcer. Health professionals are encouraged to  
tailor wound care to individual  involvement and risk of infection, and identify risks for pressure ulcers in their patents, including limited 
mobility. Care facilities are encouraged to provide beds with  optimal static positioning and ensure timely patient repositioning, in order to  
reduce incidence of pressure ulcers and improve patient quality of life.  
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Abstract Title:  Adenotonsillectomy Versus Bed Alarm for Pediatric Nocturnal Enuresis 
Investigator(s): Aaron Snow, Cristina Baldassari MD, Robert Liebman MD, Jyoti Upadhyay MD. 
Department(s): Otolaryngology 
Introduction 
Primary nocturnal enuresis (NE), or bedwetting, is extremely common and about 15% of children aged 5 have incomplete urinary 
continence.1  The pathophysiology of NE is multifactorial and existing treatment options require chronic medication or bed alarm. This 
study aims to examine the relationship between NE and sleep disordered breathing (SDB) and research the therapeutic role of 
adenotonsillectomy (T&A) for patients with NE. T&A has been shown  to improve NE symptoms in patients with concomitant NE and 
SDB, however no prospective study has been performed.2 

 
Methods 
Children with  NE  and concomitant SDB  are enrolled in concordance with the IRB approved protocol. Subjects completed validated 
disease-specific quality of life surveys (OSA-18, PSQ, PinQ) relating to NE  and SDB symptomology. Subjects are randomized to one of 
two study arms; bedwetting alarm or  T&A. A nighttime bedwetting journal, a custom tool designed to quantify the amount  of bedwetting  
events, was also administered. A follow-up visit is scheduled for each subject, either four months from commencement of  bed alarm  
treatment or four months from  date of surgery for the alarm arm and T&A  arm respectively. Quality of life surveys are re-administered, 
and the nighttime journal is collected. Subjects may also cross-over into the other arm if they  determine that symptomatic relief from NE  
was not achieved. Additional follow-up visit is  scheduled at seven months and if symptoms persist, urologic evaluation is offered. 
 
Results  
Currently, there are four subjects in the alarm group and two in the surgery group. One subject in the T&A arm has returned to  the four-
month follow-up visit. The subject demonstrated significant improvement in quality of life survey scores and the nighttime journal showed 
a significant decrease in bedwetting events.   
 
Discussion  
T&A may be a viable option for children with concomitant NE and SDB, especially in children who are resistant to behavioral therapy. 
Conclusions regarding the utility of T&A in NE are limited due to the low number of patients who have  currently completed the study, 
however the potential impact of T&A on quality of life and symptomatic relief may warrant the incorporation of surgery into the treatment  
algorithm  of NE.  

Abstract Title: Well Water Screening in Suffolk, VA, for Contaminants Affecting Human Health  
Investigator(s): Muhammad  Shaheer Sherani, Francis Pham, Kei-Lwun Yee, Asha Gabaldon, Michael Shaver, Matthew Velarde  
Department(s): School of Medicine, School  of Health Professions 

POSTER 123  

INTRODUCTION 
 The Clean Water Act of 1972 has established safety requirements for surface water by  regulating pollution discharges and water  
treatment plants, but many contaminants can still seep into groundwater from sources such as septic tanks, septic drain fields, urban 
runoff, fertilizers, pesticides, and underground fuel tanks. Well water, which is not subjected to normal regulations, is especially at risk of 
contamination.  Prevalence of bacterial contamination has also been  shown to be greater in private wells as compared to public wells [1].  
Private well water in Suffolk, Virginia, may be  particularly susceptible due to  its expansive farmlands and proximity to naval shipyards and 
septic systems; for instance, in  Suffolk’s Whaleyville County, there have been reports of fecal  coliform in well water which may be  due to  
the aforementioned reasons [2]. 
 
METHODS 
 We conducted this study by identifying 100 homes in Suffolk that were supplied by private well water. We provided water 
collection kits for kitchen and garden water to these homes along with surveys asking for well depth,  distance to the septic tank, and 
structural information. From the initial 100, we had 30 homes return water samples to us for a total of 60 water samples. 
 
RESULTS 
 All water samples were negative for lead, arsenic, E. coli, and abnormal pH levels; however, four kitchen  water samples tested  
positive for coliform. This finding raises concerns regarding ingestion of potentially pathogenic organisms which put households at risk for 
respiratory, gastrointestinal, and urinary tract infections [3, 4]. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 Our screening reveals that r esidential well water within Suffolk, Virginia, is largely free of contamination, but identifies some  
homes at risk that may benefit from further well system assessments. Our study had two significant limitations: 1) small sample size  due to 
low response rate and 2) collection of the samples was not standardized as residents obtained their own water samples. To  further explore 
these findings, a larger scale study needs to be conducted with  thorough analysis of coliform positive samples for pathogenic organisms. 
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Abstract Title:  Street Health Outreach: Habitation Patterns and Health Maintenance Utilization within Norfolk 
Investigators: Mary-Gray Southern, Dr. Don Robison, Ellen Dowling, Colin Reinhart 
Department: Community-Engaged Learning 

INTRODUCTION  Individuals experiencing homelessness suffer from higher levels of morbidity and mortality compared to their 
sheltered peers. Contributing to these increased rates may be  barriers to healthcare such as lack of education, funding, and limited access to  
healthcare. This study sought to describe barriers to healthcare and habitation patterns of individuals experiencing  homelessness to 
facilitate outreach efforts in Norfolk.  
 
METHODS  A  confidential survey of adults  experiencing homelessness was administered. Likely locations for eligible participants were 
provided by  community partners. Potential subjects were asked if they were  currently experiencing homelessness and if they would be  
willing to be a part of the study. If “yes,” 28 survey questions were posed verbally and answers were recorded on an iPad by the researcher. 
Subjects were asked to report  demographic information, habitation patterns, personal health, and healthcare utilization.  
 
RESULTS  30 surveys were completed (response rate of approximately 53%). 70% of respondents were male, 73% of respondents were 
African-American, and 43% reported not graduating from high school. 77% of respondents reported going to the hospital or Emergency 
Department when ill, 40% were uninsured, and 70% reported seeking healthcare within the last year. When asked to identify barriers to  
care, 53% of respondents identified money as their biggest obstacle. Other answers included an unstable home and lack of reliable or 
affordable transportation. When asked where they would want to receive care, 46% of respondents reported  that they would like care at  
community partner organizations such as church-hosted meal programs or library facilities. In response to questions about habitation 
patterns, 80% of respondents reported sleeping outside. When asked if they sleep elsewhere in rainy, cold or extremely hot conditions, 57% 
of respondents reported they would seek cover in rain, otherwise they reported staying outside, anywhere they felt safe.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  The majority of individuals experiencing homelessness in Norfolk are transient and sleep outside and most see their 
biggest barrier to healthcare as financial. 

POSTER 125 
Abstract Title: Role of Group II Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors in Mediating Individual Differences in Sleep Responses to Stress and 
Fear Memory. 
Investigator(s): Brook L. W. Sweeten, Austin M. Adkins, Laurie L. Wellman, and Larry D. Sanford 
Department(s): Pathology and Anatomy 

INTRODUCTION  
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) affects approximately 24 million people in the United States, and sleep disturbances are the primary 
symptoms reported by patients. However, only approximately 20% of individuals exposed to trauma  develop chronic problems with sleep  
indicating individual differences in stress-induced sleep changes.   The basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (BLA) is key in regulating 
individual differences in stress-induced alterations in sleep, and BLA hyperexcitability has been implicated in PTSD pathogenesis. Group II  
metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) negatively modulate glutamate, therefore decreasing excitability. The effects of a group II  
mGluR agonist (LY379268 (LY37)) in BLA on stress and fear memory induced changes in sleep  were examined.  
 
METHODS 
Rats were implanted with electrodes for sleep  recording and bilateral cannula aimed at BLA.  Rats were habituated to the necessary handling 
and tethering procedures and baseline sleep was recorded.  On day 1 rats received shock training (ST: 20 footshocks over 30 minutes) and  
subsequent  sleep was recorded. Rats were separated into resilient (Res) and vulnerable (Vul) groups bas ed on  whether they had a  ≥50% 
reduction in rapid eye movement sleep (REM) in the first 4 hours of sleep post-ST. On  day 7 rats received microinjections of either LY37  
or vehicle in BLA, were returned to the shock chamber for 30 minutes without shock (CTX) and subsequent sleep was recorded. Sleep 
parameters and EEG spectra were examined  across groups. 
 
RESULTS 
Due to selection criteria, LY37-Vul and Veh-Vul rats had significantly lower REM in the first 4 hours after ST compared to baseline while 
LY37-Res and Veh-Res rats showed no differences in REM from baseline to ST. REM amounts were decreased in Veh-Vul rats after CTX 
compared to baseline however LY37-Vul  rats REM sleep did not differ from baseline to CTX. LY37-Vul rats displayed significantly lower 
REM theta wave amplitude compared to Veh-Vul rats after  CTX.   
 
CONCLUSIONS  
These data demonstrate  that  group II mGluRs within BLA are implicated in regulating individual differences in sleep responses to fear- 
and stress-related memories. Further studies are necessary to fully  understand  metabotropic glutamate signaling in fear neurocircuitry and 
its role in regulating sleep in stress- and trauma-related disorders.   
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Abstract Title:  Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza Pediátrica: A Student-Run Free Clinic for Uninsured, Spanish-Speaking Children in 
Norfolk, VA. 
Investigator(s):  Amanda Tosi, MS2, Jonathan Taylor-Fishwick, MS3, Alex Im, MS2, MS, Stafford Brown III, MS2, MS, Margaret Trainor, 
MS2, MS, Brynn Sheehan, PhD, Lydia Cleveland, MPH, Alexandra Leader, MD, MPH 
Department(s): Global Health 

Background:  
Virginia’s Hispanic population has grown 26.2% since 2010.1 Hispanic immigrants, many  of them children, face limited healthcare access, 
which is exacerbated in cases of undocumented status.2 Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza Pediátrica, a student-run bilingual pediatric clinic at 
Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS), was founded to improve healthcare access  of uninsured, Spanish-speaking children in Hampton  
Roads.   
 
Methods: 
A bilingual pediatric free clinic was founded in August 2018 within the existing student-run Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza at EVMS 
(Norfolk, VA).  Pediatric primary care clinic sessions are held twice-monthly by Spanish-speaking student-physician teams. A chart review 
of 37 patients seen from August 2018 to June  2019 was conducted to analyze patient demographics, diagnoses, medical treatments, and 
documented resource deficits.  
 
Results: 
Patients range from 4 months to 17 years old, with an average age of 9 years old. The majority live in the cities of Norfolk (65.5%) or 
Chesapeake (24.1%). Of those reporting home country, most  patients were from Honduras (58.3%). 88.9% of patients who specified U.S. 
arrival date report immigrating to the US within 2 years prior to their first clinic visit. The most common complaints were skin, respiratory, 
or neuro/psych in nature; corticosteroids and anti-parasitics/antibiotics were the most  commonly prescribed medications.  58.4% of 
patients had a measured BMI that qualifies as overweight or obese. Obesity rates were highest among 6-12 year olds (41.7% obese, n=5)  
and 3-5 year olds (40.0% obese, n=2). The most frequently indicated resource not offered in clinic was dentistry, noted in 46%  of 
encounters.  Five patients (21.7%) were  missing vaccinations. The clinic averaged 3.7 new patients seen each month.  
 
Conclusions:   
Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza Pediátrica was  founded as a Spanish-language medical home for undocumented and uninsured children in 
Hampton Roads, VA. Over 10 months, the clinic has provided primary care to 37 patients representing local  immigrant families. High  
obesity rates indicate need for nutritional counseling and food security evaluation. Further innovation is needed to address the unmet need  
for  dental  care  and vaccinations through partnerships with local dental clinics and the Virginia Department of Health.  

POSTER 127  
Abstract Title: Quality Feedback for Clerkship Learner 
Investigator(s): Jason Toy, Judith Taylor-Fishwick, and Julie Bridges 
Department(s): CHKD Summer Scholars Program, EVMS Faculty Affairs and Academic Development 

Introduction: Feedback is defined as information provided to a learner describing a discrepancy between one’s current level of knowledge, 
skills, attitudes, and behaviors and a desired level with intent to lessen the discrepancy. Feedback is essential to learning during medical 
clerkships. However, research  has shown that feedback is given inconsistently both in terms of frequency and quality. Moreover, often  
there is no underlying  conceptual model framing the provision of feedback. The purpose of this review is to define characteristics of high 
quality feedback and identify a feedback framework that incorporates these characteristics which can be implemented in the M3/M4 years. 
This recommendation will be  made in the form of an E-learning module grounded in adult-learning principles. 
 
Methods: A scoping review of feedback provision in medical clerkships was  performed via electronic literature search of PubMed, ERIC,  
Academic Search Complete, and review of references from systematic reviews. The review was then expanded to explore different tools for 
workplace-based assessment and feedback frameworks, to determine if any of the assessment methods utilized a known feedback model. 
One specific model was selected based on the identified feedback characteristics and adapted for an E-learning module aimed towards 
clerkship preceptors.  
 
Results: Seven characteristics from the literature were identified: (1) Safe feedback environment,  (2) Clearly identified goals, (3) 
Observation based, (4) Specific information regarding the task/process, (5) Bi-directional,  (6) Elicits self-reflection, (7) Develop an 
actionable plan. Subsequently, ten different  feedback models from medical education literature were compared using these  characteristics.  
The chosen model, titled “Prepare to ADAPT” consists of five  components that together satisfy the seven characteristics of high  quality 
feedback. The individual components are “Prepare, Ask,  Discuss, Ask, and Plan Together”.  
 
Discussion:  The information from this review regarding feedback provision using the Prepare to ADAPT framework will be circulated via 
an interactive E-learning module that will be available to EVMS preceptors. This module will incorporate self-reflections, multiple choice 
questions, and video examples to facilitate the retention of the presented information. This module will also serve as an element of the 
“Improvement in Medical Practice” (Part IV) component of the Maintenance of Certification program. 
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Abstract Title: Evaluation and Improvement of Nutrition Certification Curriculum 
Investigator(s): Kevin Toy and Don Robison 
Department(s): Community engaged learning 

Introduction: Nutrition is an underrepresented subject in medical school curriculums despite its foundational importance in health. The 
Brock Nutrition Certification eLearning program was therefore created at Eastern Virginia Medical School to complement the current 
Doctor of Medicine curriculum. Topics covered include  nutrition, obesity, metabolic syndrome, and nutrition focused physical exams. This 
certification allows students to seek further education to assist them in nutrition counseling during community engagement  projects like 
LIFT Fitness Foundation and Choosing Healthy Options for Wellness, or clerkships during  third and fourth  year. This project evaluated 
the proposed strengths and weaknesses of the current program and revised the curriculum to better suit the needs of medical students.  
Methods: The current eLearning modules were evaluated against their stated objectives to ensure completeness of content. The course  
was then evaluated holistically against a modified version of the Quality Matters Rubric, a validated set of standards used to  create  
curriculums for higher level learning and online modules. Deficits in individual modules were located and ranked in order of severity.  
Solutions were proposed for each deficit and the costs associated with each  solution were discussed. Revisions were made to the modules 
using Storyline software by Articulate in accordance with Quality Matters Rubric and recommendations.    
 
Product: The finished product consists of seven informative learning modules covering the ecology of obesity, therapeutic diets, nutrition-
based history and physical exams, and a final exam. Revisions to the program increased  efficiency  of learning modules and promoted 
interactivity for optimal engagement and retention. Examples of this include adjustment of stated course objectives, condensing  
information into easily processed lists and tables, and inclusion of clinical case-based scenarios with associated board style questions for 
assessment. Additionally, explanations for module quiz questions were added and improved.  
 
Discussion:  With revisions and edits of the Brock Nutrition Certification eLearning program completed it  would be beneficial to discuss 
its effectiveness with students.  It has been shown that medical students and residents do not feel comfortable addressing nutrition with 
patients, possibly due to gaps in medical curriculums regarding nutrition. Ideally pre and post module surveys will be implemented to assess  
changes in nutrition counseling confidence.  
 

POSTER 129  
Abstract Title: African American Women and Mammography Screening: A Dissemination and Implementation Review 
Investigator(s): 1,2Patricia Timothee, MS;  Faustine Williams, PhD, MPH, MS 
Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School Norfolk; 2Division of Intramural Research, National Institute on Minority Health and 
Health Disparities, National Institutes  of Health, Bethesda, MD  
 
Introduction: Breast Cancer  (BC) is the second leading cause of cancer  death among women and is the most commonly diagnosed  cancer  
in women.   BC Mortality among African American women (AAW) is significantly higher in comparison to other racial and ethnic groups.  
This study aims to systematically  evaluate the existing dissemination and implementation strategies focused on increasing screening 
mammography among AAW. Specifically, on the hierarchical organization of the primary interventions as well as the classification of these 
studies by metropolitan and non-metropolitan status. 
 
Methods: Medline OVID and  PubMed  databases were searched using the following medical subject headings (MeSH): “Breast 
Neoplasms” AND “African Americans” AND “Health Education”. Studies were screened  for inclusion and exclusion criteria by  title,  
abstract, and full article review.  Metadata  extraction included study design and objective, geographic and intervention setting, intervention  
type and frequency, and mammography screening.  Using the 2013 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes, study setting was categorized as 
metropolitan or non-metropolitan.  Based on intervention type and objective, studies were organized into Macro, Meso, and Micro strata.  
Tri-level studies include features of all 3 levels and bi-level studies  include features from 2 of 3 levels. Macro  studies were defined as those 
with a focus on federal or state policy as well as studies that involve the application of a proven method into a new setting.  Meso 
interventions involve healthcare professionals and their interactions with patients.  Micro involve interventions that focus on the individual, 
their belief system, and behavioral changes.  
 
Results: Of 292 studies, 34 studies met our inclusion criteria.  Of 17 studies analyzed to date, 9 were micro level, 3 were macro level, 1 was 
tri-level, and 4  were bi-level.  9 studies were classified as metropolitan, 2 non-metropolitan, 4 both, and 2 were not clear.   
 
Conclusion: These preliminary findings suggest the need for studies that focus on macro level intervention, specifically those that have a  
broader geographic scope.  This geographic scope also needs to be expanded into non-metropolitan and rural communities were barriers to 
breast  cancer screening are significant.   Future  research funding should be made for projects that aim to reproduce already validated 
methods to non-metropolitan areas.   
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Title:   Equitable Medical Treatment Plans for Camp Hope: Quito, Ecuador 
Investigators:  Nicole Holt, DrPH, MPH; Sharon Turner, BS, MPH candidate 
Department:    Masters of Public Health 

Introduction 
The city  of Q uito is the capital of Ecuador,  a South American  country located on the slopes of the Pichincha Volcano.  The Camp Hope  
orphanage, which is located in Quito, provides a home for severely disabled children and day care services for disabled  children and young 
adults.  Medical services and counseling are offered for both residents and outpatients.  The purpose of this research is to compare the 
medical treatment plans given to the Camp Hope residential and outpatient populations in order to determine if there are equitable 
treatment plans between the two groups.  
Methods 
Data was collected from a medical record chart review performed at Camp Hope in Quito, Ecuador.  Records were divided between 
residents and outpatient.  The information collected consisted of the treatment plans offered.  Plans included specialist services and  
counseling or advice. Treatment plans were  extracted from  medical charts, organized, and coded in themes according to specialist, 
medications, and therapies. Frequencies and percentages were calculated. Chi-square test of independence was the preferred statistical test. 
Results  
A total of 48 charts were reviewed; 28 were identified  as inpatient and 20 identified  as an outpatient. We found that 17 (61%) of inpatients 
revived specialty services compared to 13 (65%) of outpatients. Treatment plans that contained counseling and medical advice had similar 
proportions between inpatients and outpatients at 39% and 35% respectively. Chi-square analysis resulted in  evidence that there was no 
significant difference between the patient’s status (inpatient / outpatient) and the treatment  plans (p = 0.7623).      
Conclusion  
For severely mentally and physically disabled  children, a well-developed and executed treatment plan directly relates to an improved quality 
of life. There is  a noticeable lack of research on the needs and comparisons of treatment plans based on a patient’s status. Continued 
research is necessary to identify areas to allocate personal and  resources based on status to make the greatest impact on care  between  
groups.   

POSTER 131  
Abstract Title: Implementation of a Quality Improvement Project in a Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Clinic using Lean Methods 
Investigator(s): Erica Talbot, BA; Stephanie Langevin, BSN, RN, CPHON; Eric Werner, MD, MMM 
Department(s): CHKD Children’s Cancer and Blood Disorders Center 

INTRODUCTION 
Patient/family  satisfaction is particularly important in hematology/oncology clinics, where  many patients receive treatment several times  
per week. At the Children’s Cancer and Blood Disorders Center (CCBDC) of the Children’s Hospital of the King’s D aughters, Press  
Ganey scores reflecting wait time satisfaction are consistently lower than scores on other measures. Therefore, a quality improvement 
project to decrease patient wait times between  clinic events was implemented using “Lean” methodology with Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA)  
cycles.  
 
METHODS 
From May 28 to July 3, 2019, timestamp data  was collected for the following: appointment time, sign-in, registration, beginning and end of 
triage, lab collection, lab results available, and patient seen by  provider. Process flow maps were generated during a “Kaizen” meeting, and  
PDSA cycles were subsequently implemented. On June 17, one registration staff member began presenting to the clinic fifteen minutes 
earlier to complete certain tasks prior to  patient arrival. On  June 21, the charge nurse was made more accessible to assist with port access, 
and a second exam  room  was made available for this pro cedure. 
 
RESULTS 
The time intervals between clinic events were  determined for each patient, and pre- and post-intervention values were compared  using a 
Mann-Whitney test. p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Following the first intervention, wait time between sign-in and 
registration was expected to decrease. While the difference between pre- and post-intervention averages (mean 7.58 vs. 8.13 minutes,  
median 6.00 vs. 5.50) was not statistically significant (p=0.81), the control chart for this time interval showed  a visual decrease in post-
intervention variability. Following the second intervention, wait time between triage and lab collection was expected to decrease. Again, the 
difference between pre- and post-intervention averages (mean 19.34 vs.  20.34 minutes, median 13.00 vs. 14.00) was not statistically 
significant (p=0.47), but a decrease in variability was seen on the control chart.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Although wait times did not decrease following the interventions, the visual reduction in variability suggests greater standardization of 
processes. Future PDSA cycles at the CCBDC may include changes in communication methods and standardization of provider practices 
for rooming patients. 
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Abstract Title: Use of text message-based system for appointment confirmation at Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza (CCE) and patient no-
show rates 
Investigator(s): Margaret Trainor, M2; Lydia Cleveland, MPH; Amanda Tosi, M2; Stafford Brown, M2; Turaj Vazifedan; Alexandra 
Leader, MD, MPH.  
Department(s): Summer Scholars 

Introduction Clínica Comunitaria Esperanza (CCE), an Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS) student-run free clinic for Spanish-
speaking patients, was founded in August 2016 within the Health Outreach Partnership of  EVMS Students. CCE serves a panel of 347 
patients. During the 2018-2019 academic year, upcoming patient appointments were confirmed with a phone call two days prior to  
appointments and a text message reminder on the day of the appointment. A previous study showed that the addition of text message 
reminders to the phone call system decreased the clinic no-show rate. No-shows decrease the efficiency of clinical practice and represent a   
lost opportunity to see patients from the clinic wait list. The objective of this study is to evaluate whether using text messages alone will 
yield an equal or reduced no-show rate.  
 
Methods On June 6,  2019, appointment confirmation protocol was updated by replacing scheduled calls with texts, creating a text-only 
system. A review of all CCE appointments from August 9, 2018 through July 18, 2019 was conducted to compare no-show rates before 
and after the appointment reminder intervention. The primary outcome, no-show appointment, was defined as a missed appointment  
without cancellation prior to the appointment. Other variables of study collected include patient age, gender, appointment type, and length  
of patient relationship with CCE. 
 
Results  The odds of no-show post-intervention were approximately 55% lower compared to pre-intervention, with an adjusted odds ratio 
(aOR) of 0.45 and 95% confidence (p=0.048). However, when appointments cancelled by patient were excluded from the study, the 
patient no-show rate was approximately 11%  lower post-intervention, with no statistical significance (aOR=2.21, p=0.054).   
 
Conclusion Statistical analysis with no-show rate as  defined  yielded a statistically significant decrease of no-show rate, from 21.3% to 
10.8%, indicating positive results of the intervention.  However, if cancelled appointments are excluded from analysis, statistical significance 
is lost, indicating the need for further evaluation of cancelled appointments and re-testing with a larger post-intervention sample size.  
 

POSTER 133  
Abstract Title: Disparities in Drug use and Sexually Transmitted Infections by Sexual Orientation in U.S. Women – Findings from the 
2015-2017 National Survey of Family Growth 
Investigator(s): Sophia Wang, M.Sc. Jiangtao Luo, Ph.D. and Hongyun Fu, Ph.D. 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA 

Background:   Although high rates of behavioral and health problems, including substance use and sexually transmitted infection (STIs), 
have been reported in sexual minority populations in literature, the vast majority of the existing studies have focused on men who have sex 
with men.  Little is known about the differences in drug use and STI across sub-groups  of women by sexual orientation. We examine the 
association of sexual orientation with drug use and STIs in US. Women, using most  recent National Survey of Family  Growth (NSFG) 
data.         
 
Methods: NSFG is a national probability-sample survey of general population aged 15-50 and covers women’s history of pregnancies, 
sexual behaviors and health outcomes.  This study included a sample of 5,699 females in the 2015-2017 NSFG.  Bivariate and multivariable 
regressions were used to examine the association of having STIs and the use of illicit drugs in the last 12 months with sexual orientation 
(being heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual) and sexual attraction (only to males;  both females an d males, only  to females).  Confounding 
socioeconomic and demographic factors and sampling weights were adjusted, using STATA-15.  
  
Results: Overall, 89.5% of women self-reported being heterosexual, 2.3% homosexual, and 7.2% bisexual.   Over ¾ (77.3%) women 
reported being sexually attracted only by males, 19.3% being attracted by both males and females,  1.5% by females only.  Regarding sexual 
behaviors, 85.8% of women reported ever having vaginal sex with a male; 7.7% reported their first vaginal sex involuntary,  and 15.7% ever 
being forced to have sex by a male.  Around  18.7% of women reported ever having oral sex with another female.  14.4% of women had at  
least one STI, and 18.9% used illicit drugs in the past 12 months.  Women of homosexual/bisexual orientation (OR:2.40; 95% CI:1.99-
2.91) had higher odds of drug use, relative to heterosexual women.   Women who were  sexually attracted not purely by males had higher 
odds of drug use (OR:3.08; 95% CI:2.65-3.58) and having STIs (OR:1.57; 95% CI:1.32-1.87).          
  
Conclusion:  Findings demonstrated  elevated  risks for drug use and STIs in sexual minority women. More in-depth research is needed to  
understand the mechanisms of health disparity in sexual minority women to inform targeted  interventions.  

http:CI:1.32-1.87
http:CI:2.65-3.58
http:aOR=2.21
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Abstract Title: Does Anatomy Prematriculation Effect Performance and Confidence for Matriculating Students? 
Investigator(s): Hailey Vann, Andreas Gregoriou, Dr. Craig Goodmurphy, PhD 
Department(s): EVMS Department of Pathology and Anatomy 

INTRODUCTION: The prematriculation course  aims to: provide a systems-based overview of anatomy; gauge knowledge prior to the 
course; and increase self-confidence and self-efficacy upon entering the course.  
 
METHODS:  234 incoming MD  and medical master’s (MM ) students completed the course. Students were  sorted into Group A and B.  
They  completed the Pre-Survey before accessing the 5 modules:  Language of Anatomy, Nervous System, Musculoskeletal and Skin, 
Cardiovascular, Other Systems. Day 1 of anatomy students completed a Post-Test and Post-Survey. Students will take  a completion survey 
(12/2019). Pre- and Post-Test scores, survey results, module completion, tutor requests and anatomy exam scores will be analyzed.  
 
RESULTS: Tests A and B were assembled with pair-matched  questions. Overall, the averages on the Pre-Test and Post-Test increased by 
14.2% (t=10.0). Among former MM students entering the MD program (FMM), the average  increased by 1.9%. Among non-FMM MD 
students, the average increased by 18.9%. Among MM students, the average increased by 14.8%. 
Post-Test scores increased for those that completed 2 or more modules. Students who completed 0 modules only improved by 2.8%, while 
students who completed 5 modules improved by 19.4%.  
Prior to the course, the average reported confidence level was a 3.5/5 (5=extremely confident) nervousness was a 2.9/5 (5=extremely  
nervous). 17.2% reported low confidence. 41.8% reported high nervousness (4/ 5). Following the course, the average reported  change in  
confidence was a 3.2/5 (5=a lot more confident). Improved confidence was reported by 56.3% of students compared to 13.0% reporting 
reduced confidence.  
Block 1 exam (9/9/2019), scores will be compared between  module completer’s vs non-completer’s. Additionally, the number of tutor 
requests will be compared to previous years. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: Three conclusion can be drawn at this time. 1. Surveys indicate that  the module was beneficial in mitigating anxiety. 2.  
The increased average on the Post-Test suggests that prematriculation helped students learn systems-based  anatomy,  despite smaller 
changes in those who had graduate-level anatomy. 3. Completion of 2 or more modules was associated with greater scores.  
Early results suggest that an online systems-based prematriculation experience helps reduce  nervousness, increase  confidence and anatomic  
knowledge. 

POSTER 135  
Abstract Title:  Comparison of two transient shear wave elastography systems—An Introduction for Clinicians at a teaching hospital 
Investigator(s): Jeremy Todd, MS4; Sarah Shaves, MD; Jonathan Bulzan, DO 
Department(s): Radiology 

INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound  elastography is a readily available and relatively inexpensive test that can be used by clinicians to evaluate for liver fibrosis. It is 
a noninvasive tool for inferring soft tissue stiffness by measuring the velocity of sound wave propagation. By using perpendicular shear 
wave velocities to infer tissue stiffness, ultrasound elastography can be  employed  to evaluate for evidence  of disease and determine disease 
severity. Two leading systems for ultrasound elastography using point shear wave and shear-wave elastography are used in this teaching 
institution.  This review will aim to educate clinicians about the basics of  elastography  and the differences between the two leading systems. 
 
METHODS 
This comparison will discuss indications for elastography as well as contraindications and patient selection criteria. Additionally, we will 
review the basics of ultrasound elastography  physics and technique while differentiating between two available transient shear-wave  
elastography systems. Finally, we will demonstrate relative strengths of quantitative versus qualitative-plus-quantitative representations of 
data collection. 
 
RESULTS 
The point shear wave elastography system pushes a pulse of acoustic energy and derives shear wave  speed from expansion of tissue 
measured by an ultrasound probe. It  can be  used in most patients and gives additional ultrasound grey scale information. Each single 
measurement can lead  to inhomogeneity in velocity measurements.  The shear-wave elastography system tracks shear-wave displacement 
across an entire tissue plane by creating multiple sequential levels of shear waves.  It also produces a color representation of stiffness and a 
qualitative indication of measurement homogeneity. Multiple measurements made in the same region of interest can reduce sampling 
variability of point shear wave system. In both systems increasing velocity measurements correlate with increasing liver stiffness. While 
useful in many  patients, specific patient factors and technique can lead  to nondiagnostic studies. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Elastography is a noninvasive diagnostic tool  for estimating liver fibrosis. Appropriate patient selection and technique are important for 
homogeneous data collection. Transient elastography systems using shear-wave technology with acoustic radiation force permits not only 
quantitative measure of liver fibrosis but a qualitative indication of homogeneity of data. 
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Abstract Title: Histomorphological Analysis of Composite Regenerative Peripheral Nerve Interfaces Reveals Healthy Neurons at 3  
Months, with Sustained Maturation at 6 Months Post-Op  
Investigator(s): Shawn Y. Wang1, BS, Jana D. Moon2, BS, Carrie A.  Kubiak2, MD, Daniel C. Ursu2, PhD, Stephen, W.P. Kemp2, PhD  
Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA.  2University  of Michigan Department  of Surgery,  Plastic Surgery Section,  
Ann Arbor, MI. 

INTRODUCTION: There is a fundamental gap in understanding how to provide prosthetic limbs with intuitive afferent somatosensory 
feedback essential for interaction with the environment, while simultaneously acquiring efferent motor signals for prosthetic control. The 
composite regenerative peripheral nerve interface (C-RPNI), created by surgically implanting the distal end of a transected peripheral nerve 
in between an autogenous free muscle and dermal skin graft, is  a novel construct designed to  overcome this problem. The long-term goal 
of this research  is to develop a single biologic interface where we can record from C-RPNIs to provide high fidelity motor control of a 
prosthetic limb, while simultaneously stimulating the dermal component of the C-RPNI to  provide sensory feedback. This work seeks to 
assess how mixed sensorimotor peripheral nerves implanted into C-RPNIs regenerate over time. 
 
METHODS: C-RPNIs  were surgically  implanted  on  the  end  of  the transected peroneal nerves of 32 rats, using free muscle  grafts   
obtained  from  the animal’s  contralateral  limb,  and  de-epithelialized  dermal  grafts  harvested  bilaterally from the glabrous skin of 16  
donor rat hindpaws. At 3 months post-surgery, half of the C-RPNI constructs were harvested, with the remainder collected at the 6 month 
timepoint. The C-RPNI’s nerve portions received osmium staining for visualization of axonal myelin sheaths. Nerves we re then sliced,  
mounted on microscope slides, and imaged at 4X and 40X magnification using light microscopy. A semi-automated image analysis method 
was employed to evaluate the number and morphology of myelinated fibers.  
 
RESULTS: Histomorphological evaluations of neurons at 3  and 6 months revealed abundant, healthy axons, with myelin sheaths similar 
in thickness to previously  analyzed control nerve samples. The number of myelinated fibers  did not significantly differ between  the 3 and 6 
month neural samples, implying that neural regeneration is complete by 3 months. However, the distribution of axon diameters and myelin  
thickness revealed a significant rightward shift, suggesting ongoing nerve maturation.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: Nerve fibers reinnervating the muscle and skin components in the C-RPNI remain healthy and regenerate by 3 
months post-operatively, with axonal maturation continuing to the 6 month timepoint. 

POSTER 137  
Abstract Title: The Prevalence of Co-Sleeping and Breatfeeding to Assess SIDS Risk and Protective Factors in Limuru, Kenya 
Investigator(s): Le’Nisha Williams; Cerelia Donald; Vinton Adika; Lydia Cleveland, MPH; Alexandra P. Leader MD,MPH 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA 

Background: Sudden Infant  Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the sudden and unexpected death of a baby younger than 12 months in which  the 
cause was not obvious before investigation.1 Although SIDS has been studied in high resource  countries, studies regarding the prevalence  
of risk factors associated with  SIDS in low resource countries  is lacking.  There are many risk factors associated with SIDS, including 
formula-feeding and co-sleeping and the prevalence of these  risk factors in Kenya is unknown. The objective of this study was to assess the 
prevalence of SIDS risk and protective factors, specifically co-sleeping and breastfeeding, in Limuru, Kenya.   
 
Method: This study piloted and implemented paper surveys that explored infant sleep practices and was informed by data from  completed 
focus groups which investigated infant sleep practices and risk factors associated with SIDS in Limuru, Kenya. Surveys assessed known risk 
and protective factors of SIDS  such as infant sleep location, infant sleeping positions, items present in sleeping areas,  caregiver perception 
of baby boxes for infant sleep, and breastfeeding, as well as basic  demographic information including gender and residence. Surveys were  
implemented over 5 weeks and the data was imported into Qualtrics. Participants we re randomly  sampled within Nazareth Hospital and 
local home visits. Inclusion criteria were individuals who, at the time of survey completion, currently cared for an infant 12 months and 
younger. A total of 110 participants were surveyed over 5 weeks.  
 
Results: Of the 110 participants, 84% were female, 15% were male, and 87% resided in Limuru. The majority (77%) of  participants 
received education at secondary school or higher. 72% of participants cared for one or more children in addition to the infant of interest. 
All participants reported having breastfed their  infants, and 88% were  currently breastfeeding. 89% of participants reported  co-sleeping 
with their infants at night, and 82% of all participants were currently breastfeeding and co-sleeping, whereas only 8%  reported co-sleeping  
without breastfeeding.  
 
Discussion/Conclusion: Co-sleeping is an identified risk factor for SIDS, whereas breastfeeding has been identified as a protective  
factor. However, survey results indicate  there may be a positive correlation relationship between current breastfeeding status and co-
sleeping. Furthermore, participants anecdotally described breastfeeding as a justification for co-sleeping. This study indicates the need for 
further investigation of the relationship between current breastfeeding and co-sleeping in this setting.  
 



 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

POSTER 138  
Abstract Title: Utilizing a Quality of Life (QOL) Tool to Examine the Presence of Fatigue in Subjects with Diabetes 
Investigator(s): Jennifer A. Wintringham B.S., Dorothy J. Requina B.S., Carolina M. Casellini MD, Henri K. Parson, PhD 
Department(s): Eastern Virginia Medical School Internal Medicine-Strelitz Diabetes Center for Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders 

Introduction: Patients with  diabetes mellitus (DM) experience macrovascular (cardiovascular, peripheral artery, and cerebrovascular 
disease) and microvascular (retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy) complications that negatively impact quality of life (QOL). Fatigue  
has been associated with diabetes. While many factors influence the pervasiveness of fatigue among diabetic patients, diabetic  neuropathy 
(DN) is potentially capable of increasing feelings of fatigue. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of diabetes  and neuropathy 
on fatigue and QOL using the Norfolk QOL-Fatigue  (Norfolk QOL-F) survey.  We hypothesize that both cognitive and physical measures 
of fatigue will be influenced by the presence of diabetes and diabetic neuropathy when compared to healthy controls (HC).  

Methods: Participants included male and female subjects between the ages of 18-79 with Type 1 or Type 2 DM (n=204) recruited 
from the Hampton Roads area. Subjects were self-administered the Norfolk QOL-F and Norfolk QOL-DN  surveys. The Norfolk QOL-F 
is a 35-item questionnaire divided into 5 domains (problems from fatigue, subjective fatigue, reduced activities, impaired activities of daily 
life (ADLs), and depression) that assesses cognitive, physical, and emotional aspects of fatigue. Informed consent was obtained for all 
participants.  Demographic factors including age, gender, ethnicity,  BMI, and duration of diabetes were  also collected. Subjects were age 
and gender matched with  HC (n=75).  

Results: DM subjects reported significantly higher QOL-F scores when compared to HC (48.98 ± 28.13 vs. 24.74 ± 18.75, p< 
0.0001). Gender, but not ethnicity, influenced feelings of fatigue with females reporting significantly higher total QOL-F scores (p= 0.007).  
Subjects with diabetic neuropathy were significantly more fatigued than diabetic subjects without neuropathy (54.89 ± 29.00 vs. 39.83 ± 
23.72, p< 0.0001). Age was inversely correlated with QOL-F depression scores (r= -0.149, p=0.013). Duration of diabetes was associated  
with worse ADL scores (r=0.16, p=0.031).  

Conclusions: Diabetic patients are significantly more fatigued than their healthy counterparts. The study also shows a strong 
association between the presence of  diabetic neuropathy and fatigue. Females are significantly more fatigued than males.  This data suggests  
that the Norfolk QOL-F tool can detect the presence of fatigue in chronic disease states such as diabetes.   
 

POSTER 139 
Abstract Title: The Joslin Heart Study: Ge netic and metabolic determinants of coronary heart disease specific to diabetes  
Investigator(s): Minh Tu Tran1, Carlos Roberto Bueno Jr. 2, Christine Mendonca2, Alessandro Doria2,3  
Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA; 2Research Division, Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA; 3Department of 
Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 

INTRODUCTION  
Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a frequent complication in patients with Type 2 diabetes (T2D), but the etiological links between these 
diseases have not been fully explored. Previous studies have identified a glutamate-ammonia ligase (GLUL) polymorphism (rs10911021) 
that is associated with altered serum levels of  γ-glutamyl cycle intermediates and increased CHD risk exclusively in T2D patients. We  
hypothesize that this variant impairs glutathione synthesis, and by doing so increases susceptibility to  oxidative stress, which, in the setting 
of increased oxidative stress produced by the diabetic milieu, determines an increased risk of CHD.  
 
METHODS 
The Joslin Heart Study (JHS) – an ongoing cross-sectional study of 400 T2D patients – is investigating whether causal links exist between 
GLUL variants, ROS metabolomics, and CHD risks. Patients will be genotyped for GLUL alleles and profiled for serum and red blood cell 
metabolites relevant to glutathione and oxidative stress. CHD risk is estimated cross-sectionally through coronary artery calcium (CAC) 
scores, a clinical index of atherosclerotic burden.   
 
RESULTS 
As of July 31, 2019, 267 patients have participated in the study. Baseline clinical characteristics are presented: Patients are  46% female, with 
mean age 57 ±  7.7 years and duration of diabetes 6.2 ± 2.5 years. 61% of participants had a CAC score ≥ 1 at examination, indicating  
presence of clinically significant atherosclerosis. Factors associated with CAC ≥ 1 versus CAC = 0 status were  male sex (odds ratio [OR] 
7.69, 95% CI 3.80-15.4), older age (OR 1.17 per year of aging, 95% CI 1.10-1.23), previously diagnosed hypercholesterolemia (OR 2.13, 
95% CI 1.07-4.24), higher urinary albumin-creatinine ratio (OR 1.24 per 2.718 mg/g, 95% CI 1.01-1.51), and lower estimated glomerular  
filtration rate (OR 1.03 per ml/min/1.73m2, 95% CI 1.01-1.05).  
 
CONCLUSION  
Male sex, older age, history of high cholesterol, and indicators of kidney pathology were associated with increased odds of being CAC  ≥ 1 
in T2D patients. Our baseline results reflect the effects of well-characterized risk factors on cardiovascular disease status. Future results 
from the JHS will relate GLUL genotypes to glutathione and ROS metabolomics and CAC scores. Ultimately, the JHS will attempt to  
delineate the genetic  and metabolic mechanisms linking T2D and cardiovascular disease. 

http:1.01-1.05
http:1.01-1.51
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POSTER 140  
Abstract Title: Iodinated Coating of Decayed 90Yttrium Microspheres to Improve Radiopacity with Cone Beam CT  
Investigator(s): Colin Woolard, BS, Nicole Levi-Polyachenko, PhD, Santu Sarkar, PhD,  Brian Kouri,  MD, Kevin Dickey,  MD  
Department(s): Wake Forest Medical School Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Research & Wake Forest Medical School  
Department  of Interventional Radiology 

INTRODUCTION: 
SIR-Spheres (SS), produced by Sirtex Medical Limited (Woburn, Massachusetts), are  an FDA-approved microsphere device  used to  deliver 
selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) using yttrium-90 for the treatment of primary and secondary hepatic malignancies1. Access to the  
hepatic  arterial system  is commonly gained through the femoral artery, where a catheter is advanced  to the relevant hepatic arterial branch 
supplying the target tumor or tumors. From there, millions of SS are infused into the downstream microvasculature to deliver targeted  
brachytherapy.  Currently available intra- and post-operative imaging modalities have significant limitations with respect to confirming  
adequate SS distribution or identifying untreated areas2. Consequently, further treatment decisions often must be  delayed up to 3 months 
until follow up cross-sectional imaging is able  to assess the impact of the treatment. To address this SS localization problem, a stable  
biocompatible chitosan shell imbedded with iodine (Omnipaque) was applied to SS which demonstrated contrast  enhancement and real 
time visualization of SS location when used in conjunction with cone beam CT. 
 
METHODS: 
Centrifuge 1000µL of SS (decayed) at 10,000RPM for 10 minutes and remove excess water. Combine 7mL of Omnipaque solution (2% 
acetic acid, 3mg/mL chitosan) with the pelleted SS and place on a shaker plate for 30 minutes. While shaking, add 7mL of  10mg/ml TPP 
(in 100% Omnipaque) dropwise over 1 minute, and continue to shake for 30  minutes. Wash the sample by centrifuging at 14,000RPM for 
10min then resuspending in diH2O. Continue these spin/wash cycles for a total of 3 washes. Remove 25µL of sample and place on a 
scanning electron microscope  (SEM) stub for SEM and Elemental Dispersive X-Ray  Spectroscopy  (EDX) analysis. Transfer the  remaining 
washed sample to a 1.5mL centrifuge tube for  cone beam CT  assessment.  In order to make  samples with  additional coatings, the above 
steps were repeated  for each additional coating.  
 
RESULTS:   
Cone beam CT imaging showed an increase in contrast resolution of double and triple coated  SS when compared to control SS. Better  
contrast resolution was seen with triple coated  SS when compared  to double coated  SS. SEM images of control SS, single coated SS, double  
coated SS, and t riple  coated SS showed progressive layering of chitosan/Omnipaque coatings. EDX elemental analysis results show a 
stepwise increase in iodine content when looking at control SS, single  coated SS, double coated SS, and triple coated SS, with average 
iodine contents of 0%, 33.4%,  42.8%, and 63.0% respectively. 
 
CONCLUSIONS:  
Currently, there is no standard protocol for post-SIRT imaging. In order to track post-operative tumor response, clinicians  primarily rely 
on changes in tumor morphology and vascularity, which may take up to 3 months to fully develop. This significant delay in tumor response 
assessment is a  potential obstacle to patients receiving an appropriate and timely treatment regimen2. The ability to intra-operatively assess 
SIRT dosage delivery would allow localization of treated and untreated regions. With this knowledge, other interventions can be applied to 
ensure a more efficacious treatment plan. In this study we were able to apply significant amounts of radiopaque iodine  to the surface of  SS.  
With the utilization of SEM, EDX, and cone beam CT, we  confirmed that we (1) successfully enveloped SS in crosslinked chitosan, (2) 
successfully entrapped iodinated molecules within this chitosan shell, and (3) successfully  demonstrated visibility with cone beam CT of SS  
with the iodinated shell. With more positive results, future clinical translation of this novel technique has potential to improve both the 
efficiency  and effectiveness of SIRT for the treatment of hepatic malignancy.  
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Abstract Title:  Lumbar Plexus and TAP Blocks for Inguinal Hernia Repair   
Investigator(s): Linda He, BA, MS1, Azfar  Niazi, MD2, Andrew Volio, DO2, Sabry Ayad, MD, MBA2  
Department(s): 1. Eastern Virginia Medical School; 2. Anesthesiology Institute, Outcomes Research Department, Cleveland Clinic, 
Fairview Hospital, Cleveland OH  

Abstract:  General anesthesia is standard modality for inguinal hernia repair. We report a case  of a 77-year  old patient undergoing open  
right inguinal hernia repair with lumbar plexus, transversus abdominis plane (TAP) blocks, and sedation. Our patient had a history of  
myocardial infarction, atrial fibrillation, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and ischemic  dilated cardiomyopathy with ejection 
fraction of 15%; general anesthesia was extremely high risk. Right L2 and L4 lumbar plexus blocks and right TAP block were performed. 
Monitored anesthesia care was  the intraoperative anesthetic. The patient reported ex cellent pain relief postoperatively, with  minimal use of 
pain medication during a two-day hospitalization.   
Abstract Title: Student & Faculty Perceptions of Student Engagement in Preclinical Curriculum Design  
Investigator(s): Sarina Zahid, M.S.; Dr. Senthil Rajasekaran, M.D. 
Department(s): Department  of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The student voice in curriculum design is a significant factor in curriculum development, and with proper utilization of their voices, student 
and faculty satisfaction with learning and teaching can be greatly improved. Currently, students provide feedback to faculty, which can  be  
used at  their digression.  Though students may not have experience in  curriculum planning, their input along with faculty and peer 
interactions will give them better opportunities to design and organize a curriculum in which they can learn effectively.  
 
METHODS 
To understand this better, a student compared aspects of the preclinical curriculum of Southern Illinois University’s School of Medicine  
(SIUSOM) to Eastern Virginia Medical School’s (EVMS) curriculum. SIUSOM’s curriculum uses a symptom-based teaching method as  
opposed to diagnosis-based. The purpose was to identify clinical cases that would help promote student learning. Each relevant clinical 
case presented in SIUSOM’s Critical Clinical  Competency library was paired  to each week of the preclinical curriculum at EVMS to 
supplement the material. At each step, the student and faculty member consulted each other to discuss what would be beneficial for both 
students and faculty. The goal during this process was to incorporate the  clinical cases into the current curriculum  without adding increased 
stress on either party. The process requires the perspective of both parties  to understand  the time  and effort required to complete the  tasks 
and identify where things  could go wrong.  
Additionally, two focus groups were conducted with students and faculty, respectively, to elaborate on the potential benefits and issues of  
this relationship on curriculum design. 
 
RESULTS & CONCLUSION 
These discussions showed  that  faculty and students have different perspectives on medical education, and that communication between the  
two groups can help recognize problems and solutions that neither party had thought of. By communicating, faculty and students can 
enhance the presentation and learning of preclinical medical education that best suits everyone’s needs. Further research will investigate 
specifics of how to create sustainable relationships, such as a MedEd student club, and the effect of the solutions on student learning. 

POSTER 142 
Abstract Title: Biofilms in a rheumatoid nodule 
Investigator(s): Zixuan Yi1, Alice Roberts MD PhD1, Herbert B Allen MD2 

Department(s): 1Eastern Virginia Medical School, 2Department of Dermatology, Drexel University College of Medicine  

Introduction  
Microbes create biofilms to help them withstand stressors in the body. Biofilms have been found in many  cutaneous diseases such as 
psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, and granuloma annulare and play an important role in disease pathogenesis. In this case  study, we investigate 
whether biofilms are present in rheumatoid arthritis (RA).  
 
Clinical Findings 
We evaluated pathologically a skin nodule from the elbow of a 53-year-old woman with known rheumatoid arthritis.  Histologically, the  
specimen showed features of a necrobiotic granuloma on routine hematoxylin and eosin staining, consistent with a rheumatoid nodule. 
These pathologic changes included several foci of necrobiosis surrounded by  a “palisaded” lymphohistiocytic infiltrate. Additionally, 
because necrobiotic granulomas in granuloma annulare were recently shown to contain biofilms, we evaluated this lesion with stains used in  
that study to assess whether biofilms were present in this rheumatoid nodule. Specifically, we used periodic acid Schiff (PAS) and colloidal  
iron to identify  mucin (which are polysaccharides that  make up  the bulk of the biofilm), and Congo red to identify amyloid (which forms 
the infrastructure of the biofilm). All these stains were positive indicating biofilms were present.  
 
Conclusion  
Since microbes create biofilms that are seen in RA, our findings indicate that RA is a microbial disease. It joins many other cutaneous 
diseases, such as psoriasis and eczema, where microbial biofilms have been found. The positive colloidal iron stain is another intriguing 
finding, as colloidal iron stains for acidic  mucin that is more likely to be produced by gram negative organisms present in the biofilm. 
Whether these  are primary or secondary infections remains a microbiological question.  



 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
  

  
 

  
 

  

 
 

 
  

    
  

 
 

 

  
 

  

 

POSTER 143  
Abstract Title: Through My Eyes: Diverse Medical Students Evaluate Social Determinants of Health Curriculum Experience 
Investigator(s):  Godgive Umozurike; Mekbib Gemeda, Patti Kiger, MEd, Senthil Rajasekaran, MD, Lauren Mazzurco, DO 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School 

Introduction: Social determinants of health (SDoH) are the economic and social conditions that influence individual and group 
differences in health status. Literature has shown that in the medical school curriculum, discussions of SDoH without the appropriate 
sensitivity to student identities can create negative learning outcomes for students. Perspectives of diverse students on SDoH in medical 
education have not been explored in the academic literature and therefore their social identities have not been taken into account in 
integrating SDoH into the medical school curriculum. This project serves as a step towards an enhanced approach at Eastern Virginia 
Medical School (EVMS) on planning and implementation of a holistic curriculum that is inclusive of SDoH. Objectives: This study seeks 
to evaluate EVMS’ SDoH curriculum from the perspective of first and second-year medical students who come from diverse social and 
cultural backgrounds by way of race, sexuality, and income. Student perception was obtained on course material delivery and accuracy 
relative to students’ experiences, faculty and student sensitivity in class interactions, and the accuracy and complete presentation of issues. 
Methods: Data was collected via standardized key-informant interviews. Questions addressed SDoH in 3 key areas: (1) Self-Identification 
with course material, (2) Peer sensitivity to students’ self-identities and SDoH topics, and (3) Suggestions for curriculum improvement. 
Recorded interviews were transcribed and analyzed. Results/Conclusion: A sample of identified themes include: Students believed that 
understanding SDoH is necessary to provide equitable care and are not satisfied with the limited exposure to SDoH. Generalizing others 
based on their social and cultural backgrounds pressures students to act as representatives of their background. Students don’t mind 
sharing their experiences; however, they desire greater access to others (namely diverse faculty) for peers to discuss with. Some students felt 
reluctant to self-disclose their experiences for fear of judgement. Knowledge of SDoH is not tested and students do not prioritize the 
content. Some students felt that their class identity is not well represented in the curriculum. Students would like more discussion on 
poverty, insurance, finances, and race. These findings will inform future research on SDoH curriculum content and delivery, but further 
research is needed. 

POSTER 144  
Abstract Title: Reduction in readmission rates associated with a team-based approach to hospital discharge transition of care 
Investigator(s): Matthew Van de Graaf; Hemal Patel, MD; Jennifer Ryal, MD 
Department(s): Internal Medicine, EVMS Summer Scholars (Pediatrics)  

Introduction: Randomized  trials have demonstrated  that transition to outpatient care at  time of hospital discharge improves outcomes,. In 
January 2013, Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) created new  billing codes to compensate for work involved in transitional  
care management with the goal  of decreasing readmissions  and cost. In November 2017, the EVMS Internal Medicine Department  
implemented a TCM program in which a nurse calls patients who are discharged from Sentara hospitals  to confirm discharge, reconcile 
medication lists, and schedule a follow-up appointment. Here, we evaluate  the changes in hospital readmissions and cost  associated with  
the implementation of a TCM  program. 
 
Methods: Manual chart review was performed for  EVMS Internal Medicine patients d ischarged from a Sentara hospital from November  
2017 until March 2019. Index admission and discharge date, number of problems treated during admission, number of medications at time  
of discharge, and quantity of hospital readmissions within 90 days of discharge was recorded. All extracted data was stored in a RedCap 
survey. A request has also been submitted to Sentara SQRI to  extract visit costs for initial admission and any readmissions or ED.  
 
Results and Conclusion: Patients in the study were divided into three groups for the purpose of analysis: (1) patients that  did not receive  
any transitional  care, (2) patients that received a phone call but did not attend an appointment, and (3) patients that attended a transitional 
care appointment. Our data shows that patients receiving a TCM call and/or attending a TCM appointment is associated with a lower rate  
of readmission and a lower average number of readmissions at 30, 60, and 90 days. The benefit of TCM becomes more pronounced when 
only patients classified as high risk by CMS criteria are considered. Thus, our project emphasizes the value of EVMS Internal Medicine’s 
TCM program in improving patient care.  



 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

    

 

 
   

 
 

  
  
 
  

 

  
 

 

POSTER 145  
Abstract Title: Student & Faculty Perceptions of Student Engagement in Preclinical Curriculum Design 
Investigator(s): Sarina Zahid, M.S.; Dr. Senthil Rajasekaran, M.D. 
Department(s): Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School 

INTRODUCTION 
The student voice in curriculum design is a significant factor in curriculum development, and with proper utilization of their voices, student 
and faculty satisfaction with learning and teaching can be greatly improved. Currently, students provide feedback to faculty, which can  be  
used at  their digression.  Though students may not have experience in  curriculum planning, their input along with faculty and peer 
interactions will give them better opportunities to design and organize a curriculum in which they can learn effectively.  
 
METHODS 
To understand this better, a student compared aspects of the preclinical curriculum of Southern Illinois University’s School of Medicine  
(SIUSOM) to Eastern Virginia Medical School’s (EVMS) curriculum. SIUSOM’s curriculum uses a symptom-based teaching method as  
opposed to diagnosis-based. The purpose was to identify clinical cases that would help promote student learning. Each relevant clinical 
case presented in SIUSOM’s Critical Clinical  Competency library was paired  to each week of the preclinical curriculum at EVMS to 
supplement the material. At each step, the student and faculty member consulted each other to discuss what would be beneficial for both 
students and faculty. The goal during this process was to incorporate the  clinical cases into the current curriculum  without adding increased 
stress on either party. The process requires the perspective of both parties  to understand  the time  and effort required to complete the  tasks 
and identify where things  could go wrong.  
Additionally, two focus groups were conducted with students and faculty, respectively, to elaborate on the potential benefits and issues of  
this relationship on curriculum design. 
 
RESULTS & CONCLUSION 
These discussions showed  that  faculty and students have different perspectives on medical education, and that communication between the  
two groups can help recognize problems and solutions that neither party had thought of. By communicating, faculty and students can 
enhance the presentation and learning of preclinical medical education that best suits everyone’s needs. Further research will investigate 
specifics of how to create sustainable relationships, such as a MedEd student club, and the effect of the solutions on student learning. 

POSTER 146  
Abstract Title:  Exploring the Continuity Clinic Experience in an Academic Primary Care Setting 
Investigator(s): Camille Williams; Margaret Baumgarten, MD;  Ally Hemphill, BS; Stephen Brawley, MD; John Snellings, MD 
Department(s): Family Med 

Background: As part of a nationwide pilot study, scheduling innovations are being implemented for participating family medicine 
residency programs. The national task force Family Medicine-National Innovation in Continuity Clinic Experience (FM-NICCE) was 
created with the intent of increasing continuity, improving education in residency, and improving quality of care for patients seen in family 
medicine residency clinic. To implement these changes, a new curriculum was introduced in the Department of Family and Community 
Medicine at the Ghent Family Medicine and Portsmouth Family Medicine Residencies on July 1st 2018. The curriculum was redesigned to 
include a new 2x2 block schedule to minimize interruptions in rotation and clinic experiences. Methods: Surveys were distributed 
electronically via Qualtrics to residents and faculty members to evaluate their experience with the new curriculum. Paper surveys were 
distributed to patients seen in the clinic over a two week period, twice a year to assess their satisfaction with quality of care. Current data 
from June 2019 surveys were compared to previous data from June 2018 that surveyed patients, residents and faculty prior to the new 
curriculum being implemented. SPSS Statistics was used to compare pre-and post-intervention outcomes. Finally, individual interviews and 
focus groups were conducted with residents and faculty to obtain personal opinions and feelings about the new curriculum. Results: A 
total of 137 patient surveys were collected between June 2018 and June 2019. There was a significant difference in patients’ satisfaction 
with scheduling an appointment and understanding their doctor pre- and post-intervention (p<0.001). Patients were significantly less 
satisfied with scheduling an appointment and understanding their doctor post-intervention. Fourteen and twelve residents participated in 
the pre- and post-intervention surveys, respectively. There was not any significant difference in the residents’ satisfaction with the 
curriculum pre- and post-intervention. Twelve and five faculties participated in the pre- and post-intervention surveys, respectively. 
Likewise, there was not any significant difference in the faculties’ satisfaction with the curriculum pre- and post-intervention. Focus group 
interviews revealed a general consensus for continuing the new 2x2 curriculum. Conclusion: Continuity of care in the Family Medicine 
Practice is challenging due to the depth of the specialty and the variety of educational environments required during residency training. 
However, these curriculum changes will be used to gauge continuity of care, patient access, and resident well-being for the next four years. 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
     

   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

POSTER 147  
Abstract Title:  To Test the Anti-Fibrosis Role of Recombinant TRIM72 Protein on an Ex Vivo Lung Slice Model 
Investigator(s): Jazmin Carmon, Andrew Pearson, Nagaraja Nagre, Xiaoli Zhao 
Department(s): Physiological Sciences 

[Introduction] Idiopathic Lung Fibrosis (IPF) is characterized by progressive scarring of the lung that may be caused by repeated injuries 
to alveolar epithelial cells. The mortality of IPF is high and there is no cure currently for this disease. In addition, there is no reliable 
method to induce lung fibrosis in ex vivo models for high-throughput preclinical screening of promising IPF therapies. Our previous study 
showed that recombinant TRIM72 protein (rhT72) can lessen injuries to alveolar epithelial cells and protect the lung function following 
acute injury, implying its promise in the treatment of injury-related IPF. [Objectives] In this summer project, our first goal is to screen 
several tissue injury reagents for their ability to induce lung fibrosis on Precision Cut Lung Slice (PCLS), and our second goal is to test the 
anti-fibrosis effect of rhT72 on such an ex vivo model. [Method] Lung slices of 75-250 μm were cut on QSonica Q500 Vibratome and 
cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin culture medium. 0.5mM blistering agent 2-Chloroethyl ethyl sulfide 
(CEES), 10uM strong acid HCl, 50 ug/ml chemotherapy drug bleomycin, and 5ng/ml fibrotic mediator TGF-β were added into the culture 
medium for 3 days. Lung slices from mice received 2U/kg Bleomycin intratracheal injection was used as positive control, and slices treated 
with PBS was used as negative control. MBP-tagged rhT72 was affinity purified on Amersham Biosciences AKTA Prime automated liquid 
chromatography system using a MBPTrap column, and 200ug/ml rhT72 was added together with the injury agents to the treatment group 
for 3 days. Lung slices were harvested for Western blot and immunostaining of fibrotic markers including alpha smooth muscle actin, 
collagen I, and fibronectin. [Results] PCLS can be successfully cut and cultured ex vivo for 7 days, and 3-day CEES incubation elevates 
fibrotic marker in PCLS. Protein extraction methods of PCLS needs to be optimized to improve consistency of results. Testing of rhT72 
for its anti-fibrotic role on PCLS model is still ongoing. [Conclusion] Ex vivo CEES incubation on PCLS may be a promising IPF model, 
which needs to be further standardized and validated.  

POSTER 148  
Abstract Title:  Retrospective Review of a Novel Multimodal Approach to Intraoperative Hemostasis in Ponte Osteotomy 
Investigator(s): Justin Aflatooni1, Shadain Akhavan1, Samantha Carlton1, Turaj Vazifedan2, Jacob Kosarchuk1,  H. Sheldon St. Clair2. 
Department(s): 1. Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA   2. The Children's Hospital of the King’s Daughters, Norfolk, VA  

Introduction:  
Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is  the most common spinal deformity in children. Children with untreated scoliosis may go  

on to develop severe disability and thoracic insufficiency syndrome. Spinal fusion for scoliosis in children often results in substantial blood 
loss due to extensive soft-tissue dissection, instrumentation of vertebrae, performance of Ponte Osteotomies, and significant length of 
procedures. Our center has been using QuikClot kaolin clay as part of a protocol to reduce intraoperative hemorrhage and transfusion.  
Methods: 
         A retrospective chart review was performed for all patients with AIS or Neuromuscular Scoliosis (NMS) who underwent 
posterior spinal fusion surgery between November 2012 and May 2017. Estimated blood loss was derived from the Anesthesia Surgical 
note. The primary outcome measure was a reduction in blood loss in patients who received  QuikClot kaolin clay  compared to patients that 
did not  receive  it. Secondary measures looked at  whether  the use of QuikClot reduced subsequent  use of albumin, Cell Saver, and  
transfusion of packed red blood cells, according to individual surgeon preference. All operations took place at a single site by several 
different pediatric orthopedic surgeons.  
Results: 

The likelihood of blood transfusion, total volume of blood transfusion, percentage of blood loss, odds of receiving albumin, and 
total volume of cell saver administered were not associated with use of QuikClot. However, the frequency and odds of receiving  blood 
transfusion among Ponte Osteotomy cases without using QuikClot was significantly higher than among other cases, aOR=3.01, 95% CI 
(1.18, 7.96), p=0.022. Using QuikClot among Ponte Osteotomy cases was associated with lower likelihood of blood transfusion, 
aOR=0.53, 95% CI (0.30, 0.94), p=0.031. There was no significant association between receiving albumin, total volume of cell saver  
administered, and percentage of blood loss in patients receiving Ponte Osteotomies and QuikClot.  
Conclusion: 
 Our results suggest that the use of QuikClot kaolin clay may help reduce blood transfusions in pediatric patients undergoing 
posterior spinal fusion with concurrent Ponte Osteotomy.  Considering the  inherent risks associated with blood transfusions, this is an 
important  consideration in all pediatric patients undergoing spinal fusion surgery and further investigation may be warranted. 

http:aOR=0.53
http:aOR=3.01


 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 
   

 
 

POSTER 149  
Abstract Title: A Model for Intimate Partner Violence Training in the Setting of Undergraduate Medical Education 
Investigator(s): Amanda Severn, Erin Madison, Kelly McDermott, Catherine Smith 
Department(s): Office of Student Affairs & Office of Diversity 

INTRODUCTION: In the US, 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men are victims of Intimate Partner Violence  (IPV). Physicians play a crucial 
role in IPV identification and intervention. However, specific information on IPV training during medical  training in the United States is  
sparse in the literature.  
 
METHODS: AMWA Chapter at EVMS developed an educational series on IPV for community members by creating two, 2-hour  
didactic sessions and a half-day community outreach event. The first session defined IPV  and expanded upon its demographics, its impact, 
and appropriate language to use in clinical settings. The second session focused on interactive casework where attendees identified “red  
flags,” started conversations on IPV, and counseled on available resources. An IRB-approved program evaluation was administered to 
participants before and after the training to measure whether each session achieved its intended goals and evaluated perceived  competency  
of learners following sessions.  
 
RESULTS:  Pre- and post-survey data were  collected  from  training participants (N=11). Paired sample t-test analysis was conducted and 
resulted in statistically significant increase in self-reported willingness and ability to  employ trauma-informed care in the clinical 
setting.  Attendees self-reported feeling more  prepared  to answer questions about IPV in the clinical setting  (diff=1.54, p<  0.001), obtain a 
history of abuse (diff= 1.45, p<0.001), and assess a patient’s risk of mortality in an IPV situation (diff=1.67, p=0.001). Our results showed  
the least improvement in identifying barriers faced by persons of  color (diff=0.42, p=0.017) and remaining calm in critical situations 
(diff=0.59, p=0.027).  
 
CONCLUSIONS: Data from pre and post session surveys demonstrated statistically significant improvements among participants’ self-
perceived ability to provide competent healthcare to victims of IPV, therefore this model will continue to be used to build the IPV  
curriculum hosted by the EVMS Chapter of AMWA.  
Moving forward, we will use session feedback and survey data to enhance the curriculum, specifically noting that data points with the  least  
improvement pertained to understanding specific barriers that persons of color may face while accessing resources for IPV and the ability 
to remain calm in potentially  critical IPV situations.   

POSTER 150 
Abstract Title: Predictors of biologic use and satisfaction among patients with psoriatic disease: An analysis and visualization of the 2016 
and 2017 National Psoriasis Foundation Annual Survey 
Investigator(s):Arjun Saini, MD; Clinton Enos, MD; Hadiza Galadima, PhD; Stacie Bell, PhD; Michael Siegel, PhD; Abby Van Voorhees, 
MD  
Department(s):EVMS Internal Medicine; EVMS Dermatology; ODU, School of Community and Environmental Health; National 
Psoriasis Foundation; Pediatric Dermatology Research Alliance; EVMS Dermatology 

INTRODUCTION 
Despite increased numbers of biologic therapies for the treatment of psoriasis, under treatment remains a concern in the United States. 
Under treatment of psoriasis has been associated with decreased patient satisfaction and increased morbidity. Here, we 1) use geographic 
information systems (GIS) to identify counties with significant clustering of moderate to severe psoriasis and biologic use; and 2) identify 
predictors impacting satisfaction among patients treated for psoriasis.   
 
METHODS 
Retrospective data analysis of the National Psoriasis Foundation Annual Surveys from  2016 and 2017. ArcGIS Pro software was utilized to 
generate maps a nd perform Hot Spot Analyses. 
 
RESULTS 
The respondent data consisted of 427 subjects with psoriasis.  Biologics were utilized in 23%.  Among respondents, significant clustering of  
moderate to severe psoriasis was seen in the Southeastern US. Biologic  use for moderate to severe psoriasis clustered in Ohio, Michigan, 
and Texas. Predictors of  satisfaction among respondents included: biologic  use (p<0.0001), severity of disease (p=0.0008), insurance 
provider (p=0.0058), and impact on quality of life (p<0.0001). 
 
CONCLUSION  
In 2016 and 2017, the proportion of patients with psoriasis receiving biologic therapy remained small. Treatment with biologics correlated  
with less residual disease and increased satisfaction. The use of GIS to analyze the use of biologics in psoriasis is an area for future research. 
 

http:diff=0.59
http:diff=0.42
http:diff=1.67
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POSTER 151  
TITLE:  Evaluation of Peer-led Evidence-Based Medicine Instruction in the Pre-Clerkship Medical Curriculum  
INVESTIGATORS: Mark Schmitt1, Daniel  Mai2, Antony Pang2, William Sherrerd-Smith2, Jonathan Taylor-Fishwick2, April Pace3, Michel 
Rogers-Johnson4, Anca Dobrian5 

DEPARTMENTS:  1M2 student, 2M3 student, 3Library, 4Office of Assessment, 5Department of Physiological Sciences 

INTRODUCTION: Peer-led teaching is an understudied approach for medical school  education. A few international studies have 
suggested that the use of peer-led and near-peer led instruction can be advantageous to medical students. In particular, it was suggested that  
peer-led instruction for evidence-based medicine (EBM) utilizes the theory of cognitive and social congruence of learning. The theory  
proposes that fellow students know best how students want to receive information, and thus make for some of the best mediums for 
delivering educational content. To the best of our knowledge, no study of peer-led  EBM instruction at a United  States medical  education 
institution has been published. EBM was not systematically covered in the CareForward curriculum and the USMLE Step 1 performance of 
our students in this domain was slightly under the reported national average. The goal of the peer-led approach was to increase  the  
effectiveness of instruction and to engage students in learning of this self-perceived challenging topic. We capitalized on the student members  
of the EBM Club at EVMS. Four students w hom were part of the EBM club since the beginning of their pre-clerkship education volunteered 
to serve as peer-instructors. Prior to instruction, they worked with an EBM faculty expert for 18 months to master EBM-related concepts 
and applications. The classes of MD2020 and MD2021 received peer-led instruction in the context of large and small group problem solving 
sessions during the Multi-Systems Disease (MSD) module. Following each peer-led EBM instructed session students completed an online 
quiz which was open notes and allowed for multiple attempts to demonstrate  competency (80%) in the concepts lectured to them. Although  
direct causation cannot be claimed, performance on the EBM and biostatistics topics of USMLE Step1 was substantially improved for the 
two cohorts exposed to  peer-led instruction.  The aim of this project was to determine student feedback and satisfaction of the EBM peer-
led instruction.  
 
METHODS: An anonymous 12-item survey was administered to gather the students’ perceptions on EBM instruction a week after 
completion of the three problem solving sessions and after completion of the MSD module. The survey was formatted as a 5 point Likert 
scale questionnaire. Students had 10 minutes to complete  the survey. Demographics data including age, race and gender were also collected.  
The data was expressed as percent of students that responded by “agree” or “strongly agree” to each of the questions. A ranking was generated 
based on such data.  
 
RESULTS: A total of 87 responders representing 60% of the class of 2022 M2 students completed the survey.  
The four students that led the sessions were excluded from  the responders’ pool. Over 70% of the students agreed or strongly agreed on 8  
out of the 12 survey questions. The top-ranking question was “The material covered was Step 1 relevant” with 94.2% of the students 
responding “agree” or “strongly agree”. Examples of   other questions ranking on top were “The  goals of the sessions were clearly  
communicated” (87.3%), “The peers leading  the sessions were well prepared and effective” (86%), “My level of understanding of EBM was 
improved after these sessions” (77%). The bottom ranking questions were “I would like to see this peer-led model applied to other  
disciplines” and “I recommend this model of EBM peer led teaching be implemented earlier in the curriculum” where only 35.6% and 59.3%  
of the students, respectively, responded by  “agree or “strongly agree”. Overall, the results of this survey have showed that students perceived 
the peer-led EBM instruction sessions as a generally positive experience that was beneficial to their Step 1 studying. Future data from focus  
group interviews will allow for further exploration into why certain student perspectives were held.  
 
CONCLUSIONS: This survey is an important component of a mixed-method approach aimed to evaluate  students’ experiences,  attitudes  
and performance as a result of  EBM peer-led instruction. Additional data includes competency quizzes,  exam items measuring EBM concepts,  
and qualitative data from focus groups. This  multi-faceted approach will lead to strategies for improvement and validation of this innovative 
peer-led instructional activity. We aim  to disseminate this work through conference presentation and a peer-review publication  within the 
next year.  



 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

POSTER 152  
Abstract Title: The personalization of medical devices: 3D printed CPAP masks 
Investigator(s): Jihae Choi, Ryan Oliver, Cristina Baldassari M.D., Craig W. Goodmurphy Ph.D 
Department(s): Department of Otolaryngology; Department of Pathology and Anatomy 

Introduction 
Continuous positive airway pressure (C-PAP) masks that  come in standard  sizes are not always effective in treating patients with 

facial malformations. Down’s syndrome patients represent a large portion of patients who benefit from C-PAP, but are unable to receive  
effective and comfortable treatment due to the standardization masks. As a result, even the most experienced sleep therapists can struggle 
fitting patients with properly fitted masks.  The development of 3D printing and scanning technologies allows for personalized medical 
devices, allowing patients to receive higher quality of care and improving quality of life.  
Methods 

Phase 1 assessed the work flow issues associated with personalizing C-PAP masks. Digital polygonal mesh files of commercially 
available C-PAP masks and one anonymized patient’s face were obtained via traditional Phillips CT® scanner and Creaform’s 
Go!Scan3D® handheld scanner. Files were manipulated in Maya© to match the C-PAP polygonal mesh models to the patient’s facial 
contours. Models of both will be printed using the 2500 Projet 3DS printer.  

In phase 2, the Airfit F10 full face mask was selected to test for fit.  The mask was adhered to the patient’s face using the original 
straps, then the mask was hooked up to the C-PAP machine and positive airway pressure was applied. Leakage was measured to determine  
fit.  
Results  

Preliminary data shows that with minimal training, 3D scanning is an effective, non-invasive  method of obtaining quality scans of 
patients without exposing the patient to radiation. Within a 30-minute session, it is possible to acquire three scans, then process the scans  
by overlaying  them, cropping, and exporting the data as a polygonal mesh model. Additional time is required for mask manipulation. 

Phase 2 has shown that the personalized C-PAP mask created through 3D scanning and printing provided decreased leak and 
improved fit.  Leakage was decreased  to 0.   
Conclusions 
3D technologies have progressed to the point that it is possible to produce devices, such as C-PAP masks, that improve treatment and 
quality of life. The remaining question is whether the final cost analysis supports this process economically. Longer term considerations 
may include longevity of the device based on patient growth and habitus changes.  

POSTER 153 
Abstract Title: Incidence of Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter and Midline Associated Venous Thromboembolism in Children’s 
Hospital of the King’s Daughters 
Investigator(s): Candler Clawson, Dr. Sally Azer, Dr. Eric Werner 
Department(s):  

Background: The incidence of VTEs in hospitalized children has increased over the past 20 years. The presence  of central venous 
catheters (CVCs) is the most frequent known risk factor for VTE in these patients. Little is known about the actual rate of PICC and 
midline-related VTE in children’s hospitals and what other risk factors are most likely to encourage a VTE in patients with  these catheters.   
Method: A medical record review was performed for patients in whom  the vascular  access  team inserted PICC and midline at CHKD  
between July  1st, 2016 and June 30th, 2018. Factors identified included demographic information, documentation of a VTE including time 
of development, location, whether deep venous/pulmonary embolus (DVT/PE) or  superficial (SVT), treatment, u nderlying patient 
conditions and known VTE risk factors.. 
Results: PICCs or midlines were placed in 713 patients and 26 (3.65%) developed either a DVT/PE or a SVT requiring systemic 
anticoagulation.  Recent surgery (14), severe dehydration (7), active  systemic infection (13), autoimmune d isease (5),  cystic fibrosis (5), and 
multiple PICC placement attempts (12), were the most frequently observed risk factors. Smoking and hormonal birth control use, were not 
observed in any VTE patients.  The largest numbers of PICC/midline VTE patients were in the (0-1 years old) and (12-17 years old) age  
groups.  
Conclusion: VTE is a relatively  common complication of PICC/midline placement. Specified risk factors  have been identified, but further  
research is required to determine if these risk factors are statistically more prevalent in PICC/midline patients who develop VTE The  
ultimate goal is  to develop a VTE risk score to identify patients who can benefit from VTE risk mitigation strategies.  
 



 
  

 

 

C1 
Abstract Title: EVMS-Sentara Healthcare Analytics and Delivery Science Institute (HADSI) 
Presenter(s): Joshua Edwards, MPH 
Department(s): EVMS-Sentara Healthcare Analytics and Delivery Science Institute (HADSI) 

EVMS-Sentara Healthcare Analytics and  Delivery Science Institute (HADSI)  
Healthcare analytics is the process of harnessing analytic tools and technologies to improve the quality and efficiency of clinical and 
business operations.  As a result, healthcare analytics affects all areas within  the healthcare system; such as past and future  operations (i.e. 
operational and clinical outcomes), healthcare  cost data, pharmaceutical research and development data, clinical data (collected from  
electronic medical records; EMRs), and patient behavior and sentiment data (patient behaviors and preferences).   
 
To fill this void EVMS and Sentara Healthcare (Sentara) have  created HADSI to serve as the hub for Biomedical and Clinical Research.  
The primary mission of HADSI is to become a regional and national leader in the emerging field where  recognizable science and healthcar e  
delivery intersect.   We aspire  to translate discoveries into evi dence-based,  efficient  processes and procedures by  developing a collaborative 
framework for conducting focused and prioritized research in the Hampton Roads community.   
 
To meet our goals, HADSI consists of an interdisciplinary team tasked with providing educational, administrative and technical support to   
all aspects of the healthcare system (students, residents, fellows, and physicians).  HADSI houses several PhD and Masters  prepared  
biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health services researchers and other research support staff from both EVMS and Sentara. Our faculty 
have primary faculty appointment in EVMS School of Health Professions and various other departments in the School of Medicine.  

 
HADSI Services and Fees 
Services include but are not limited to:   

   Data Analysis/Coding    Data Safety Monitoring/Management 
   Database Design/Management    Grant Writing Services 
   Health Economic Analysis     Interpretation  of Data Analysis  
   Qualitative Research     Health Policy Analysis 
   Sample Size/ Power Estimation    Randomization/Blinding 
   REDCap Database Management     Study Design (Experimental and Observational) 
   Survey Research    Community Engagement and Outreach  

 
HADSI Services are free to all EVMS students, residents, fellows, and full-time faculty. For any outside collaborators, there is a service 
charge  
 
HADSI Outcomes and Successes  
To  date, HADSI has: 

- Awarded over $290k in pilot funding (funds supported by Sentara) 
- Authored or co-authored over 90 publications and posters  
- Completed over 400 individual  analytic and research services  
- Authored or co-authored 12 extramural funding opportunities 

 
 



 

 
 

  
 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

C2 
Abstract Title: EVMS George L Wright Center for Biomedical Proteomics 
Presenter(s): Julius O Nyalwidhe & Joseph Otto 
Department(s): Microbiology and Molecular Cell Biology Leroy T. Canoles Jr Cancer Research Center 

The Eastern Virginia Medical School George L Wright Center for Biomedical Proteomics (GLWCBP) is a nationally and internationally 
recognized Center that provides an integrated bioanalytical facility to researchers with a strong mass spectrometry research component. 
The Proteomics Facility is managed by a professional staff of faculty and research associates. The Facility supports multiple technology 
platforms for identification and structural analysis of biological molecules. These include HPLC for peptide separations and 2D gel and 
Off‐Gel electrophoresis separations of intact proteins. Mass spectrometry analysis can be performed by Electro Spray Ionization (ESI) on a 
Tribrid Orbitrap Fusion Lumos MS, Q‐Exactive Orbitrap MS, Q‐TRAP 4000 Triple Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer, Linear Trap 
Quadrupole (LTQ) MS, and by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time of Flight (MALDITOF/ TOF) MS on an Ultraflex III 
instrument. The instrumentation and expertise available provide investigators with state‐of‐the‐art capabilities and with all of the necessary 
tools and infrastructures available for downstream biostatistical and bioinformatics analysis of the MS data. The major focus is on 
qualitative and quantitative protein identification and characterization for biomarker discovery, 
development and validation, protein‐protein interaction studies, and characterization of protein posttranslational modifications including 
phosphorylation, ubiquitination and glycosylation. Active projects areas include cancer biomarker studies, cancer biology and signaling, 
etiology of type 1 diabetes, exosomes research, and studies on the modulation of host‐parasite interactions. The Center also continues to 
develop methods and tools for targeted and global mass spectrometry analysis for the general mass spectrometry and proteomics 
community. GLWCBP provides leadership, expertise and advice on proteomic methodologies to investigators on experimental design and 
implementation of suitable strategies that will enable them to achieve their research objectives. The GLWCBP also offers educational 
opportunities for training students in instrument operation and data analysis. 

C3 
Abstract Title: Seahorse  XFe24 Analyzer Platform: Your Window into Cellular Metabolism 
Presenter(s): Elizabeth N. Booth-Creech  
Department(s): Physiological Sciences 
 
With over 20,000 genes, 200,000 proteins and thousands of pathways, you can’t measure everything in a cell at once. However, you can 
measure the energy  that drives it. The Seahorse  XFe24 Analyzer is a label-free, integrated platform that offers cell analysis technology 
solutions that detect  discrete changes in cellular bioenergetics in real-time. Real-time cell measurements  provide a clear window into the  
critical functions driving cell signaling, proliferation, activation, toxicity and biosynthesis. Using this technology, you can move beyond 
analyzing what  cells are and reveal a comprehensible measure of what they do. The Seahorse platform has many standard assays built on 
oxygen and pH sensor technologies to help you address your research needs. Cellular energetics is a vibrant field of study with potential for 
addressing pathophysiology and therapy of diseases such as cancer, auto-immune diseases, metabolic and cardiovascular diseases,  
neurodegenerative diseases and others. Regardless of your research focus, cellular metabolism can give  you valuable insights into 
mechanisms of cell function and adaptation. The following are options to investigate cellular metabolism: 
 
ATP Rate Assay:  Measures and quantifies the rate of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production from glycolysis and mitochondria 
simultaneously using label-free technology in live cells, in real time. Real-time kinetic quantification delivers a dynamic picture of cellular 
bioenergetics, providing researchers with unique insight into cellular phenotype and  function.  
Cell Mito Stress Test: An optimized solution for assessing mitochondrial function. Multiple parameters are obtained in one assay, 
including: basal respiration, ATP production-coupled respiration, maximal and reserve capacities and non-mitochondrial respiration. The 
assay provides insight into the mechanism of mitochondrial  dysfunction and allows to investigate functional differences among cell types, 
drug candidates, as well as genetic or biochemical interventions.  
Glycolytic Rate Assay Kit: Provides a precise measure of glycolysis in live cells, revealing transient responses and rapid metabolic 
switches not discernible in endpoint lactate assays. Run on a  Seahorse XF Analyzer, this assay quantifies proton efflux specific to glycolysis.  
 
Cell Energy Phenotype Test Kit: Simultaneously measures the two major energy producing pathways in live cells - mitochondrial 
respiration and glycolysis, allowing rapid determination of energy phenotypes of cells  and investigation of metabolic switching. It is also a  
useful assay for screening compounds that potentially modulate mitochondrial and/or glycolytic function. 
 
Mito Fuel Flex Test Kit: Provides an analytical method for measuring basal state mitochondrial fuel oxidation in live cells. This assay kit 
utilizes a set of  inhibitors to reveal the cells' ability to switch  oxidative pathways in meeting basal energetic demands and provides 
information regarding the relative contributions of glucose, glutamine and long chain fatty acid oxidation to basal respiration. 
 
Glycolysis Stress Test Kit:  Measures the capacity of the glycolytic pathway by  driving cells toward glycolysis and assesses the ability of 
study models to increase glycolytic activity  to meet metabolic and bioenergetic demands. 
Discover how you can gain insights into your cell function through these numerous assays. For each  of these applications, Agilent sells 
standardized kits that are optimized to give the best results possible. However,  careful training and understanding of the operational 
requirements are imperative to ensure reliable and reproducible results. Our lab can provide background information to assist users with  
implementing the Seahorse  XFe24 Analyzer into their research.  
  



 
 

  
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 

C4 
Abstract Title: The NanoImager by ONI: The New Kid on the Block 
Presenter(s): Sezgi Arpag-McIntosh 
Department(s): Physiological Sciences  

We are happy to introduce our newest super resolution microscope “ONI, Nanoimager” in our Microscopy Core to our EVMS family 
users.  
 
The Nanoimager offers various modes of operation including dSTORM, PALM, single particle tracking, smFRET (Förster resonance  
energy transfer), and supports illumination modes from  epifluorescence to HILO to TIRF and delivers the precision at 20 nm scale. It  
contains 4 different color lasers allowing tracking up to four  different molecules in one experiment, with two can be  tracked 
simultaneously. Laser options on our microscope are; UV: 405nm, Blue: 488 nm, Green: 561 nm, Red: 640 nm.  
 
Some of the technical properties of the Nanoimager are;  
Imaging modalities: Single-molecule imaging based 3D localization microscopy, FRET spectroscopy, Single-molecule tracking, 
Epifluorescence / HILO / TIRF illumination.  
Achievable resolution: Lateral: exceeding 20nm, Axial: exceeding 50nm  
Live Cell Imaging: Built in heating and temperature control, autofocus and support for microfluidic set-ups.  
 
With a user friendly and compact design, the Nanoimager could serve EVMS  researchers in various different applications such as;   
Tracking and Visualizing Extracellular Vesicles: Visualize and track EVs in solution or within cells to understand their behavior. Study 
fine morphological details and precise localization of EV-associated proteins.  
Tracking and Imaging Viral Particles: Understand and quantify viral particle behavior. Study their mechanistic and functional 
characteristics at a single-molecule level.  
Host Pathogen Interactions: Dynamic information about virus particles,  understand viral pathogens and find new targets to treat viral 
infection.  
Tracking Single Molecules and Vesicles in cells: The Nanoimager can track single molecules and vesicles in both bacterial and 
eukaryotic cells with super-resolution microscopy.  
Quantitative Cellular Imaging: Gain detailed understanding of cellular features through multi-color super-resolution microscopy with 
advanced data analysis including co-localization and clustering.  
Protein Complex Assembly: Intensity measurements, super-resolution and multi-color labeling for characterizing protein  complexes and 
their assembly.   
Molecular Mechanisms and Interactions: Using smFRET to understand  molecular interactions and dynamics, including enzymes and  
substrates, protein aggregates in neurodegeneration and other protein-protein interactions.  
DNA Conformational Changes: A dynamic, real-time nanoscale ruler, now a general tool for characterizing molecular interactions and 
structure with Alternating La ser Excitation (ALEX) suppo rt.  
Epigenetic Mapping: Imaging specific target sites on DNA at the single-molecule level:  a simple tool  for characterizing the distribution  
of epigenetic sites.   
DNA-PAINT  shows sub-20nm resolution:  DNA-PAINT  provides easy localization-based super-resolution with nanorulers from  
GATTAquant GmbH.   
 
We would be happy to assist, train and help EVMS users with their research utilizing the Nanoimager. 

C5 
Abstract Title: EVMS Biorepository and Histology Service Laboratories 
Presenter(s): Mary Ann Clements 
Department(s): Pathology and Anatomy 

The EVMS Biorepository is a Core Facility within the EVMS Pathology and Anatomy department which provides support services and 
resources to investigators within EVMS and surrounding academic and clinical facilities.  Human bio-specimens provide a bridge between 
emerging molecular information and clinical information, by enabling researchers to study the molecular characteristics of human disease, 
and then correlating those patterns with what is known about the clinical progression of the disease. The Biorepository procures, processes, 
and stores human bio-specimens such as tissue, blood, and other body fluids, as well as clinical data associated with the samples. Moreover, 
the EVMS Biorepository obtained College of American Pathologists (CAP) accreditation in August, 2017, as the first Virginia Academic 
Center Biorepository to do so.  The EVMS Biorepository also houses a Histology Core which offers various services (including slicing, 
special stains and IHC) to ensure that quality histological processing is available for researchers.  Other services offered include Laser 
Capture Microdissection, Slide Scanning (20 and 40x), Tissue Microarray development and nanoString Analysis of up to 800 RNA, DNA, 
or protein targets. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A special note of appreciation and gratitude goes to Dean Homan 
and the Research Advisory Committee for the Administrative and 

Research Community support of EVMS Research Day 

Special appreciation and gratitude are also extended to Dr. Wasilenko 
and Dr. Mu for their continued support of EVMS Research Day. 



Celebrating 31   Years of 

EVMS Research Day 
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